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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Thursday, June 15, 1922.

CLXXI1I. No.

ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE

ADMINISTRATION ARE
REVIEWED BY DR. WORK p
PERIEfJTIS
' BEING 11 Oil

f

BUSINESS

A

Chicago June 14. Acting as
Judge and Jury in Judge M. L.
McKinley's court today, a wife
sentenced her husband, Lee
months'
Hauser, to nine
The Judge had
imprisonment.
previously offered to free her
husband if Mrs. Hauser would
vouch that ho would pay back
obtained on checks,
money
which, he pleaded, he had been
forced to cash to buy the modish apparel which his wife demanded.
"He said he had J money
when he married you, but that
as soon as the money was gone
you quit loving him." remarked
the court to Mrs. Hauser.
she
replied.
"Certainly,"
"Where there's no money
in
him
no
love.
Tut
there"s
The Judge put him
Jail."

BASIS

Postmaster

General Work
Delivers, With Harding's
Approval, an Address at
Wilkesbarre, Pa,
CRITICISMS

CLAIMS
ARE NOT JUSTIFIED
.

Expenditures

the War and an

pi.

there.

1920 Cut

to $6,500,000,000

fey
Econo-

MINERS REJECT

my Congress,
A

Tin Anoclntrd Pkm.)
Wilkesbarre, Pa.. Jnue 14. "The
"accomplishments and economies
effected by the present rcpunncau
administration were detailed by
Postmaster General Work here tonight in an address which It was
hart been
learned authoritatively
approved by President Harding.
The postmaster general, speaking before the Pennsylvania state
convention of postmasters, dcclarctj
he resented the "unjustified"'
of the president and his cabinet in the face of what he described as "unparalleled
accomj
plishments" since tho republican
adminparty came Into power. The
istration now in office came into
control "pledged to install business
methods in government," ha said,
and he added "the achievement of
this objective is the outstanding acof
the executive
complishment
branch thus far."
in
the
handling of
"Economy
government funds after the lavish
of
previous years
expenditures
which reached the high water
in 1919,
mark of $27,000,000,000
became a necessity,'' declared Dr.
1920
the expenditures
Work. "In
had been reduced to $6,500,000,000
of
cessation
tho war and the
the
by
(
seonomv of a republican congress;
methods
business
W in 1921, present
( n further reduwd h5B
'
I for the fiscal year about to close it
has been brought down to $3,909,- 000,000 and we are not througn
yet.
BstaDlisnmeni oi me diiukxi ex
tern alone, "which had been repu diated by the democratic party, already had saved more than a billion
dollars Of the people s money, Pr,
AVork asserted, adding that "Inciof government
dentally the number
employes had been reduced by
more than 65,000 since January,

01R

Bsr

ft

0

1921."
As

Bonds at Par.
liberty
a result of business econofur-

mies, the postmaster' general
ther declared, Liberty bonds, which
nt low ebb had fallen more than
16 points, are now selling at par.
The veterans' bureau has been reorganized and a half billion dollars is being expended .this year
men.
for the relief of
"The farmer has benefitted by
the emergency tariff law and the

people generally have already
found their taxes reduced.
"Our military and naval expenditures have been cut to the bone
and our foreign relations, which
were sadly muddled following the
gradually
armistice, have been
settled in a dignified manner. The
to be
conference
promises
army
one of the greatest achievements
of history."
ratienco and Hard Work.
Patience and hard work now
occupy the time of official Washington, the postmaster general declared.
"To paraphrase the language of
'Continued on I'ago Two.',

'

OFFER

1

Anthracite Operators Flatly
Refuse

to Proceed

Fur-

ther in the Negotiations;

crlt-it-Vi-

JP'n

Conference

Ends.

(By The A'aoclntrd Treat.)

New York, June 14.

With the

refusal of miners' representatives
on tho wage scale conference to accept arbitration, the anthracite
operators' representatives late today flatly refused to proceed further In the negotiations, unless the
minors agree to arbitration. The
conference adjourned without setting a date for another meeting.
Both sides regard the negotiations
as broken off, at least for the pres-

ent.
"We don't Bee what more any
man or organization
could do,"
Samuel D. Warriner, spokesman for
for the operators, said after the
con Terence.
ft Innlia
atrllra " ammarfXft
,
vice pwwint of the
union and spokesman for the scale
committee. "We will call out even
the maintenance
men, if necessary."
The strike votes now being taken
will be counted, Mr. Murray said, in
the various district headquarters, on
June 22 The gcale commlttee will
meet at Wilkesbarre on June 26 to
decide whether the present suspension shall be declared a strike and
also whether the five to six thou
sand anthracite maintenance men
shall he called out. It is estimated
that 150,000 to 175,000 anthracite
miners are now out.
Mr. Warriner would not say
what would be the next action on
the part of the employers. When
asked whether they would urge
President Harding to appoint an ar
bitrntlon commission, be replied:
'That depends on the clrcunv
stances."
IHj--

fptiHtp-Murray-

SHIP

SUBSIDY

BILL

WILL BE TAKEN UP BY
THE HOUSE NEXT WEEK
'

Washington. June 14. Republi
can leaders announced tonight that
the administration's ship subsidy
bill, Introduced today, would be
taken up ' by the house next week,
Drovided the merchant marine
committee "to which it was referred is able to teport it by Saturday
i
night.
The measure is expected to be
reported by almost a straight party
vote. With one possible exception
democratic committeemen declared they would vote against it and
file n minority report.

BALLOT ABYAD NOBLES ARE ALL

"LIT" UP AS THEY TREK

DOWN

THE STREET IN SAN FRANCISCO
Shriners Present One of the
Most Striking Units in the Lineup, With 53
Men Clad in Red Jackets, Green Vests, Yellow Trousers, White Leggins.

Albuquerque

(SPECIAL DISPATCH TO MORNING JOURNAL)
Mecca, by the Golden Gate, June attention. They move and pris
14.
Bombs break overhead. Cam- matic waves of color ripple up and
els groan and set themselves up by down the strand as a great cavalA cade begins to take shape.
New
the process of rear elevation.
whistle sounds. A band flares out trumpets sound, but they cannot
tunes
millOrient.
drown
tho
with myslio
of
the cheers from half a
Men in gorgeous costumo come to ion and more throats of onlookers.
Up Jhrough this lane of onlookers
the cavalcade moves impressively
and in splendor. Now in front of
us marches a gaudy-cla- d
band.
Next are chanters.
Still again a
trumpet corps. The lights are dim.
Hut here comes some one we know.
They stand out. Thev are Ballut
FORECAST.
nobles of Albuquerque. They
Penver, Colo., June 14. Now Abyad
brilliant.
The band and
Mexico:
and Friday, are
Thursday
e
cooler
organizations totalling
patrol
fair:
generally
Thursday;
men and dressed in red
warmer northwest portion Friday.
Arizona: Thursday and probably jackets, green vests, yellow Arabic
somewhat warmor trousers and white leggins. And
I'rlday, fair;
they carry a little flash lights with
Thursday.
wnicn tne night pageant is made to
"Illuminated
sparkle.
tonlgKlt,"
LOCAL REPORT.
remarked one of the New Mexican
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
nobles. "Inside and out." But he
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, may have been only foolintt as to
recorded by the university:
half of that
92
Highest temperature
Surely the section was one of the
f9 most striking in the lineup. During
,o west
33
...A...
tne
any wauut Kobles cavorted and
Itango
76 played. . They went
Mean
to the cliff
6
.
02 house by the Golden Gate. At Oak,
Humidity at a. in
8
9
at
land
in..
a
p.
Humidity
special party was given in
0 their honor.
This trip took Ballut
Precipitation ,
42 Abyad across the waters
Wind velocity
of Saint
wind
of
Southwest
IHrection
I'luiu'ls bay. Tomorrow is "get-- 1
of
.clour
:
Character day.
away day,"

WEATHER

fifty-thre-

',

..............

Mourners 7 hrong Pittsburgh
Streets at Russell Funeral
-

FIERCE FOREST
FIRE RAGES IN

T CONGRESS

M0G0LL0N AREA
(PtCtAl

O.tPATCH

TO MOHNINtS

Silver C'ltj. N. M June 14.
The most serious forest fire of
the present seawm is raging on

TROUBLE

(By The Aaaorlntrd PreM.

WILL NAmFcOMMITTEE
TO FRAME A POLICY

Steps Are The Outgrowth of

I

a Strike
Salt Iike City,

Juno 14. The
killing of a mine guard and thu
wounding of a mine official by
men who shot at a train today near
Castle Gate, in tho coal strike area
resulted In the dispatch tonight
of three units of the Utah national
issuguard to the scene and the Govance of a proclamation by
ernor Mabey of martial law in the
district.
Two hundred guardsmen comprised in a battery and two cavalry
troops will tomorrow morning asfor the
sume the responsibility
maintenance of law and order in
the vicinity of Cameron, Helper,
Scofield, the scene of the first disturbance several weeks ago, Winter Quarters, Castle Gate, Kenil-wort- h
and in the Spring Canyon
region. Major Elmer Johnson will
and under the
be in command
governor's proclamation will have
Above, part of the street crowd in front of Old Trinity church Jammed about
the wrteee. Below. marine
tho uuthority to close all mines in
carrying the casket of Lillian RusselL
tho district if necessary for tho
restoration ot law nnd order.
Pittsburgh turned out en masse procession passed wera thionged. Russell received a variant as
x
A. P. Webb, a mine gunrd, was
to pay its last respects to Lillian
members of the U. S. marine gcunt in the corps. Sc reta'-of
Manager H. K.
former
nlar. corps carried the casket of the Labor James J. Davis was one cf killed, General
oow
nusseii,
Streets along which tne funtral former idol.
Lewis, of the Standard Fuel comDuring iiid war Missltho honorary pallbearers.
pany, was shot in the leg and on-of their alleged assailants had an
arm almost shot off when men
said to have been striking miners
IM
ambushed. a train bearing nonATTACKS
union miners at Standardville.
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FURTHER CUT

BOREAL

FEW SCOTT

SO
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WORKERSTODAY

- FOR

'

ITS STAN 0

OH TARIFF BILL

Harding Speaks at Spot
Near Which the Author
Some 350,000 Employes
Penned the Words of the Importing Houses and DeNot Embraced in Two
"Star Spangled Banner."
partment Stores Also Are
Recent Slashes by RaiGrilled
by Senator
(Mr Tha Asunrlntrd Pre.)
lroad Labor Board Affected
Baltimore, June 14. Tho prayer
North Dakota.
of Francis Scott Key that victory
(By The Aiwoclntrd I'm.)
The Ajnrl(td Prni.)
14.
cuts ever may be Justified "when free

Chicago, June
"Wage
railroad
affecting some 350,000
workers not embraced in the two
recent wage slashes are expected to
be announced
tomorrow by the
United States railroad labor board,"
tho Chicago Dally Trlouno said to
f,
day,
"The doclslon," it was said,
"will apply to clerks, signalmen.
stationary firemen and oilers and
marine department employes. It is
the third and last of a series trim
and
$136,000,000
ming between
$150,000,000 a year off the annual
pay roll of tho carriers, all three
of the reductions
taking effect
July 1. In all, some 1.250,000
workers are covered in the three
orders.
"The telegraphers, who number
about 8LOO0, will not be dealt 'with
ror mo present. Decause so mu.nj
local conditions on the roads are
involved that prolonged discussion
will be necessary. The train service men are not struck by the
slashes.
"In the ' finding scheduled for
Friday the labor board will present
something in the nature of a joint
debate upon the issues and principles involved- In the wage deflations and upon
transportation
problem in Its general aspects.

never-endin-

.

...

BROWN WELL IS
PRODUCING 25
BARRELS DAILY

'

no-tr-

4444

S

S

of Child
Condemnation
La
Follette
Labor; Senator
Makes a Speech,
'By The Anclrttfd

Pre.)

Mine Guard Is Killed and a Cincinnati, Ohio, June 14 (by the
Associated
Organized laMine Official Wounded bor IndicatedPress.)
a determination at.
Is On.

"

DECISIS

Organized Labor Will Start
. a
Drive for a Constitutional Amendment, Delegates Are Informed,

ZOM

Near Castle Gate, Where

men shall stand between their
loved homes and the war's desolation" was reiterated by President
Harding in dedicating here today
a memorial to the author of "The
Star Spangled Banner."
Standing at Old Fort McIIcnrv,
near where Key penned the words
which set to music have becomo
the nation's anthem, the president
declared the prayer ho had quotad
had been granted.
"The faith has been kept," iie.
added. "It is the hope of every
American heart today that it will
continue to be kept. The intervening century has brought our country power and high place. It has
cast upon us heavy burdens of responsibility, making us share the'
difficult problems of a world in
We
the turmoil of a new time.
need ail the inspiration and faith
which forced his glowing soul of
No generation of men
patriotism.
has ever como into tho world to
find its path smoothed or to find
its problems solved for it in advance. Solution is tho fit price
we pay for our great .inheritance
of liberty and opportunity."
The president,
whose address
dedicating rhe bronze figure of the
"spirit of musle" as a memorial
!to Key formed tho theme for the
6 INDICTMENTS ARE
nation's observance of Flag Day,
RETURNED BY GRAND
paid high tribute to tho author,
that "to give ringing
declaring
MIGUEL
JURY IN SAN
voice to such a conviction, to such
an aspiration, was orio of the greatest services which any man could
(Hneclal ConwmwnAenrr to Thn Journal.)
do for the young republic."
Tjis Veens. N. M.. June 14.
"In this impassioned,
The jury in the case of Sablno
anxious,
Lujan. Jeweler, accused of buying (Sprelsl rnrrripnsdfnce In The Journal.)
exalting and exto
unab.e
was
stolen property,
ulting love of country, transcendArtesia, N. M., June- 14.
agree after several hours' delibering all else, Key reached the subThe Brown' well, located seven
lime heights and wrote the poetic
ation and was excused Tuesday
of
has
miles southeast
Artesia,
revelation of an American
afternoon
soul
hy Judge David J.
been uncapped and is producSan
for
aflame."
Leahy in district court
barrels daily.
ing twenty-fiv- e
enuntv.
Mr.
ArMiguel
The oil is being hauled to
Harding appealed that more
of the spirit of the author of thn
Lujan was accused of buying
tesia, where the Artesia Utility
nation's
lewelry stolen from a grip In the
uses
In
the
hymn might be instilled In
fuel
it
for
company
the, Americans of today and added
custody of the American Railway
oil burners at the local ice
to
miss
Kxoress and belonging
that even though the present gen
plant. An accurato account is
Chief of PoRebecca Henrlquez.
eration might bo called upon to
kept concerning the output of shoulder
lice P. J. Murphy and Secundino
burdens.
tho well as well as the Belt oil
unprecedented
it. might
Romero, then sheriff, ran down
rejoice in unexampled
well, which' is also being used
suittho
stolen
the boy who had
strength.
for fuel,.: Both wells were
case, and traced the jewelry to
drilled several years ago. Op"Everlasting right ln the great
the Lujan store. Lujan admitted
fundamentals," ho concluded, "wo
erations on other wolls In the
face tho future with every
having bought the articles and
may
ar
Pecos
are
ebb
at low
valley
melted some of the gold, but
men give
confidence,
at this time.
providing
said he did not know they were
first of heart and soul to the reThe haulers of oil from the
The boy who admitted
stolen.
and
its
public
Brown well found a great lake
righteous institution
'
Joachim
stealing the suitcase,
and given first thought and unfailof oil around their storago
Crespin, has since died.
devotion
to
tho nation's pering
one
week
tank
morning last
'
R. D. Hall, a ranchman of
petuity."
when they arrived tor a load.
Garlta, pleaded not guilty to a
Some person had opened the
lowering Skies (Jreel Parly.
charge of issuing a worthless
outlets of the large storage
Lowering skies and occasional
check, and his case was set for
rain
of
greeted the presidential party
tank, allowing thousands
trial Wednesday.
is it arrived by niilomobiln from
gallons to waste upon tho
The grand Jury on Tuesday afWashington but dirt not dampen
ground. No reason is known
ternoon returned six indictments
the enthusiasm of tho greeting by
for the act.
bills. Among
and three
the people who lined the route of
those indicted and who are in
a pageant procession which precustody or under good bond are
ceded the unveiling and in which
.
Juan Esqulbel, cattle stealing;
the president rode. Thousands of
settlemassed and
Ferguson, firing rifle in
uniformed
school
S CHILDREN ARE llftRN.
ment John Craig, assault; Vicente $
M"nroe, Ln., Junj 14. live 4 children sang and waved flags in
Trujlllo, assault with ' a deadly
tumultous
children wore born to Mrs.
greeting.
The president was taken into the
weapon.
w'illard Prcstasre. wlfo m a
old "star" bastion of the fortress
4 fanner of tno old
Floyd neighBAR MASKED GATHERINGS.
on which the famous attack of 1814
borhood, Bty inline northeast
Los
Los Angeles, June
centered and, with Mrs. Harding,
of
Monroe,
ucconlinir
word
to
Angeles city council today adopted v receiver! Hero today. Five
Inspected the post hospital, where
an ordinance
;!00 wounded of the world war nre
public
forbidding
years niro she
the
masked
The
still
of
under care, before going to the
! mother of
persons.
gatherings
triplets.
ordinance was Introduced followspeaker's stand, erected in front of
tho colossal statue in bronze, by
ing disclosures of alleged activities
ot the Ku Klux Klan,
(Crntliiucd on l&e Two.)
e

rv.i

-

VETO

OF HIGH COURT

SENT TO UTAH

yA:

POWER TO

JOUNNALj

STATE T

f

H

J

Whitewater creek, in the
mountains, eighty mile!
northwest of here, according lo
telephonic mlvlccM to the Gila
national forest headquarters
here today. The fire Ih in a
big timber section, where aw
Some
mills are operating.
eoneern Is felt for the safety of
about firiy people who are
that
tamping niul fishing in men
region. A larce force of inthe
flames,
are fightlna:
cluding naw mill employes and
emuers. Lightning Is believed
to have started the fire.

San Francisco, June 14. Washington, D. C. was chosen today
by the Imperial Council of the
Order of the Mystic Shrine, for its
next meeting place. The council
also reelected two trustees for the
shriners hospitals for crippled children.
They were W. Freeland
Kendrick of Philadelphia and Dr.
Oscar M. Landstrum of Helena,
Mont.
A human river of color, even
more bnrbarlcally gay under the
glow of electricity than by daylight, flowed through the streets
of San Francisco
tonight, the
shriners' welcome to the election
of James S. McCondless of Honolulu as imperial potentate of the
order.
Scores of bands and Arab patrols, dressed in the bright hued
Oriental garb briskly marched
their way through hanked masses
of spectators
to the strains of
highly American music.
The procession was a virtual
duplicate of tho opening parado
yesterday, but the clearest of California skies overhead
and the
balmiest of June air made oil yesterday's Jokes about "heavy mists''
and "unusually damp fog" merely
a stale recollection.
Most of tho bands and patro'a
were out of town today while the
council went through
imperial
part of its business, electing imperial officers and hearing committees report.
Only One Contest.
There was only one contest, three
men being in the race for grand
outer guard, the lowest rung of
tho ladder that leads to the rank
of imperial potenato.
Earl Mills
of
temple of Des Moines,
won the honor over John Foucha
of Alhambra temple, Chattanooga,
Tenn., and E. J. Scoonover of
Murat. tonipta, Indianapolis.
Mills
was chosen on tho first ballot and
the election was then unanimous,
Conrad V. Dykeman. of Kismet
Temple, Brooklyn, N. Y., succeeded
McCandless as imperial deputy potentate.
The two officers who
have handled the business administration of the Shrine for many
years, were
They were
William S. Brown, of Syria Temple,
and
Benjamin vv.
nttsinirgn. lJa.,
Rowell, of Aleppo Temple, Boston,
imperial treasurer and imperial reOther im
corder, respectively.
perial officers were advanced one
grade.
Tho report of the board of trustees of the Shriners' hospitals for
crippled children,; occupied most of
the rest of the day. Tomorrow applications for new temples will be
considered. Many imperial representatives said that probably only
a few, if any, of the nine cities applying would receive charters.
Intricate Fancy Drills.
Tonight intricate fancy drills, impromptu bits of hilarious practical
Joking, hastily Improvised humor
ous songs and various kinds ot
new spectacular effects kept up in
g
succession.
Right behind the patrol and band
of Islam Temple, the host this year,
came Aloha patrol, fellow nobles of
the new Imperial potentate, carry
ing spears whose heads were illum
inated by electricity. Fire worus
spread color into the sky and buz- zing airplanes added a novel touch
to the Oriental scene.
Tomorrow" all the patrols win
Join in giving a drill exhibition at
the Golden Gate Dark stadium.
Mrs. James S. McCandless, wue
of the new Imperial potentate, was
the euest of honor today at a recep
tion sriven at a hotel, hy Mrs. Ira
W. Coburn, wife of Islam's illus
trtous potentate.
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"WHERE THERE'S NO
MONEY THERE'S NO
LOVE," SAYS WIFE
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CITY

ON CERTAIN
VICTORY NOTES WILL
CEASE TODAY, MELLON

INTEREST

June 14. Interest
per cent Victory notes

Washington,

on all 3

4

will cease tomorrow and all these
securities should be presented for
payment. Secretary Mellon stated
tonight.
Redemption of the 3 4 per cent
Victory notes on June 15, he explained, was announced in February, and to date approximately
ot these obligations
$140,000,000
(
have been redeemed leaving about
June 14. Metro- $240,000,000 of the notes outstandWashington,
politan newspapers, especially of ing.
In
$300,000,000
Approximately
the eastern seaboard, and Import-in- s
Income tax receipts Is expected by
houses and department stores the
government tomorrow, accordof the country, were attacked in
ing to Secretary Mellon's estimate
the senate today by Senator
on the second Installcollections
of
republican of North Da- ments of the 1922 taxes.
kota, who charged that they were
spreading "insidious and poisonous
THOMAS WIXS CLASSIC.
propaganda" against the pending
Francisco, Calif., June 14.
tariff bill to further their selfish JoeSanThoaias
won the Shrine auto
interests and to maintain "extor- mobile
speedway classic at San
tionate" profits.
Francisco
speedway, San Carlos.
He assailed particularly New this afternoon,
driving the 150
and Philadelphia miles in one hour,
York, Boston
twenty-thre- e
newspapers.
h
r
thirty-fouand
minutes and
Senator
McCiimber's
speech,
seconds.
In
immetwo
hours
nearly
length,
diately precipitated
replies from
tho democratic side and brought a
resolution by Senator Walsh, Montana, calling upon tho attorney
general to advise the senator
whether steps had been taken or
were to be taken to establish
existed
whether
a conspiracy
among the ii terests mentioned by
Ths
tho North Dakota senator.
resolution asked that if such combination existed, prosecution of
those suspected be Instituted under
"
law.
the
The Montana senator sought Im
Do
mediato action on the resolution
but Mr. McCumber objected, say'
an
ing he was heartily in favor of ininvestigation of tho facts and
cidents presented but did not believe the .Walsh resolution was In
accord with the situation laid beInto ' the
Without investigation
The resolution
fore the senate.
went over a day under senate financial condition of the city
water department,
rules.
declining to
Senator
Alabama, wait until next week when a com
underwood,
the democratic
leader, character pilation of the water department
ized tho tariff leader's stand as receipts, balances, credits and posmost remarkable and entirely new sibilities could bo submitted; adHe declared mitting that they did not know
in tariff discussion.
that on tho position taken by Mc positively what, if any. cut could
protec bo consistently made ln the city
Cumber, the republican
tionists had left no longer any ap- water rates. City Commissioners
manufacturers
Ed Swope nnd W. R. Walton voted
peal to American
for a resolution presented at the
or labor.
rroJ.t Taken by some. said commission meeting last night by
"Tho senator has shown,"
Commissioner Clyde Tingley and
Mr. Underwood, "that the pront which
provided for a cut in the
taken by some of these people minimum water rate from $1.80 to
from 35
ranges as high as 3.200 per cent. $1.70 and a reduction
If that be true, how can he or his cents to 30 cents for the first 6,000
ReAmerconsumed.
water
of
committee expect to protect
gallons
ican labor with 50 per cent duty? ceiving three out of the five votes,
What appeals has he left to the tho resolution providing for the cut
American manufacturer? ,1 say if v.as adopted.
The resolution, typewritten, was
his statements are true then he
and his committee have perpetrat- presented for passage by Commised a gigantic fraud on the Amer- sioner Tingley. With the exception
of Commissioner Walton, all other
ican people."
declared they had
The McCumber speech came at commissioners
seen the resolution and had not
not
the end of a day of little progress known
that it was to be up for
on tho tariff bill. Ho appeared on
.
f . .
the floor with numerous articles passage.
Thomas Hughe
Commissioners
usually Imported for sale by a de- and
Sidney Weil declared that a
partment store. Using the articles reduction
in the water rates was
on which both the foreign and
one of their chief objects, but that
selling prices here had been
felt
they should be conversant
obtained as examples to illustrato they
the Wuter. department situahis speech, he described what he with before
tion
deciding upon the
characterized as "the enormous amount
of tho cut if any was posfrauds perpetrated on the Ameri- sible at this
time.
can people."
Commissioner Hughes than askArticle after article was held up
Tingley if he was
before the senators. There was a ed Commissioner
of the water
departcuckoo clock made ln Germany, cognizant
Comment's
financial
condition.
McCumber said, for 94 cents, and missioner
he did
admitted
Tingley
sold in New York nt $22; a string not know a
about it, save
of pearls from France costing that he had thing
heard It had made
$12.25, and sold here at $150; $47,000.
He did not know how
electric bulbs made for 6.3 cents, much of a balance was now on
and retailed in America for 30 hand nor what would be tho relacents; kid gloves Invoiced at 27 tion between the coming requirements and income.
ouunuea ou i'age Two.)
one-fift-

the American Federation of Labor
convention here today to start a
drive for a constitutional amendment for a congressional veto o
supreme court decisions, and fo?
tho denial of the cower of lowei
federal courts to set aside a federal
law as unconstitutional.
This, the
would
delegates were informed,
overcome decisions which labor has
as
to
inimical
its interregarded
ests.
The only formal action, however,
was unanimous adoption of a motion creating a special committee
to frame a policy, which action wan
taken after tho amendment hail
been made by Senator Ia Follette,
of Wisconsin. Other speakers, most
of them leaders in tho labor movement, approved the program as
while the delegates
practicable,
voiced approval by applause.
Attacks Supremo Court.
The suggestion of a drive for tha
amendment came in the midst of u
.program devoted to condemnation
of child labor. The address of Senator La Follette. centered attacks on
the supeeme court, which for a second time recently declared the federal child labor law unconstitutional, ln authorizing appointment of the special committee, the
delegates voted to vest in It authority to consider all decisions of the
last few years which the federation
has branded as inimical to organized labor.
A dissenting note to a program
aiming generally at curtailment of
the courts was heard during the
g
program when Florence
Kolley, of the national consumers'
league, voiced approval of thu senator's proposal, but asserted that
the best strategy was to make a.
drive exclusively for an amendment
to make possible a federal ban on
child labor. However, sho declared, her enlistment "as a high
private In the army that will follow
his (La Follette's) banner.
Senator La Follette, ln his
speech, contended that the federal
courts had, by a process of gradual encroachments, "wrested sovereignty from the people," and ho
cited the child labor tax law decision as "typical ot the conduct of
the federal Judiciary."
Taft's Name Hissed.
Hisses greeted the senator's first
mention of Chief Justice Taft, hut.
these quickly changed to applause
as La Follette declared that Tal't
was repudiated by the voters wheu
a second term candidate for president.
"No one will contend." said the
senator, "that he could have been
elected chief Justice bv the vote ot
the people."
"Five members of the supreme
court," La Follette said, "enait
what shall be the law," and he add- tContinued on l'ago Two.)
day-lon-

WATER RATES REDUCED; TlflGLEY
FATHERS "CUT" BUT HE DID HOT
FIND OUT IF IT WAS WARRANTED

anti-tru-

Swope, Walton and Tingley Pass Resolution,
Not Know Condition of
But Admit They
Water Department Funds; Weil and Hughes
Urge Consideration of Reports.

st

.

re-ta- ll

.

Commissioner

Swope

declared

that he knew about the affairs of
the department, but when he attempted to explain them, failed t
do so and admitted that he had

He 'exmade no investigation.
pressed h!s opinion, however, that
such a cut could be made.
Commissioner Well then stated
that he favored as large a cut as
could be made and suggested that
a careful Investigation might result In, finding that a larger cut
than the one proposed by Commissioner Tingley could be made with
He
safety to the department.
stated that Former City Manager
A. B. Hebenstrelt had compiled n
complete set of data covering such
a problem nnd suggested that th
be tabled until next
resolution
week when the commission could
vote better upon it with the specific data covering the water department before it.
On the vote to table Commissioners Hughes and Well voted for th
Commissioners
Tingley
motion,
and Swope voting not to table It.
Chairman Walton cast tho deckling vote and the resolution was
not tabled.
Upon a vote to adopt tho resolution providing for the cuts ln rate
Commissioner Well and Hughes
voted against It, explaining their
votes by declaring they favored a
cut in rates, a larger one than
proposed In case the department
was In such a condition that a cut
could be made.
and
Commissioners
Tingley
Swope voted for the resolution.
Commissioner Swope explaining his
vote by declaring that he had made
a careful Investigation into th
matter and that he believed such
cut was ' possible at this time.
Chairman Walton cast the deciding
vote, passing the resolution without comment.
,

U. S. IS BIGGEST
BOOTLEGGER
WORLD

.

ASSERT

S

Busch, St. Louis,
Says Shipping Board Vessels Are the "Wettest on
the Ocean."
A.

August

(Br The Awwlptfd Frew.)
St. Louis, Mo., June 14. A

loiter

.charging thetheUnited States is "inblgpest bootlci'gor
comparably
in the world," written by AiiRUBt A.
of Antiemer
Husrh, president
Hunch, Inc., while en routs to Euthe
steamahip George
rope uboard
Washington, and which r" been
forwarded to President Hardin?,
was mado public here toduy together with an accompanying letter by Adolphus Busch, 1L, his son.
A third letter by Anheuser Busch,
Inc., addressed to members of congress requests an Investigationof into
the
the enforcement department
government in relation to the prohibition act.
The letter of August A. Buscn,
addressed to his associates mvb in
latt"
''AVe are now approa:hIns? the
coast of France. As this vessel Is
United States shipoperated by Ithewas
amazed to learn
ping board,
that the shipping board vexseli are
the 'wettest on the ocean.' on
the3e
"I learn that passage
ships has been sold with a positive
money back guarantee, that the
bars "for the sale of Intoxicating
as
liquors will be thrown wide open
e
foon n they pass the three-mil- U.
S.
roast line. This makes the
incomparable the biggest bootlegger in the world.
"Two reasons I believe should
Impel us to bring this Information
to the attention of the president
nre that the chief executive Is
charged with the duty of defending
the constitution and taking care
that th i laws are faithfully executed
and should be Informed or mis iaci.

Kncourages Violations.
"As manufacturers of legal products we have been forced for more
than two years to meet unfair and
unlawful competition In practically
every town and city In the United
Htates. For the United States to set
aside Its constitution and laws, In
the operation of its own business
enterprises increases our difficulties many fold, because it encour-Hgviolators of the law to renewed
and greater activity.
"I understand that the shipping?
tioird has brought to the notice of
high officials of the government the
fact that it could not compete on
of
the high seas with the ships
constother nations and obey the
And
set.
Volstead
the
itution and
either bv direct or indirect means
to
the shipping board Is permitted
do In the dark that which it is Illegal to do In order that It may make
money.
pres"We should submit to thetoleraident that the government's law
by
tion of the violation of the that
proof
the shipping boardas isnow
written
prohibition laws
lire either Impractical and
or are being disregarded
es

deliberately.
Desire a Modification.
"The fact that citizens of the
t'nited States would not buy passage on ships of the UnitedactStates
was
feo long as the Volstead

mm
bleach the Si

GIRLS

Squeeze the juice of two lemons Into a bottle containing three
ounces of Orchard White, which
nny drug store will supply for a
few cents, shake well, and you
have a quarter pint of harmless
ind
lemon bleach.
delightful
Massage this sweetly fragrant lotion into the face, neck, arms
and hands each day, then shortly
note the beauty and whiteness of
your skin.

Famous stage beauties use this
lemon lotion to bleach and brine
comthat soft, clear, rosy-whiplexion, also as a freckle, sunburn, and tan bleach because it
doesn't irritate.
te

operative upon these ships gives us
a real sentiment ot a considerate
part of the American people with
resDect to prohibition and we oe
lieve that a great majority desire
of the Volstead
a modification
"
act.
The letter of Adolphus Busch
III., which accompanied the letter
nf Hi father to the president, writ
ten from this city under the date of
1922. savs in part:
.Tuna
"I am transmitting rierewith
letter we have Just received
from my father, August A. Busch,
nrestdent of Anheuser Busch, Inc.,
written on hoard the United States
steamship George Washington. A
copy of the wino list enumerating
Intoxicating liquors of every char
arter is enclosed for your infor
mation.
"Because it Is axiomatic that
American ships wherever they
float are American territory and
under the Jurisdiction of the laws
of the United States, the govern
ment's liquor policy regarding the
d
ships of the United States
constitute a violation
of the constitution and the Vol
stead act in at least three im
portant respects:
"As American sovereignty follows the flag it is a violation of
the constitution and the enforcement act for the government to
sell Intoxicating liquors or permit
their sale on board any ship of
the United States anywhere In
.

snip-boar-

BOMS

$50,000

SEIZE

$2,000

TO BE OFFERED WORTH
LIQUOR:
FOR OIL WELL

(Special Correspnndi nre to Tlifl Jnnrnnl.)
Tucumcarl, N. M June 14.

Tucumoari Is

x

planning

to

put up $50,000 In cash to be
given as a bonus to the first
man or company bringing in
a commercial well within a
miles of
radius of twenty-fiv- e
the court house of Quay coun-

ty, located here. The suggestion was made by Joseph
a local merchant at the
Kiwanls
several
luncheon
weeks ago.
The proposition later grew
to be a tangible one. Property,
owners are this week placing
with H. B. Jones, president of
the Kiwanls club and banker,
bona fide papers to eubstan- -'
tlate the offer.
The Mcdee number 2 at Logan and the Standard Petroleum location at Dripping
Springs are within the required
Is-re-

radius.

file there which was rendered by
former Acting Attorney General
Frlerson in 1920. Mr. Frierson
held that the national prohibition
the world.
act was effective upon ships fly
"It is a violation of the con- ing the American flag wherever
stitution and the law for the
they might be.
intoxships to transport three-milAccording to hleh denartment of.
e
ticials a decision of an attorney
icating liquor within the
coast line.
general retains the official Inter- "It is a violation of the law pretatlon of a law until It has been
for a government ship to possess revoked by court decision or by a
liquor within the superceding opinion. Furthermore
intoxicating
three-mil- e
coast line.
tney added sucn opinion always
stands unless request for a review
'
Liquors Advertised.
"We are reliably informed that comes rrom the same department
or agency which originally request
the advertisements of the United ed
the ruling, Mr. Laiker's stand
States lines, published in Euro as to
liquor sales on board Ameri
pean newspapers announced choice can vessels
was taken, he informed
wines and liquors on ships of the Mr.
Busch, on the authority of an
United States.
rendered
opinion
by General Coun
"We are also reliably Informed
of the shipping
Schlesinger,
that during all the time that the sel
has been violating board.
government
chairman
conferred today
The
the prohibition laws it has had with Attorney General
Daugherty
public figures touring the country and while there gave him copies of
for the special purpose of preach- the correspondence
with the St,
ing respect for the prohibition Louis brewer. The matter of liquor
laws to the American people.
sales at sea was not the primary
"We are inclosing what appears purpose of the conference. Mr.
to be a government inspired new- Lasker
indicated, but It was brought
spaper editorial making a plea for up incidentally.
the
continued
violation
of
the
Refusing to discuss his talk with
laws on board United Mr. Daugherty, Chairman Lasker
States ships.
declared he would not ask the de"The government s disregard of partment for a new opinion, being
the prohibition law and its policy entirely satisfied with that rendered
of inspiring editorial support of by Mr. Schlesinger, He added that
the exemption ot one of its bus! he, would not answer further letters
ness enterprises from the opera on the subject of liquor selling.
tion of the law on the one hand
While there was no Indication toand its feeble attempt to enforce night that there would be any
It and the employment of skilled move by an executive department
orators to counsel respect for the in the matter, at the rapitol the
law on the other hand, appears Busch-Laskcorrespondence provoked t considerable
discussion
to be most Inconsistent.
among prohibition leaders, coming,
Inquiry Requested.
The letter of the Anheuser Busch, as it did, on the heels of the attack
Inc., to members of congress In- yesterday on the board bv Repredemocrat, Masviting their attention to the wine sentative Galllvan.
lists, of the shipping board steam, sachusetts,onfor permitting the sale
American ships.
liquor
ers, requests a congressional in- of Neither
the Galllvan speech nor
quiry into the conditions regardof the Busch correing the enforcement of the pro- publication gave
legislative leaders
hibition act. The letter says in spondence
their first knowledge of liquor sellpart:
"We have repeatedly brought to ing at sea, however. During remonths many of them have
the notice of the congress of the cent
United States and the administra- received wine lists from American
all parts of
tion officials the fact that the vessels mailed from
the world, with facetious comprohibition law is so loosely en- ments.
'
forced as to invite its violation
Upshaw, demoRepresentative
and that under these conditions
Georgia, was the first to anthe manufacturers of lawful prod- crat,
he
ucts are being driven out of bus nounce publicly today that
would offer an amendment to the
iness.
no
that
bill
providing
"When the government of the ship subsidy
United States permits one ot its part of the federal subsidy fund
such lines on
be
used
should
by
to
violate the prohidepartments
bition law on the most extensive whose ships liquor was sold. A
western
representative had
scale In the world it helps cre- leading
that he would offer the
ate a condition which aggravates announced
and friends of
the difficulties of those manu- samebillamendment
said It seemed certain the
facturers who have spent millions the
to
be met unless
have
would
Issue
of dollars to convert their properbill was reported by the rules
ties for the production of lawful the
with a stipulation that
products and who, as a matter of committee
but merchant marine commitgood citizenship, have obeyed the none
would be consid
tee
amendments
law."
The letter further says that the ered.
was talk tonight that such
government in violating its own an There
be considered
law sets an example of "hyprocri-sy- , and amendment would
put squarely before the comunparalleled In the history of
altomorrow,
probably
mittee,
the republic."
though his defeat there was predicted.
WILL CONTINUE LIQUOR
One ardent prohibitionist went
SALES FPU THE PRESENT
so far as to express the opinion
a law will
Washington, June 14. Sale of that "by next summer the
enacted prohibiting
landing
liquor on shipping board vessels at be
of
States
foreign
sea will be continued. Chairman in the United
is per
on
which
selling
liquor
Lasker reiterated tonight, until a ships
mitted."
decision
has been rendered
separate
More than a year ago, as in the
holding such practice not illegal
steamship officials
undr the prohibition laws or until last congress,
he "has been convinced of Its ille- appeared before house committees
vm
in support ot tne Enmonui
gality."
Mr. Lasker maintained through- nrnvWlln that nothing in the Vol
carrythe
out the day the position taken by stead act "shall prevent
him in his letter to Adolphus in nr ula nf llauors on passenger
Busch, III., vice president of the vessels, either American or foreign
Anheuser Busch Brewery company, registry." There was tne iunner
stocks
ft. Louis,be despite Indication that it provision, however, that shipmm
would
uu'
made the subject of at- nf llnunr mould De seaieu
limit.
tack In congress and by dry organ- sold within the three-mil- e
izations.
After steamshlu ottlciais nag
Officials of the department
of testified that they could not conn- Justice refuse to comment on the not with foreign companies unless
situation, but in some quarters at- the law was modified, the bill was
tention was called to an opinion on put away, prohibitionists asserting
it would be overwhelmingly defeat
ed if presented to the house.
er

'

MEMORIAL TO FRANCIS
SCOTT KEY DEDICATED

(Continued from Page One.)
Charles H. Neihaus, to commemorate battle and song alike.
"Don't any of you hesitate in
taking shelter," the president told
audience when a burst of rain
his
Roswell, N. M., June 14.
broke as he began speaking, "but
Babe Higglns and Pearl WllsSn
I'm a Baptist myself."
were arrested
this morning
The audience cheered.
several miles southwest of Ros"I ask you In fancy to turn your
well and J2.000 worth of
gazo back to the flag which Inwhisky, tequila and alcohol
spired the Immortal words of Key,"
which they had in their car
the president said before beginning
'i'ho arrest was
confiscated,
his prepared speech. "As I stand
made by Deputy Sheriff
t,
here I can see its folds. There
Chief of Police Carl Gorwere
only fifteen stars In it then.
don and Prohibition EnforceThen look at Old Glory before you,
ment Officer C. A. Rector,
with its forty-eigstars symbolizThe officers received a tip
states and consider
ing forty-eigthat the. car would leave El
more
Is
it
that
than a cenhardly
Pso yesterday and immediatetury since fifteen filled its field.
ly started to a point about
"I ask you, in the face of that,
miles southwest of
twenty-fiv- e
what are the limitless possibilities
the city. They remained there
You
of our republic of tomorrow.
ail night, and until 10 o'clock
in Baltimore are making a fine
this morning.
in
monumental
contribution
your
This is regarded as one of
city, for It is the finest thing to
the most important arrests
the
of the foundpreserve
heritage
which has ever been made
ing fathers. You'll never have an
here in connection with the
Americanism
go wrong that cherenforcement of the Volstead
ishes the traditions and memories
act . Both men are In Jail.
of the sacrifice that has prepared
Higglns gained a reputation
for It."
as an athlete a few years ago
From the fortress grounds the
as center on the championship
president's party went to the home
Georgia Tech football team.
of Senator France, where a brief
reception to the public was held.
WANT CONGRESS GIVEN
He returned to Washington this
evening.
POWER TO VETO DESore throats, diphtheria and
CISIONS 0FHIGH COURT
many similar complaints are practically unknown among those emContinued from Fag One.)
ployed In the oil fields, refineries
and other branches ot the petroed, "we are ruled by a judicial
leum Industry.
oligarchy."
indorses Amendment.
The human voice can, in a few
T. V. MeCullough of the Inter
national Typographical union, en cases, utter 296 words a minute.
dorsed tne La toilette amendment
as practicable, asserting that "a
FREEVALUABLE
great day's work for the race the
world around" had been accom
RECIPE BOOK.
plished by the convention's consid-- !
eration of the child labor problem.
William Green, of the United Mine
Oranges and lemons have an
Workers, told the convention that
unsuspected variety of uses.
the "reactionary wave that followHousewives know citrus fruits
ed the war" had turned, and he as
are excellent additions to the
serted his belief that a constitusummer menu, but many of
tional amendment was possible.
them despair of new ways of
In concluding the program Mr.
serving them.
Gompers reserved until later In the
To aid In adding greater vaconvention his comment on what! riety and healthfulness to the
deci-were
1
he said
"unwarranted
table, a booklet of orslons" of the courts which he de-- ! family
ange and lemon recipes has
clared had invaded "natural and
The recipes
been prepared.
rational rights of the people." Rad-- : have been
made up and tested
leal change In the form of the or-- 1
by recognized domestic science
ganlzed movement was proposed in
experts. They are simple and
resolution introduced by E. H.
practical.
Fitzgerald and others representing
This booklet Is offered free
the railway clerks at the conven-- 1 to any of our readers. To obtlon. Declaring for almalgamation
tain a copy merely fill out
instead of federation of different
and mall the coupon below,
unions In one Industry, the resolu- enclosing two cents in stamps
tlon asserted that under present or- Be sure
for return postage.
ganization the unions "are divided
your name and address are
to
unable
themselves
and
against
legible so there will be no
make united resistance against tne
mistake.
employers."
Other resolutions proposed ex- FREDERIC J. HASKIN,
elusion of all Oriental immigration,
Director,
acceptance of Henry Ford's offer
The Albuquerque Journal Into lease the Muscle Shoals water
the
govern-Bureau, Washingformation
;
from
power project
ton, D. C.
ment, opposition to the Ku Kiuxj
I enclose herewith two cents
Klan; amnesty for political pris-- 1
In stamps for return postage
oners, repeal of the railroad transon a free copy of the Orange
portation law and extension of dis
armament to include state militia and Lemon Book.
and state constabulary.
Name

COUGHS throat and chert
piece of

lews

Vapo Rob

ktt 17 Million Jan LW Ytarlg

Closing Out Men's
and Boy's

SHOES
We Are Discontinuing Shoes and to
close quickly are giving real bargains
$17.50 Hanari Shoes, choice. . . .$11.75
$15.00 Bostonian & E. T. Wright 8.50
$12.50 Bostonian & E. T. Wright 7.50
$10.00 Bostonian & E. T. Wright 6.25
Men's
Men's
Men's
Boys'

Work Shoes

Work" Shoes
Work" Shoes.

f...

Shoes

.

5.50
4.00
3.25
4.25

When You Think Clothes Think

EM'S
D

ATTACKS THE PRESS
FOR ITS STAND ON
THEJARIFF BILL

ht

They Can't Beat Us

(Continued from

rage

Kipling," he added, "the officers of
the government are keeping their
heads when some of those about
them of opposite political faith
are losing theirs and blaming It
on thorn. The sensible people of
the country will not be beguiled
by false issues raised by critics for
election purposes. 'The efforts of
critics to befog the real Issue is
pitiably in face of the fact that on
the leaders of their party rests the
responsibility of the very condition about which they complain
and the additional fact that they
too are sworn officers of the government charged with aiding and
not to destroy tin. confidence of tha
people In their own government of
their own choosinc"

Hp
--im

l!f;w

An elephant takes up the collection in some ot the Hindu
It goes around with a
temples.
basket extended from lti trunk.
There are nearly 20,000
medicinal remedies.

try than any other make excepting one, the Buick owner

23AM

Infant
Invalids
NO COOKINQ
Drink" lot All Ages.
:

fne "Food
Quick Lunch at Home 0rce,ar4
Fountains. Ak tot HORUCfCS.
Initationi & Substitutes

9
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Glass-Lumb-

jrfin10

They

They KNOW their business,

work on Buick cars jJ
i
--

This saves money J

That's what you want in New Mexico.

At least enough people think so to make possible the
statement that one out of every three cars IN SERVICE
here (other than Fords) is a Buick.
17

MICn

sArnv

LI)

Ml

I

--

von will vmt--

are employed.

mechanics

When you buy a Buick car, you buy a reliable transpor

Dinner aUMIra-nionte- s
Served at 6
Thursday.
and at 7. Dinners, Tuesdays and
Teas from 5 to 8
Thursdays.
Make reservations beSundays.
fore 10:30 a. nt. dinner days.
Dinners, $1.25; Teas, 73c.
.MIRAMONTES - ON - THE MESA

iriiieite
razor"

company is typical

and delay for Buick owners.

er

CHICKEN DINNER

A&...

Oden-Buic- k

O. BAI.IIR1DUB LDMBKB
CO.
Booth First Street.
'buns 402.

Eat a Chicken

improved

fac- -

of all authorized Buick stations. Here only Buick trained

tation service.

DISCOVERED
THE

J8J

The service station of the

id

--

JUST

stations in almost

tory branches in all principal cities.

flof!3luFor
JEW

I

&

service

--

fwind Shield

ft

BecauseheMareTi

every town and hamlet in the country- - and Buick

I

HAS

the uninterrupted use of his investment.

will find authorized Buick

f.l

GLASS
CEMENT

'ft

known

.

PORTRAIT OF
PROMINENT
CITIZEN WHO

a181,t,uc

"----'--

only.

One)

H. CARNES

Duke City Cleaners

Street
State

The Woman's Tonic

H

ht

City

hum

i

Zum-wal-

GOVERNMENT BEING
RUN ON A BUSINESS
BASIS,SAYS WORK

r, .R

(Continued from Page One.)
cents and retailed at z; a straw
hat of English make, bought there
at 69 cents and sold here for $4.
Wool blankets and carving sets and
curling Irons, hair clippers and
briar pIiA's were among the exhibits.
"And the men who handle these
are the men who are fighting this
r. 10
tariff btll," McCumber shouted.
"They don't want to give up robbing anftaking the very life blood
of this country.
Afraid to Tell the Truth.
"The Dress. esDeciallv those in
New York and In Boston, are afraid
C.
to tell the truth.
Why do they
For Service," Quality and Prices
SPECIALIST IN OCTLAK
print articles and editorials to de
REFRACTION
ceive the American people? Because their life blood depends up107 8. Fourth.
Phone I05I-1209
446.
North
Fourth
Phone
on the revenue from their big advertisers and their big advertisers
depend for their prosperity upon
the cheapness with which they can
buy things abroad and upon the
high prices they can get in the
American market from the American consumer."
Mr. McCumber said that nma
time ago Senator Ladd had "ex
posed the untruthful propaganda
of the New YorR Tribune in printing a storv that the tariff on hlde
woum increase the cost of shoes ti
a pair but that the newspaper had
not printed a word in reply to the
uaari amendment.
The senator absolved "the sreat
majority" of the newspapers of
blame In spreading the opposition
argument and added:
"This campaign
of mlsreore- sentation against tne tariff is conin
centrated
the big cities where
the importers' advertisements dom- The Oden-Buic- k
Company's reputation for service has
inate the newspapers."
The inconsistency of this so- called republican press." Mr. Mc been' a deciding factor in many sales of Buick cars.
Cumber went on, "is that while It
supports senators as able representatives of their states It nevertheless at the behest of these great
naou
Importing Interests condemns the ansjMMsjrinwaaitw ft
very men It supports as its representatives.
More than this, while the service a dealer renders as he does about the car. He
It ardently supports the president,
it assails those policies for which UlUUL'lllMllMMIllllllllll
he stands and which he reasserts
on every occasion."
KNOWStftajagood

2 ARE JAILED

'

$8.00
$6.00
$5.00
$8.50

June 15, 1922
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BE

It

PAINT

Fifth and Gold.

PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.
423 North First Street

Phone 1200

WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE
BUILT BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

c

1

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS

!

A Dress Special

2 MEN ARE ARRESTED
CHARGED WITH THEFT
OF 12 HEAD OF HORSES

$25 to $32.50 Values

Corrponan to The Journal.)
Los Lunas, N. M June 14.
Lewis and Lester McKinley, brothers, were arrested in Taos county
last week and brought back to
Valencia county, where they are
charged with the larceny of twelve
head of horses from the P. A.
Veast ranch. They are alleged to
have had the horses in their pasture at the time ot their arrest by
officers from the Cattle Sanitary
board and deputies sheriff from
Santa Fe and Taos counties. Three
other men are said to be wanted
in connection with the theft and
officers believe they will be apprehended within a short time.
(Speelal

A

f

Colorado fprinftof
you the Pike; teak Region

EAST LAS VEGAS FIRE
DEPARTMENT WANTS
FUNDS FOR SUPPORT

you to

San

(Special Correspondence te The Journal.)
Las Vegas, N, M., June 14. The

East Las Vegas fire department has

made a formal demand on ,the city
officials to Include In the budget
for 1922 a levy for the support ot
the organization.
Some months
ago, fire underwriters agreed to a
reduction in lnsuranca rates here
if certain improvements were mads
in the fire department, including
and the
purchase of a pump-truc- k
keeping of two men at the station
at all times. The requirements
have been complied with at an expense of more than $18,000. The
firemen point out that the Insurance premium reductions in the
city will mere than pay for the improvements and the citizens therefore likely will not obiect to a
Ismail levy for the fire protection
Missouri worsen will vote In their

9ummPrB(cumon
RirPfarp much lower

ihe

Isabel National forert

DphVS? .gateway to-

-

Rocky MountalnNaiional Park

gldd to send you our
free THpiCbloradoSuminer

$1.9.7.

We have gathered together the few remaining models of
several different lines of silk dresses and are offering them at
this very low price.
Included are some very attractive afternoon, sport and
street dresses of Canton Crepe, Crepe de Chine and Taffeta.
If you are looking for a rare bargain you should not miss this.

M

i

Silk Sport Skirts for $12.50
A very special price on a group of beautiful sport skirts.
Featured are sport novelties, Baronet Satins, Khaki Kools and
Crepe de Chine in all white and many lovely color combinations. Large sizes are Included.

Boys' Wash Suits, $2.50

Women's Silk and Fiber

Unusually well made suits of chambrays,
linens, Devonshire cloths, etc., In solid colors, combinations and stripes; sizes 4 to I
years.

Nose, $1.50

Pongees, $1.50

Unusually attractive hose for the
price some are of pure silk; some

Natural colored all silk pongees in
width; a very fine heavy quality for dresses,
suits, men's shirts, etc.

silk and fiber; black, white and cor
dovan; all sizes.

Wilt fct?
25

Phone 204,

and'Otf tin? Beaten Patk'.
R. 17. II0YT, Agent.

Tbo Growing
store"
Phono SS3

Buy the
Gordon Hose
"TJarrt

to

Wenr Out"
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CREATED TO

committee
A citizen
(Special CorTMnornienre ro Tha Jnnrnal.)
advisory
Portales, N. M., June 14. O. M. was created last night by the city
Mason of Lubbock, Tex., arrived In commission to assist in the considPortales tho past week and pur- eration and successful termination

w

1

,
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Will

er

of the series of conferences which
will be held by the city commission
and the officials of the Santa Fe
railway relative to the erection of
the new traffic viaduct over Coal
avcnuet
will meet with
. The .committee
the commission from time to time
includes
its
and as
personnel
bankers, attorneys, merchants, engineers, former city officials and
professional men, it is believed
will arrive
that no contingency
which can not be met and satisfactorily settled during the negotiations.
.
The committee, which was created by resolution, is invested with
power to increase itself whenever
such a need Is felt and is at present composed of the following
Edmund Ross, C.
A. Long, James Gladding. A. K.
Hebenstreit, William Kelcher, O.
N. Marron. Francis E. Wood, David
Albeit
Rosenwald, I. Grunsfeld,
Simms, J. B. Herndon, Judge M.
E. Hickoy, Guy Rogers and Municipal Judge Roddy.
Proposing the advisory committee Commissioner Sidney M. Weil
pointed out the tremendous importance of the Coal avenue viaduct project to Albuquerque and
that the commission
declared
should take advantage of every asset in its effort to successfully
complete the viaduct on r. scale
which would be adequate to care
for the future growth of the city.
"Wo must have the cooperation
of the Santa Fe railway in erectCommissioner
ing the viaduct,"
Thomas Hughes declared in submitting a resolution creating the
committee, "and to secure this cooperation we can not do better
than to start by securing the benefit of the cooperation of local men
who can be of assistance along this
line."
After Its submission by Commissioner Hughes, Commissioner
Weil again pointed out the advantages which would accrue to
the city through such a committee.
Upon being put to a vote, Commissioner Ed Swope and W. E.
Walton voted in the negative;
Commissioner Thomas Huges, Sidney Weil and Clyde Tlngley voting for the resolution, which was
adopted.
The committee will be organized
at once.

FILM
TO BE SHOWN AT TAOS

FOREST SERVICE

J. C. KIrcher and O. H.'Cook,
of the district forest service office, left yesterday by motor for
Taos where they will give a number of forest service motion picture exhibitions and lectures. The
films were recently received from
the department of agriculture.
Exhibits will be given in a number of communities in the Taos
section of New Mexico.

Free to Asthma and
Hay Fever Sufferers
Free Trial of a Method That Anyone
Can Use Without Discomfort
or Lost of Time
We have method ior the control of Asthma, and we want you to try it at our expense.
No matter whether your case
long standing or recent development, whether it ia present as Hay l ever or chronic Asthma, you
should send for a tree trial of our method.
No matter in what climate you live, no matter
what your age or occupation, if you are
troubled with asthma or hay fever, our
method should relieve you promptly.
We especially want to send it to those
apparently hopelesa cases, where all forms of
inhalers, douches, opium preparations, fumes,
"patent smokes, etc., have failed. We want
to show everyone at our expense, that our
method is designed to end all difficult breathing, all wheezing, and all those .terrible
,
paroxysms,
This free efter Is too Important to neglect a
single day. Write now and begin the method
"at once. Send no money. Simply mall coupon
T, below. Do it Today you do not even pay
postage.

iof

FREE TRIAL COUPON
FRONTIER ASTHMA CO., Roomseo-Niagara and Hudson Sts., Buffalo, N. Y.
Send free trial of your method to!

I
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The meeting of the Kiwanls
club yesterday noon, was devoted
to a Flag day address by W. A.
Keleher and talks by M. L. Fox,
Sidney M. Well, Dr. L. S. Peters
and R. P. Woodson, Jr. The attendance was small, due to the
absence of members attending the
Shrine convention and vacations.
Mr. Keleher's talk dwelt upon
the significance of the flag. At
each place was a small flag, donated by E. N. Boule. Dr. Peters spoke on behalf of the Rothe
tary club, in appreciation of enefforts of the Kiwanls club to
tertain the Rotarlans who passed
through the city en route to the
coast. Mr. Fox also thanked the
Kiwanians for entertaining the
visiting Rotarlans and Shriners.
He said that beginning June 18,
18 special trains, carrying Shriners and Rotary members from the
west, will shop here for a few
hours each.
H. F. Robinson, secretary of
the Kiwanls club, will leave this
afternoon for Toronto, where he
will

attend the International

I,

J regulate and restore the healtbjr, normal
J action oi kidneys and bladder, bringing

; clean blood and better health, with free
donl from aches tnd pains. ,.
3. Gaorfe Hudgins, BenningtecJ Vt.t wrltts:
;,', Titt
(all I was attacked with lumbago and

1 had a aevara
aufferad antold agony.
pain
I across mr back and at times could not dross or
undress myislf. I wsa advised to tsk Foley
Pills
troubl.
After
(or
my
taking them
" Kidnsj
for a (aw days too paia in my back loft ma and I
any lumbago since that time, al- -'
' hits not had oros
months
sao.
I roeommond
that
' (hough
folsy Kidney Pills to all who hava lumbago,"
Sold
varywhare.'

,

Headache
INDIGESTION

Stomach Trouble
.
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-
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SOLD EVERYWHERE

(-

TO BE REPAIRED

(By The Associated Press.)

Chicago, June 14. "Buster," a
bull dog, described
Alexius
by
Lampe as a "large, awe inspiring,
successfully
beast,"
BY
pleaded his own case In municipal
court today.
Lampe told how the dog attacked him and asked $1,000 repairs.
Road Between City Limits Then some one whistled. "Buster"
hopped off a chalt, wacdled to the
and University Is to Be witness box, sniffed Iampe's trousers, wagged a friendly tall at the
Scraped and Graveled; bailiffs, rubbed against the judge's
leg
hopped back on his
Work Starts This Morning. chair.and Inthen
a few minutes came the
verdict, "discharged."
arCounty commissioners mademove
rangements
yesterday to
a part of the county road ma- I
I
chinery onto East Central avenue
and to repair that street from
the city limits to the state university in such a manner that it for"IVtho Theater Repeating today
last time that Interesting
probably will last at least all
picture, "The Beauty Shop," with
summer.
cast; also repeating the
Commissioner Max Gutierrez has an
been active during the past three "Current Events" pictures.
to
weeks in securing a good road
AlLyric Theater "Peacock
the university and, in
with the city, extensive re- ley," with Mae Murray as the leadpairs were made. These, how- ing star, Is drawing big houses at
ever, were' of such a type that each show, and it Is being repeatthe street is again in a bad state ed today. The management is also
the Goldwyn-Graphrepeating
of repair.
The matter was brought to comedy, "Healthy Appetite."
attenCommissioner
Gutierrez's
rastimo Theater- William Fox
tion Tuesday and after an invesstart presents "Footfalls," with Estelle
to
was
decided
it
tigation
this morning to repair the street. Taylor and Tyron Power as the
The sand will be scraped away principal stars; also an Interesting
and screened gravel will be used Sunshine comedy.
as a surface.
If possible, this
will be rolled into place.
"I believe this is tho only way
to fix tho road so that it will
Gutierrez
Commissioner
hold,"
stated yesterday. "The avenue is
one of the most used roads in the
county and until it is paved, the
commission hopes to keep it in
as good condition as possible."

THE COUNT!

Theaters Today

all-st-

lc

-

REPORT OF RUSSIAN
RELIEF COMMITTEE IS
ANNOUNCED HERE

Golden (Rule 5Yorc
ALBUQUERQUE, N.MCX.

The following financial report of
the committee on the Russian relief work was published yesterday
by Mrs. Georpe IT. Wheeler, chairman;
rtccelvcd.
$! 1S.80
Card parly
31.69
Contributions .

AN OLD

$

Freight

New York has nearly 1,000 news-

NOTICE OF EXECUTRIX.
In the Matter of the Estate of Albert R. Kool, Deceased.
Notice is .hereby given that Luly
M. Kool. Executrix of the estate
of Albert R. Kool, deceased, has
filed In the Probate court of Bernalillo county. New Mexico, her
final report as such Executrix, and
the court has appointed Thursday,
the thirteenth day of July, 1922, as
the day for hearing objections, if
any there be, to the approval of
said final report and the discharge
of said Executrix.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said rrohato court this twelfth day
of June, 1922.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk of Said Probate Court.

Merchandise

$102.0
Total
Balance of $47.38 sent ns draft
Cross
for
to headquarters of Red
Russia.
1

AND

DEATHS

FUNERALS

SPRINGER
Henry Springer,
Jr., infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
died yesterday
Henry Springer,
afternoon at their residence, 1425
Funeral arstreet.
Third
South
rangements are pending. Crollott
is in charge.
CHAVEZ Mrs.. Leonardo Chavez, aged 26. died at her home in

She ia
Peralta Tuesday night.
survived ty her father, Fiedrico
Manuel
two
and
brothers,
Sanchez,
Jesus, and a sister, Mrs. Dcmetrlo
She
had
Jaramillo of Peralta.
been ill for several years. Crollott
of
burial.
the
is in charge

Real Spanish
Flouncing
Black, white and brown.
Also all silk flouncing in
copper, porcila i n blue,
honeydew, white, etc.

HOBBS MOTOR CO.
W. CENTRAL

513-51- 5

SPIRIT

25.00
21.71
2.'

WILL PAY CASH

JfXGALJNOriCE

WITH A NEW

BO.

eraceao e uars

paper women.

SrOffC

$150.0:

Total
Expended.
Woman's Club portion

WANTED

SCHOOL HOUSES FOR
Twenty cities and towns in the
United States bear the name of
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
Columbus, in addition to a number
TO BE SET UP TODAY of Columblas and Columbians.
Work will begin today on the
moving of four class room buildings for the new University
The temporary
Heights school.
buildings north of tho high school
which have been used as overflow
class rooms will be moved to the
heights for a permanent school.
The new buildings will take tho
place of the lodge which was
rented for a school last year.
The buildings will be sot up in
a row south of Ptamm park. Tht
four units will house fiva or six
grades and will accommodate the
heavy increase in school attendance which hiis accompanied tho
development of the heights a a
The buildings formerly
suburb.
used by the high school wero
planned so ,,that they could be
moved to the heights as units
when the time came.

SUCCESSFULLY
PLEADS HIS CASE IN
CHICAGO CITY COURT

36 inches wide, in a rich, lusterous finish

PHONE 434

THE NAME STUDEBAKER

IS THE PRICELESS INGREDIENT

Western School for Private

ecretaries

DAL

Telephone B01.J

745 West Tijeras Avenue.

attended assembly at
11:30 o'clock yesterday morning
formally opened the 1922 summer
session of the state university.
Daily assembly hours with popular
A well

lectures by university professors
and others will feature the summer school. These assemblies will
be open to the public.
Tho program
yesterday began
with the singing of America by
the assembly.
President David
Spence Hill gave an address of
welcome to the summer school
students and M. P. Fox, manager
of the chamber of commerce, welcomed them In behalf of the city
of Albuquerque. Dr. L. B. Mitchell,
dean of the summer school, mads
some announcements.
A musical program was given by
Professor John Lukken, head of
the department of music, who
sang a solo, Miss Maude Riordon
who gave some vocal numbers and
Miss Dorothy Cameron who played some violin selections.
Dr. George S. Hubbell will
one of his popular lectures give
on
Dante at today's assembly. During all of next week the assembly
speaker will be Dr. Harry L. Kent,
president of the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, who will be in the city for
a visit at the university. Dr. Kent's
subjects will be announced later.

The4Scientifically. Built. Watch

1

.

HEALTH ASSOCIATION
NOT TO EMPLOY PAID
ALL TIME EXECUTIVE
,

At the meeting lajt night of the
New TeXlCO Health
OMnnlnHnr, It
was decided not to employ a permanent executive fo attend to the
association
affairs, as had been
suggested by the National Antituberculosis association.
Capt. W. C. Reid. chairman of
the association, stated last
that the association did more night
wnrk'tanr vaa tulMimif th, good
ance of a paid .executive than in
previous years when such an official had
.

-

Short sighted people art) said to
be the most Intelligent,

the

Priceless Ingredient in motor cars.

It

is the

name Studebaker! Greater New York is following the admonition of the ancient
Bagdad philosopher and with what result ? Read these remarkable retail records,
made during April by the Studebaker Branch in Greater New York.
,j
Here is the Record for April
,v
April, 1922

v.

.. .1088 cars

April, 1921
Increase, April, 1922, over April, 1921.

. .

'.
First four months 1922
First four months 1921
Increase, first four months of 1922 over
first four months of 1921
Percentage increase

Cat. No. 6088 Yellow gold filled. Price $45 .oo
Cat. No, 6o8q Green gold filled. Price 45.00
Cat. No. 6076 Yellow gold rilled. Price $4J 00

This Is
National Watch Week

The Priceless
Ingredient

are two charming Waltham Watches
for
mood or caprice. One lady will prefer the be
ribboned in black silk (changed at slightcost), while another
lady will say, " Give me the bracelet one, please,"
And this is National Watch Week. A reminder of the value
of that wondrous little piece of motor mechanism that ticks
day and night year by year, watching time for you.
Treat your watch well. Have it cleaned and oiled every six
months. Keep it fit. Remember it is a trustworthy friend
if it is a Waltham.
This is National Watch Week Your Jeweler, will tell you
all about it. Ask him to show you his line of Ladies or
Gentlemen's Waltham Watches. He know that Waltham
Watches are the standard of the world.
Write for a valuable booklet that is a liberal' Watch" 'education
Sent free upon request. The Waltham Watch Company
resceni cireei, waunam, aiom.

HzRE

WALTHAM
"

In the city of Bagdad lived Kakeero, the wise
man. Many people went to him for counsel, which
he gave freely to all. asking nothing in return.
There came to him a young man who had spsnt
muchj and gotten little, and said: "Tell me, Wise
One, what shall I do to receive the most for that
. which I spend."
Hakeem answered, "A thing that Is bought or
sold has no value, unless it contains that whlcli
cannot be bought or sold. Go look for the priceless ingredient."
"But what Is this priceless Ingredient?" asked
the young man. Spoke then the wise 'one, "My
son, the priceless ingredient of every product in
the market place is the honor and Integrity of him
who makes it; consider his name before you buy."
Author Unknown.

LIGHT-SI-

Headquarters for Waltham Watches.

Chassis
Touring
Roadator
Coupe-Roadst-

Sedan

--

FAMOUS WALTHAM WATCHES AT

COAIIY

"Your Guarantee la Our Name"

105 JNjkUi liir.VSUsst.

J,

.

fippii

2,836,252.75
126.5

i

tory.

Look for the Priceless Ingredient!

,

SPECIAL-SI-

X

112 In. W. B., 40 H.

P.

;

$87f.
(1 045

.

t045

er

'.

....$1376
,$1750

Chassis
Touring
Roadster
l'oadstcr
Coupe
Sedan

X

110 In. W. B.,

F. O. B. Factories
BIG-SI- X

.

BO

H. P.
$1200
$1475
$1425
$1475
$2150
$2350

126 In. W. B., 60 H. P.

Chassis
Touring
Speedster
Coupe

s.

$1500
178S
$1985
$2500
$2700

)

.'

Jewelers Diamond Merchants.
GOTTLIEB JEWELRY

2208 cars
214.5

MODELS AND PRICES

ud

Is."

5,077,878.00
2,241,625.25

'

Makmofthttammu Vatiham airjtidlon quality SprHomtltr and
Autorrwiia Timt-pucon A world' t iradinfcarg N
'
'
GIFT THAT LAST

Is, It

3237 cars
1029 cars

The advice of the Bagdad philosopher is
more potent today than ever before. And
it applies particularly to motor cars.
"The Priceless Ingredient is the honor
and integrity of him who makes it." The
name
Studebaker is the Priceless Ingred;
ient. It stands today as it has stood continuously- since 1852, without default, for
honor and integrity of product.
"Consider his name before you buy."
During the month of April, 1088 new
Studebaker cars were sold at retail in
Greater New York. This represents the
biggest April business in Studebaker his- -

THE WORLD'S WATCH OVBR.TIMB
Mure ym t HiU ligx Ihty U Wthkrm WtttSn

"What We Say It

105.4

.

Watch your Watch

MM D LIN'S

181

While these are the figures for the first four months

Waltham Jewel Series Ladies' Wrist Watches

'

$1,691,626.00
823,196.02
868,429.98

386 cars
702 cars

Percentage Increase

Extension of the street lighting
system was brought to the attention of the city commission last
night by Fearce Rodey, who inquired what possibility there was
of securing additional lights on
several streets, especially on Gold
avenue.
It was suggested by Mr. Rodey
that in case the city was unable
to stand the expense at this time,
property owners might be willing
to assume some of the cost for a
short period and later be reimbursed hv
L The matter will be taken up
Gas and Electric company, immediately upon his return from
California.
Mr. Rodey indicated
that. In case the expense would
not be ton hpsvv. AlthnnirVi
might be too much for the city
ia pay at tnis time, he would
make an effort to secure the
lights for the city through some
type of
on the part
of the property owners.

1088 New Cars Sold at Retail in
Greater New York During April fi
The Great Metropolis has found

TO
FDR

,

CONSTIPATION
BILIOUSNESS

Ki-

Mr. Robinson
wanls convention.
will meet A. I Martin, president
of the local club, in Chicago, and
the two will proceed to Toronto
as the accredited delegates to the
meeting.
Following the close of the convention on June 22, Mr. Robinson will spend a few days in
Washington, D. C, on official
business.

thA-nltv-

r

HEM

ADDRESS

FLAG

SEVERAL STREETS

When the kidneys do not properly do
incir wwa or puruy me oiooa airesm,
waste products and poisonous acids remain in the system and cause backache,
rheumatic pains, lumbago, tore mus.
cles, swollen joints, stiffness, lame
Dtcs ana similar symptoms.

CENTRAL AVENUE

565
Number of Students Placed In Positions
0
Number of Graduates Not Placed In Positions
Enroll now in our Summer Classes and let us train you to fill
instruction
Individual
a "Better Than the Average" Position.
our specialty.

SCHOOL TO HAVE

PLAN SUGGESTED
SECURE LIGHTS

Back Hurt?

NS

MEETING

IT

chased a piece of land near the
railroad in the north part of town
and now has several men at work
erecting a cotton gin. Mr. Mason
Is rushing this work In order
to give the ' farmers , who 'have
planted cotton confidence that they
will have a gin to take care of the
cotton when matured. Mr. Mason
is building a plant that will cost
when completed $10,000. This gin
will consist of four
Murry
air blast huller gins, having belt
distributor. Murry standard cleaner
and bowl breaker, double box revolving hydraulic press, with
automatic tamper, and such
other machinery as is required to
gin, and in
complete a four
fact this gin will be equipped to
handle all grades and classes of
short staple cotton. As yet it is not
determined what power will be
used.
The operator of this gin will buy
such cotton as is for sale at this
gin also buy such cotton .seed as
is offered for sale, thereby insuring
the cotton growers in this and adterritories a ready market
jacent
fnr hnrri rotton and seed.
Mr. Mason operates three cotton
at
gins in Texas, which are located
Lubbock, Shallowater and Little-fielmuch
and has had
experience
in the cotton industry and he stated
as
that eastern New Mexico is Just
good a prospect to make ofa cotton
Texas
country as that portion
which he operates in.
There are between 3.000 to 6,000
this
acres of cotton planted i
c.ountv, 800 acres of which is In tho
irrigated portion but the exact
acreage in the county Is not knownis
as yet. With a good season it
thought this land will produce at
least ono bale of cotton per acre.
What makes the prospect so
bright in this country for raising
cotton is it Is not thought the
boll weevil will ever be here on account of there being no timber,
high altitude, cold winters, open
country and another advantage is
the cotton will not have to be
chopped, as it will be left thick in
the rows, so it will grow lower and
will make the cotton mature more
quickly. It has also been stated
that eastern New Mexico is the
cheapest place on earth to grow
cotton because so little cultivation
is required to raise a crop.

P.

W

K

Have One Engineers and Business Men
Selected by City ComCosting $10,000 to Take
Care of the Cotton Grown
mission. to Assist in Coal
Avenue Project.
There This Season.

Portales

:
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BOARD

X

C, A,

The Cooper Motor
519 W. Central Ave.

"Our Service Station Keeps Owners Happy"

Coo
Phone

67--

W

3

PINCHES: DEFEAT
TO

YANKEES

I

18

SHUT OUT BALL';

BILES ID

ft!

LEAGUE.
NATlOJfATj
Brooklyn, 4; St. Louis, 0.

New York, IS; Pittsburgh, 0.
Chicago, IB; Boston, 2.

(Br The Aiaoclntoil

fret.)Detroit

Detroit, Mich., June 14.

(Score:
Mew

York,

A H. it.
. 4 0
. It 0
1
. .1

cf . .
"Ward, 2b.
Ruth, If..
Baker, 3h.
Meuscl, rf.
Pipp, lb..
Scott, ss..
DeVormer,
S. Jones, p
xSchang .
xxSklnnor
Witt,

It. VI).
D

A.
0

n

2

2

0

Jj

Awlnlft

Preee.)

.....

lb...
...

1
S
8 24
2
32
Totals
x Butted for DeVormer in ninth,
xx Batted for S. Jones in ninth.

IMmti.
AM.

Blue, lb.
R. Jones,
b.
Cobb, cf
Veach. If
Heilniann, rf.
Outshaw, 2b. .
Rigney, ss...
Pansier, c. . . .
Oleson,

(Br Toe

Vance
June 14.
Brooklvn,
pitched shut out ball today and
Brooklvn took the first of the scries with St. Louis, 4 to 0. The
Dodgers bunched hits off Pfeffer
in the fourth, fifth and sixth Innings. Manager Robinson shook
up the home team today, sending
Olson to short and Mitchell to
first. The change worked well,
and
Olson
brilliantly
floldlng
Mitchell poling out a timely three
bagger. Score:
St. Ijonls.
AB. R. IT. PO. A.E.
0
2 0
0
0
4
Flack, rf
0
.1
0
0
0
4
Smith, cf
0
2
2
0
4
0
..
Hornsby, 2b
McHenry, If . 4 0 1 47 00 10
0
4 0
Fournier,
0
0 1
0 0
2
Stock, 3b
0
7 1
1
3
0
o
Ainsmlth,
0
1
1
0 0
3
I.avan, ss
0
0 1
0 1
2
Pfeffer, P
0
0
0 0
0
1
Shotton
Toporcer

it.

IT.

PO. A. E.
10

.

2

1

I

5

0

I!

II

4
0

0

p....

10 27 14 1
32
Totals
By innings:
000
J 10 0002
New York
301 1)01 10x 6
Detroit
e
hits
Summary:
Plpp, S. Jones, lleilmann,
run
llellmann.
Home
Cobb.
Blue,
Cutshnw
Double plays RiBiiey,
and Blue; Blue, Itigney and Blue.
1;
Oft
Olcson,
Tones,
Base on balls
1. Struck out By Jones, 1; Oleson,
4. Hit by pitcher
By Oleson,
(Scott, Baker).
Two-ban-

32 0 4 24 6 1
Totals
Batted for Lavan in 9th.
!
Batted for Pfeffer in 9th.
Brooklyn.
AB. 11. H. PO.A. E.
0
4 2
0 1
4
High, 3b
Johnston, 2b. . . 4 1 1 3 3 0
1
1
1
0
0
4
.
T. Griffith, rf.
0
0
1
0
1
4
Wheat, If
2
0 0
4
1
2
Mvers, cf
Mitchell, lb..., 3 0 1 4 1 0
--

C

;

...100000

Cut-sha-

Olson,

ss

DeBerry,
Vance, p

c

3
3

0

o

1

l

3

1

1

S
7
1

2
1

0

1
0
0

2
9 27 10
4
32
Totals
Score by Innings:
onn qoo ooo 0
St. Louis
000 121 OOx 4
Brooklyn
Summary. Two base hits McHenry, Ainsmlth, Pfeffer, T. GrifThree-basfith, Wheat.
Double play
High,
Johnston and Mitchell. Base on
B.
balls Off Vance,
Struck out
By Pfeffer, 5; Vance, 6.
hits-Mit- chell.

e

MIGUEL SCHOOL
Chicago, 15: Boston, 3.
BUDGET FOR NEXT YEAR
Boston, Mass., June 14. Chicago
hit
hard
and Boston played loosely
IS FIXED AT $160,000
today, the vlstiors winning the first
Statz
game of the series 15 to 2.
Veeas, N. M., June 14.
featured at bat and In the field.
Auditor John Steulnnd was wild but proved genState Educational
Joerns announced here that he had erally effective with men on base,
allowed $160,000 for county school lleathcote was knocked unconpurposes in the 1922 budget. This scious in a collision with Ford
Is th same figure that prevailed while stealing second.
last year and will allow for the Chicago ...052 000 34115 18 0
SAN

s

graduated scale of teachers' pay,
Increasing J5 monthly at the end of
each year taught, and allowing only
first and second grade teachersde-to
be employed. Because of the
creased valuations in the county,
the tax Tate for school purposes
may be increased somewhat, Mr.
Joerns stated. East Las Vegas
school budget will remain the same,
but will take care of Increases In
The budget in
school facilities.
the town of Las Vegas may be cut
not
to the Impairbut
somewhat,
ment of the schools.
Mr. Joerns denied that any attempt Is being made to Impair the
work of schools by cutting taxes,
bat stated that the object sought
and being attained Is to watch ex
pendltures and see that the money
Mr.
1s used to best advantage.
joerns criticised the unit system.

8
6
2
Boston ....002 000 000
Steuland and Miller;
Batteries:
Oesehger, Lansing, Braxton, Wat- Bon and O'Neill.

FAKE EFFECTIVE.
Chicago, June 14. A seven-cecash fare with three tickets for 20
cents went Into effect on the Chicago surface lines at midnight tonight The reduction from the
present eight cent fare had been
ordered some time ago by the
United States district court.
ITOT AT TUrCMCARI.
N. M., June 14.
Tucumcarl,
This vicinity Is experiencing unushot
weather, the thermomually
eter registered 104 on Sunday, four
degrees higher. It Is said, than at
anytime during last summer.

Rheumatism

at 60
tie

B0J7 at
Rheumatism Imparities.

S. S. S. Thoroughly Rid

Somebody's mother
night! The scourge of rheumatism
has wrecked her body; limping and
suffering, bent forward, she sees but
the common ground, but her aged
heart still belongs to the (tarsi Does
anybody care? 8. S. 8. Is one of the
known, and It
greatest
helps build more blood Cells. Its medicinal Ingredients are purely vegetable. It never disarranges the stomach.
It is, In fact, a splendid tonlo, a blood
maker, a blood enricher.
It banishes
rheumatism from Joints, muscles and
the entire body. It builds firm flesh.
It Is what somebody's mother needs
Mother, If you can not go
tonight!
out to get a bottle of 8. S. S. yourself,
surely somebody In your family wilt
Somebody, get a bottle of B. H. B. nowt
Iet somebody's mother berin to feel
Joyful
again tonight
Maybe, maybe
Hew glerloas 70a will feel, mether, t, t Tour
fl. H fl . ITmU
mnthllri
year rfceuutlim 1 all eeae. Let ell rirur afore
in
a !
Th
It wtU build yea
larger site Is the more economical.
Is Buffering to-

..eH.

,te!

....

P....1

xRohwer

Yellowhorse,
Total

0

0
o

0
o

31

0

5

1

p..

o

u

24 11

u

1

New York.

....

1
2
2

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
3

1

18 27 13

1

2
1

r,

5
4

1
1
1

2
3
2

1

0

0

0

4
2
2
3
4

0
2
1
3

1
2

12

1

3
2
0

2

2

1

39 13

Totals

4

1
2

4

'

1

1

i

0
0
0

1
S

5
3
1

r

"ill

A.E

AB. R. IT. PO.

Bancroft ss . . .
Frisch, 2b
Rawlings, 2b ..
(iron, 3b
Meusei It
Young, rf
Shlnners, rf . . .
Kelly, lb
Stengel, of . . . .
Cunningham, cf.
Snyder, c
Douglas, p

3

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Cleveland, 3; Boston, 0.
; New York, S.
Detroit,
; Philadelphia,
5,
Chicago,
St. Louis, 7; Washington, 6.

SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
Little Rock, t; Birmingham, 2,
Chattanooga, 0; New Orleans,
Nashville 2; Mobile, .
Atlanta, 1; Memphis, 8.
WESTERN LEAGUE
Oklahoma City, 8; Sioux City.
Omaha,
Wichita,
Tulsa, 10; Des Moines, 1,
St. Joseph, 8; Denver. 7.

I

6

I

Totals . ....28 7 6 27 11
Batted for Bayne In 3rd.
Batted for Wright in 6th.
By Innings:
121 020 0006
Washington
100 006 OOx 7
St. Louis
Summary: Two base hits McManus, Rice, Tobln. Home runs-R- ice,
fiislcr. Double plays Harris,
Peek and Judge. Base on balls
Off Johnson, 7; Erickson, 2; Bayne
1; Pruett, 1; Brlllhart. 1. Struck
out By Johnson, 8; Erickson, 2;
Bayne, 3; Wright, 1. Pruett, 3.
Hits Off Bayne, 4 in 8; off
Wright, 4 In 8; off Pruett, none in
off
3; off Johnson, 5 in 6
Brlllhart, in--none in none; off Erickone
Losing pitcher
son,
Erickson.
1

1

It

tN

m

mm

'

is milder and finer
r than ever. While its filler has
the bouquet of true Havana,
(hat Havana is astonishingly
mild. A a strictly mild
cigar, yet one of the most
delightful cigars to smoke,
we consider La Axon today

Conjolideted Cifw CorporiUct
Diurlbslcd bv

ROTHENBERG & SCHL0SS
rtrinwan Pft fimria

Ijoral llslitwclglit who Is scheduled to box 12 rounds with Iionny
Gnrcla, former Allmqiierquo boy,
at tho Armory tonight.
Cordova made
last four fights.
two successful trips into Texas and
Louisiana during the pust four
months and out of nine battles
dropped but one.
Garcia is probably more of a
boxer than Cordova, but is believed
that he is somewhat less of a
fighter. Cordova scorns love taps
and bores in and in constantly In
tho hope of flooring his man. He
takes punishment, nparently only
avoiding what ho thinks may ba
Tho bout promises
action, as do the two preliminaries.

New Tork .
St. Louis

84
80

Brooklyn .
Chicago
Cincinnati
Boston

29
25
27

Pittsburgh .

Philadelphia

27

.

...22
...16

19
24
22
28
27
30
29

32,

CIGAR CO

Two stz.es

mild

alight delightful smo

1 OEM CONQUEROR
X Highly polished, piano fin
hhed, solid art wood case,
triple nickeled rtror, big solid
handle, and supply of Gem
Double Life Blades In nickel
blade sheath.
Now
complete

fl

2

The

MGR.

AMERICAN LKAC UF-W.
L.
35
22
New York
23
33
St. Louis
28
27
Cleveland ,
28
.27
Detroit
29
.27
Washington .
29
.26
Chicago .
27
.
.21
Philadelphia
31
Boston , . . .
.21

Pet.
.614
'.r8
.491
.491
.4S2
.473
.438
.404

T

AMIS

OEM SUPREME

'n''

ment arrange
ments for con-

tents. Case can be
washed.
Now
complete

"

ft

3

OEM TRI.
UMPH-Th-

ln

graceful, brightly

polished, tilple
nickeled cigarette
case, lined with

velvet and satin,
snugly fitted with

highly nickeled
fasor, big solid

w

11

i

f

tzr- -

Xutlnnal League.
Chicago at Boston.
St. Louis at Brooklyn.
Pittsburgh at Now York.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia,

handle and sheath
holding supply of
blades.
Nonfl complete

NUkeM Flat
()) Solid
Case, mow fl

Invest $1.00 in ;
Better Shaves!

American League.

Philadelphia at Chicago.
Washington at St, Louis.
Boston at Cleveland,
New York at Detroit,

Cleveland, 3; Boston, 0.
Cleveland, June 14. Cleveland
bunched its four hits with Collins'
only base on balls and won ae
pitchers' battle from Bostori.
hold the Red Sox to three
hits, Stephenson, Cleveland's second baseman, will be out of the
game several days having had his
right thumb smashed by a pitched
ball.
R. H. E.
Score:
Boston . ...000 000 0000 3 0
Cleveland . 200 001 OOx 8 4, 1
Batteries: W. Collins and Chaplin; Covclesklo and O'Neill.

2

Flat model, snl.
taryltnltatton ivory case
with highly finished,
triple nickeled razor, big
solid handle and sheath
containing supply of
blades, compart-

Club
YANK

That ct'gdrt
rt shown

light one t

r

MIUI

1

Pet.
.842
.656
.551
.527
.411
.474
.431
.327

s.

HUCfflNJ

W

Invincible'

mm

m w

MC.

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
L.
W.

Transient Rates: Single, $1 and fl.EO; double, fl.BO'and $8.00.
With bath, single, $2.00 and $8.60; double, 92.60 and $3.00.
Weekly Rates: With or without private bath, $4.60 to $10.00
per week.

To the Friends of La Azora

Washington
I aiawr

FINEST ROOMS IN THE STATE. STEAM HEAT. HOT AND
ALL OUTSIDE ROOMS.
COLD WATER.

triumph in cigar making.
la Atom Clfw ii made by

Club

3

3;

....1

d&

The

JOHN M'OIAW

304 North First St.

Opp. Santa Fe Depot

f7La Azora

and Burch;

Edgar

-

33 6 8 24 11 0
Totals
Batted for Erickson in 9th.
St. Louis.
AB. R. H. PO.A. E.
0
1
1
1
4
J
Tobln, rf
1
Gerber, ss , ...8 12 02 72 01 0
3
SIsler, lb
Williams, If . ...3 0 0 13 14 00
McManus, 2b . .4 1 2
Shorten, cf . ...2 1 01 4 0 0
8
3 0
1.0
Collins, c
Ellerbe, 3b . ...4 0 0 10 80 00
0
0
0
Bayne. p
0 0
0
0
0
1
Wright, p
1
0
0
0
0
0
Pruett, p
0 0
0
0
0
Robertson
0 o
0
0
1
0
Severeid

10

m3
IU

and Shaw
R. H. E.
Score:
1
2
9
Stamford
1
7 12
,
Sweetwater
Knadler and EdBatteries:
wards; Word and Pipkin.

Two-bas-

m

.7.

WEST TEXAS LEAGUE.
R. H. E,
Score First game:
.1
J
Ranger .
1
0
Amarillo
and
Batteries: Phillips
Clayton;
Mnnlea and Bvers.
R. H. B.
Score Second game:
6 18
Ranger .
7 10
Amarillo
Batteries: Phillips, Work and
r.vhrand: Hett. Smith and Byers.
R. H. E.
Score First game:
2
t S
Snn Aneelo
11 2
.
LubbocK
Batteries: Cocke and Robertson;
Wooldrldge and Allen.
R. H. E.
Score Second game:
.0 2 5
San Angelo
11 o
Lubbock
Batteries: Trammell and Robertson; Wooldrldge and Allen.
R. H. E.
Score:
3 10
1
Abilene
Sowell

.Mi..

.
St Louis, 1; Washington,
St Louis, June 14. nn The senatois
the Browns
IOUK
live i,t, mnii
in their first game here today ami
lost when Sisler s nomer m i
counted
sixth, with the bases ftfull,
final score
the locals ahead for who
finished
Pruett,
of 7 to 6.
Browns, ia
the flinging ror the
credited with a no hit Victory.
Piclnlch, Senator's backstop, was
banished for protesting Umpire
Score:
Moriarlty's decisions.
Washington.
a. r.
AB. K. h.
,.4 0 0 01
Smith, If .
.4 2 2
Harris, 2 b .
0
3
,.4
Rice, cf .
0 11
,.4
Judge, lb .
0
1
Goebel, rf .
1
1
Hrower. rf
8
0
Shanks, 3b .
1
0
Pecklnpaugh, as 3
4
0
Piclnlch, c . ...3
2
0
Gharrity, c . ...1
1
1
. . .3
Johnson, p
0
0
Brlllhart, p . ...o
0
0
Krickson, p . ...0
0
0
1
Bush

9.

7.

Batteries;

ELMS HOTEL

To Cigar Merchants:
Nine times in ten, when the
customer calls for
"something mild", he
means La Azora.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Columbus, 4; St. Paul, 11.
Toledo, 8; Minneapolis, 4.
louisvllle, 2; Milwaukee, 9.
Indianapolis, S; Kansas City, 4.

CloviB

if I

x Batted for Hamilton in tho
eighth.
By innings:
0
000 000 000
Pittsburgh
10 303 30X- -13
New York .
e
hits Young
Summary:
hit Young. Home
3. Three-bas- e
Monoel.
Snyder 2. Groh,
Douglas. Stolen bases Bancroft,
Double
piay
Frisch.
and Grimm. Base on
Hammond
.
Hamilton. 2.
r,nMo.
Struck out By Carlson. 1; Yellowuu
1.
Hits
"'""
horse,
off
off Hamilton, 8 in 3
Yellowhorse, 1 in 1. Losing pitcher Carlson.

rain.

i;

)':

Cove-leskl-

All of Our Wool, Three Piece Suits
to be closed out for our New Fall
Stock. Get your Suit now.
-- OURSuits in this sale
Suits in this said.,
Suits in this sale
Suits in this sale
Suits in this sale
Suits in this sale
These Suits Are for Cash
Alteration Charges.

x

Benny Cordova got a little the
best of Benny Garcia in their first
and only meeting about three years
ago. Tho battle lasted the full 12
rounds, going to Cordova on n
split hair decision after he had
taken heavy punishment throughout tho bout.
Tho two Albuquerque boys will
settlo their old dispute tonight at
tho Armory in a 12 round bout
which is the headllner of the 26
rounds of boxing booked by Joseph
Du Bois for tonight.
Both lads claim to be In the
pink of condition. Garcia won his

J.

Buy Your Wool
Suits Now

$55.00
$50.00
$45.00
$40.00
$35.00
$30.00

(By The Auoelnt'd Presi.)
New York, June 14. New Tork
widened Its gap over Pittsburgh to
five games today, crushing the
second place Pirates 13 to 0. The
(riants hammered out eighteen hits
bases. Five
for a total of thirty-siwere home runs, two of them by
Snyder In successive times at bat,
out his
while Meusei rapped
seventh homo run of the season.
Score;
Mttslmrgli.
AB. R. IT. PO. A. E.
Maranvllle, ss.. 4 0 1 3 2 0
0 0
1
0
1
3
Carey, cf
0
0 0
2
4
0
Bigbee, If
o
1
1
S
0
4
8b
...
Traynor,
0 0
9
0
4 0
Orlmm, lb
0
Mueller, rf . . . . 3 0 01 23 2 00
Hammond, 2b .. 3 0
8
2
0
2 0 1
Gooch, c
1
0 0
1
0
1
Mattox c
0
0
0
0
0
Carlson,
Hamilton, p ... 1 0 0 00 10 00

Philadelphia-Cincinnat-

AVOY HOTEL

Waukegan, Ills., June 14. With
but two more witnesses in sight,
the state is expected to close its
case against Governor Lcn Small,
on trial charged with conspiracy
to defraud the state of interest on
state funds, tomorrow or Friday.
ndtourned
was
tnflnv
...-- .
Th.
bllCL.
J U trial
bUUk.,,
until tnmnrrnw tn give the State
an opportunity to chock over 10,- 000 state exhibits to see mat an
have been Identified.

THE ARMORY

-

hit in the pinches behind Olson's
steadv pitching today and defeated
Sew York 6 to 2 in the opening
game of the scries. Hellmnnn sent
Detroit away to a lonK lead in the
first inning with a home run into
the right field bleachers, scoring
two runners ahead of him, It was
lleilmann's eleventh home run this

DAYS
SUITS

for Detroit Twirls a Cardinals Are Defeated, 4- Giants Widen - Their Gap Card Tonight Promises Ac
tion From Start to Finish;
Over Pittsburgh to Five
to 0; Robinson Makes
Steady Game; Heilman
Line
Games by Taking TuesSeveral Shifts in His
Snappy Preliminaries Are
Knocks a Homer in the
Booked.
First With Two On.
Up Which Works Well.
day's Contest, 13 to 1.

Olscn

STATE WILL CLOSE IN
GOV.
SMALL'S CASE
TODAY OR TOMORROW

YES1XR- -

BATTLE IT OUT

PITES

TRIMS

RRQQKLYN WINS

3

BENNIES TQ

T

NEW YORK GETS

VANCE PITCHES

TIGERS HIT IN

season,

June 15, 1922
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..$42.50
$40.00

$37.50
.$32.50
$26.50
$25.00

and

When You Think Clothes Think

EMi'S

A

Chicago, A; Philadelphia, 5.
Chicago, June 14. Chicago de
feated fhlladeiphla 8 to K In a free
hitting contest today. C. Walker,
of the Athletics, drove out his
elevonth homer of the season.
Ernie Johnson was hit by a pitched
ball on the elbow and had to retire
from the game,
R. II. E.
Soore:

Philadelphia. 100

101

0205

11

It is the business of life
to learn.. It is the business of each parent to
see that a child has a
business training that fits
it to compete for the
comforts and advantages
that are the world's real
wealth.

1

Chicago ....101 130 OOx 6 14 4
Batteries: Heimach and Perkins;
Faber and Schalk.
RILL.
SIGNS JOHNSON-MILLAlbany, N. Y.. June 14. Henry
D. Sayer, Industrial commissioner
of
of the state department
announced
labor,
.
.today
.
. . receipt.1 of.l
I
mrl
S

,

I

iniunnauujt liiuw
Harding on. June 10 signed the
Johnson-Mill- s
bill, giving the bene
fits of the workmen s compensation law to maritime workers other
than seamen.

OlllCiai

GOOD shave isn't a matter of price. It's
all razor And' the new Gem $3 Da
Luxe now One Dollar upsets all notions
about the high cost of shaving. It is guaranteed
to give you a cleaner quicker, more comfortable shave than any razor at any price or
your, money back I So forget price think of
the shave. Try the Gem de Luxe If it doesn't
make good we wilL Could anything be fairer?
The Gem De Luxe also 'sets new standards
in mtrinsic values. Consider the handsome
outfits here illustrated. Read their descrip- - )
tions. Then ask your dealer to show you.
You never saw such value in your life! The
Gem de Luxe was actually designed to sell .
for $3 and would have been an amazing value
at that figure. We reserve the right to cancel the $1 price without notice. Get
yours

Keep on Rending Mr.
Educator's Talks.
I

'

$3 Model Solid Nickeled Case, now $1
This solid nickeled case is worth the price of the entire
set. It is highly nickeled and luxuriously lined with
royal purple velvet It contains a highly polished triple
handle
nickeled razor With a bl Solid, sasy-to-graand sheath holding s full supply of Gem Double Life
Blades. A compact, luxurious efficient outfit, built to
(3 specifications in every detail
'

HAS A GOLF CLUB.
Tuodmcarl, N. M., June 14. Tucumcarl has ft golf club with
thirty members. Tho course is laid
out three miles south of tho city
on th Sample-Steffia- n
grounds.

Nov

at the dollar price!

$1 complete

Getll Double Life Blades, 7 f6r 50c
.11;:

--

1

H'

1

Sold By Dealers Everywhere

0Em

saw rawr corporation, Brooklyn,

iiiuiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiimultiililM

nsw tork

f

,
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campCire program In dbstume. On
Indian night the girls of the Toto
club will stage a program of Indian
songs and stories, and possibly
some dances. On Jap night the
girls of the Jap club will give a
program of Japanese fairy tales
and traditions.
The big stunt night will be the
last one of camp when a prepared
program will be given. On this
occasion the camp paper, which will
be written by a selected editor and
staff during the week, will bo Vend.
Miss Florence Adams, girls'
srk
director of the Y. W. C. A., will be
in charge of all activities at the
camp. Miss Margaret Ogllvle will
be camp mother. Registrations for
the camp will close when the full
number of girls is signed up. The
older girls' camp opens June lfl
and the younger girls on June 27.

9

oman s Daily Mag azine Page
Social Calendar

HELEN HUNTER'S HUSBAND
M

rippling rhymes

JANE PHELPS.

By WALT MASON.
Mrs. E. A. Vaughey will give'
dance for Miss Genevieve
XELL LAVTOV LABELS JACK But I guess I deserve It. I wish Rupper
small, about the southern seas. But
CHANGE OF BASE.
Tierney at home at 7 p. m.
KKM'IHH.
wouldn't
tell
talked
Helen
you
Mrs. Tom Walker will give bridge
you
From southern seas the authors when they saw that Uoscrt chiefs
CHAFT1SII 69.
to me. I guoss I have been thoughtluncheon for Miss Victorine With come, astride of sharks and whales; were strictly in the swim, they
at 1 p. m.
Jack kept hlg word as far a say- less and selfish."
up all their coral reefs, horthe Island graft is out of plumb, and passed
izons far and dim. The dusky
"I don't guess you have, I know!
ing nothing against occasional card
us
fed
now
desert
it's
laies.
damsels, promptly canned, were left
They
parties, even joining with apparent Helen is such a dear, and since that
could use them In mak- up on hidden reefs and all that in native state; and to the wastes oi
zest in the game. But he had grown affair of Barnes she Was as inno- orphaned
salable articles. If any reader coral bunk; and now they turn to shifting sand the authors puller
careless of Helen's pleasures again, cent of wrong as a baby and you ing
an old know it she has worked herself to does not know address of such an desert chiefs, who're equally as their freight. For southern seas 1
it is so easy to slip back into selfish-lI will gladly send her punk. They wearied us with blue told no brief, but they are better
y death to
please you, and save mon- organization,
habit, especially when It is a
lagoons, and damsels davit and fat, far than Is the bughouse Bedouin
child doesn't one upon receipt of a stamped,
ey. Why the poor
enjoyed one.
and now they hand us Bedouin chief who's now the fiction star.
envelope.
Once again he forgot Helen' even laugh anymore like sho used
s,
prunes, and let It go at that. Some And now for weary months,
youth, her love of gaycty. He was to. That gay little laugh of hers
the desert stuff will reign
gifted damozel or dame produced a
perfectly happy, perfectly contented that nutde everyone want to laugh
Bedouin tale; it brought her seven until the sandy line of books gives
to sit quietly and read six nights out with her lias absolutely died bekinds of fame and fourteen kinds every one a pain. And then at last
of the seven. The seventh he would cause she hasn't anything, ih her
of kale. When this occurred the some chap will write another kino
play cards until midnight either at life but a sameness that never proauthors all were earning bread and of tale, nd all the authors, In a
home, or with the Laytons. Some- vokes laughter.
cheese, by writing stories, large and night, will camp upon his trail.
"Thank you, Nell! You've talked
how Helen seetned to have dropped
OF GITY
all the rest of her crowd. Jack had pretty rough to me but I am gratethat idea nothat they had drop- ful! I never realized" Jack broke
ped Helen because she had so con- off as Helen appeared In the door
their invitations, with a steaming rarebit.
stantly refused
While they rite, find Nell chatted,
had not returned their courtesies,
and without complaining, or even Jack watched Helen. He noted the
ausence
of that .infectious laugh,
leiling him.
By Edna Kent Forbes.
It was Nell Layton who gave him He also saw the drooping mouth,
rather a shock. She came in one the lack of sparkle In hec eyes. He
Playing in a sweeping dust sterm
evievening alone, her husband at his had not meant to be cruel but
which made good tennis difficult,
not begin these treatments when
THE YOUNG CHIKT.
flub. Helen left her with Jack a dently he had been.
Miss Margaret Hubbell took the city
seen
have
"What
shows
new
I cannot Imagine why a woman you are a young girl, but wait until
you
out:
she
blurted
and
moment,
women
yesterday lets her chin grow old. Of course you are nearing 30. when the first
"What are you trying to do to lately, Nell 7" he asked after a time, tennis title for
afternoon by defeating her sister, after a certain age it's Impossible faint hint of a bad chin line apHelen, Jack Hunter? Punish ner keenly watching Helen's face.
them.
named
several!"
She
Miss Anita Hubbell, In two sets, to keep the chin really firm and pears.
still because of Barnes?"
"Oh,
"How would you like to see 'The The scores were 8 and
If you've passed that period wear
"What do you mean, Nell?" Jack
The young but I should say that un
Helen?" he
desirable aea was BO at least.
a chin strap at night and do the
jerked to attention, "I don't under- Music Box Revue,'
d
a
watched
were
finals
by
and
shocked
stand."
If you've let your chin grow old, exercises and massage as well.
asked, and. was both
t doubt whether you can ever make
"How often have you taken that surprised at the way she received gallery.
Miss Margaret was in excellent it
W. A. M. There are different
poor child to a theater or a concert his suggestion, It was as if she had
really young again, though you
In the last six months, since she only Just met him, and his invita- form, returning many swift balls can massage ten years from it If methods of using henna on the
came hack, or even to ft movie? 1 tion was so unexpected It embar- with considerable accuracy, but her
If
you'll take the time and trouble. hair, according to the needs.
was telling her about a play we saw rassed her. Her face flushed crim- sister was not playing with hera But If you're wise, you'll never let you merely wish to tint the grey
The girls played
She drop- usual spirit.
fhe other night, and asked her what son, her Hps trembled.
hair and not change the shade of
chin
age,
real
show
your
your
she had seen, and she said she per her eyes so he could not see the similar back line game, making
You'll take a few minutes every the balance of the head, the henna
their points on placement rather
will be included In the shampoo
to
hadn't been out at all. And tears Ionslng gleam In them.
It
see serves. A number of dayIf keen so vounff.
were In her eyes although she tried
"It it would please you," she re- than onwere
stout you have a and only remain on the hair from
deuced repeatedly. doubleyou're
games
11 three to ten minutes.
to hide them from me. I never.wan plied, without animation.,
or
ft
chin
trinlo
you
so sorry for anyone In my life. I
No amount of talking by Nell Mian Louise Towber umpired the never have a really young profile
S. S.
When the body Is undertold Mr. Lnyton to pet three tickets could have brought to him such frames and Miss Esther Howden anda until you reduce to your correct weight, the feet and hands always
for that new musical show, and we knowledge of his selfishness as had Miss Katnenne Angie acieu
show
reduction
but
the
it does not necessarily
it,
weight.
During
would take her."
Helen's manner when he asked her linesmen.
you'll have to massage the indicate poor health. Build up
period,
tournament
of
the
winner
The
see
the play.
Jack looked dazed. Had Helen how she would like to
chin and rub It with Ice daily, or your condition by drinking more
He Six months before she would nave which was entered by sixteen young the skin thnt has stretched and milk and the .hands and feet will
complained to Nell Lavton?
flushed with shame. Nell read his danced around to him; thrown her women of the city, will be presented
from grown over tho layers of flesh will show an improvement also.
arms around his neck, told him she with an appropriate trophy
thoughts and said:
Mrs. W. H. B. Sometimes the
is already
"Don't think Helen has com- must got new gloves to look nice. the Country club. She for
hair loses the natural curl when
singles
holder of a trophy
She hasn't!
plained.
Just said, and a dozen other little actions to the
Indiyou cut it off. This need not dls-- 1
when I asked why you never went show her delight. Now It was only: from Notre Dame academy In
courage you though since the curl
boarding
attended
she
where
ana,
anywhere nowadays, that you pre"If it would please yon."
will return as soon as the hair
Miss Anita Hubbell was)
ferred to stay at home and read.
"You'll Inve it, Helen!" Nell Lay-to- n school,
grows long enough.
runner-u- p
for the city championd
For
selfishness give me
broke In to Jack's relief, but
winner of the
a man every time. No woman could she also cast a "I told you so" ship last year, and held
early last
be as absolutely
preliminary tourney
GIRLS WILL STUDY
as glance at him.
spring.
you men are, no matter what she
"I'll get tickets
for tomorrow
In the doubles
Preliminarv
rlsy
ASTRONOMY AT Y. W.
did.'
he
mornanswered her glance with tournament will begin this
"You're pretty hard on us, Nell. right,"
an understanding look.
CAMP IN MOUNTAINS
ing when two matches willbebe playplayed
ed off The finals will
on Sunday. It is planned to send
The elrls who attend the an
the singles championship and the
re
nual summer camp in Cicnega can
winning doubles team toin Santa
the
yon next week will take advantage
for some matches later
-i.-v
of their relative nearness to the
firmament to study the stars. Inf
Bj LAVRA A. KIR&MAN.
struction in popular astronomy will
1lo given as a part of camp lore.
.
-.
J1
'-:
Book
The
Note
girls will have glasses and may
Little Benny's
a coon nmxrn rrtKPATtED Inverted
possibly stay up the greater part of
cup In the middle of the
one night to watch the various conI'HOM LEFTOVERS.
The following home dinner is dish (not letting any of the mixture
stellations.
get under it) and place over all a
Yesliddy we was eating supplr
One day of each camp week will
prepared from leftovers:
crust made as follows:
and my sister Gladdis sod to
be devoted to raffia work, under
I hope youre not forgetting
Crust for Any Vegetable or Meat
Fish Souffle
the
instruction of Miss Bertha LitPotato Pie
.Tie
Rift together one pint of flour, this is the nlto Mr; 1'arkins is Rutle, who will go out to the camp
Bnconed Brussels Sprouts
J
and
mother
and
two heaping tablespoons of baking ing to tako you
fiom the city to show the girls how
Coffee
Fruit
Tapioca
to fashion baskets and other artiteaspoon to the theater.
powder, nnd
cles, Other women will go to the
All rite. Im all reddy for the his
Fish Souffle Chop any kind of of salt, then work Into this dry
cold cooked fish finely and shred mixture, with the fingers, one show, pop sed, and Gladdis scd.
camp on special days to instruct
octhe girls In other
it so thnt it is in tiny flakes (there henplng tablespoon of butter. Wet You are nuthlne of tho kind all
realize
dont
you
n.
sweet
little
should be about
cupations.
of to s stiff flonrh with
reddy, the ideer,
on
be
evening
of
to
There
series
a
stunt
will
rour.d
your
a cup of It, although
as
out
ne;
put
haft
rlv
and
roll
milk
you
cup
will do). Put
nights during the week with a
cup of stale as possible. Place on the dish and clothes.
t
bread crumbs Into a saucepan with let bake in a hot oven about forty
The dooce I do, sed pop, and ma fi it
ldeer
tho
of a cup of sweet milk minutes.
sed, Certeny you do,
and let boll for five minutes; then
Brussels
Bnconed
Do you mean to tell me that
Sprouts (a
P5E3S
add the flaked fish, one tablespoon delicious way of serving this vege- fellow Parkins Is cominK erround
of butter, salt to suit taste, remove table) Fry six slices of bacon till heer laid out in a full dress suit Vou Cnn Mnssnso Ton Years From
Your Chin.
from rango. and fold In the stiffly crisp, then lift them out of the pan pop sed, and Gladdis sed,
beaten whites of two eggs. Now to drain on crumpled brown paper
Mr. Parkins can always be
In
loose bags and unsightly
turn the mixture Into four small In the oven, for a few moments. trusted to know the rite thing to hang
wrinkles. But a gradual reduction
individual baking dishes, or rame- Now put n scant quart of cold cook- wear at the right time.
these
plus
In
BRtringent treatments,
a shallow ed hrusscls sprouts Into the hot
You'd look fine In a plain
kins, and place these
let the skin shrink so a firm,
pan containing hot water. Cover bncon fat. In the same pnn and fry
suit with Mr. Parkins all will
all with buttered paper and place these until sizzling hot and begin- dressed up like a gentleman, tho smooth line will tie attained as your
the pan in a moderate oven. Let ning to color. Take them out, ideer, ma sed, and pop sed, All rite, reward.
Otherwise, massage with a nourbake till the souffle Is firm, then place them In a warm serving dish, ceeso firing, I serrender. And rite
turn the molds out onto a hot plat- sprinkle lightly with salt and pep- after supplr he went up to put on ishing cold cream, and a gentle
ter and serve with a plain hot, per, and lay the six crisp baoon-slie- his full dress suit and rite after rotary movement of the fingers, a
neck stretching and head rollover them. Serve at once.
white sauce.
lie went up lie called out of his few exercises
daily, and an Ice rub
A notice for knitters:
Potato Pie Boil till tender four
A reader room.
studs, ing
my
Wares
perl
or the dally use of a good astrinpeeled and sliced onions, then of this column has written me to somebodys taken my perl studs,
drain and place In a baking dish suggest that my other women read- hate this stiff shert enyway, why gent, will ba all that Is necessary
with six or eight cold cooked and ers who have odds and ends of yarn should I suffer like this, and eny- to keep the chin young. You need
sliced potatoes. Add one toaspoon-fu- l which they do not need for their
my perl studs are gone.
of chopped parsley, one table- own use, might send these wool way
I bet I can lay my hands rite on
spoon of butter In little bits, salt leftovers to their nearest blind as- them the very fcrst thins, sed ma.
and pepper to suit taste, and a drop sociation, or to organizations where Which she went In and did, pop
or two of tomato catsup. Put an the aged, the convalescent, or the
saying, Well or corse If you
hide them its no wonder
youre the ony one can find them,
and ma, sed, Youve had those
studs 9 yeere and theyve never bin
In eny other ptace. And she started tie pope tie, pop keeping on Operation Avoided by taksaying she was choking him and
ing Lydia E. Pinkham's
ma keeping on saying she wasent,
it
and
and jest then the bell rang
Vegetable Compound
wa Mr. Parkins in his rcguler
clothes and yello shoes, Gladdis
Dayton, Ohio. "I had such pains
coming up all txcited and saying to that I had to be turned in bed every
time I wished to
pop. Father, maybe you better not
wear your evening clothes after
move. They said
all, it mite make Mr, Parkins look
an operation was
too conspickuous.
My
necessary.
Not to spook of how it would
would
mother
me
mad.
make
And
look, sed pod
keepsaying:'Why
ha quick' put on his ordinary
don t you take
clothes and they all went.
Pinkham's, Henwe are willing to prove, entirely at our expense,
rietta?' and I'd
VES,
A
say, 'Oh.mamma,
that you can quickly banish pimples, blackheads, DESERT SONG BIRD
,
it won't help me,
etc., and at the same time increase your weight to nor
TO STUDY ABROAD
I've tried too
taal, and acquire a seemingly inexhaustible supply of
much.' One day
new pep" and energy Simply mail the coupon beshe said. 'Let me
low for the Famous Three Day Free Trial Treatment of
get you one bottle oi each kind, xou
won't be out very much if it don't
1RONIZED YEAST. Take these remarkable tablets-t- wo
help you. ' 1 don't know if you will bewith each meal. Then get ready for a surprise.
lieve me or not, but I only took two
Skin blemishes begin to disappear almost as If
bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeby
table Compound and one of Lydia E.
magic! Note the sudden increase in your vigor and
Blood Medicine when I bePinkham's
energy, And as for putting new firm flesh on your
gan to get relief and I amregularever
bones many thin folks report gaining five to nine
since without a pain or a headache.
pounds on the veryfirH package oIEONlZED YEAST!
iWhen I He down I can get up without help and without pain.r I can t
Results in Half the Usual Time t
begin to tell you how I feel and look.
The reason IRONIZED YEAST
I have begun to gain in weight and
brings such amusing results Is because It embodies a remarkable scientific process-cal- led
look more like I ought to. I think evthe process of ironisation which enables yeast to bring
ery day of ways I nave been helped.
its wonderful results in Just half the usual time. This process,
Any one who does not believe me can
embodied only In IRONIZKD YEAST, helps to Immediately
write to me and I will tell them whet
convert the vital yeast elements into health and
shape I was In. I am ready to do anystrength, thus
enabling you to derive from yeast ALL of the
thing I can to help your medicine."
MrsiHENRiETTA MILLER, 137Sprague
wonooriui Denents it holds for you.
St, Dayton, Ohio,

BE OPENED HERE

WINNER
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According to an announcement
made yesterday by Postmaster
Berthold Spitz, a second postal
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5c
10c
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Takes
Easy Process
Less Than 30 Minutes.
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CudcorarrojEOtesGociHair
Treatment: At eight rub Cuticura
Ointment into partings all over tie
scalp. Next morning shampoo with
Cuticura Soap and hot water. Re-

m
mm.
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Nowadays, more and more women are doing as tnelr mothers
did and are making their own
soap, if you have never tried It,
you will be surprlstd to see how
easy it Is to make good snap,
soft soap, hard soap or floating
kitchen
Just by
soap,
using
scraps and waste grease together
with a can of Merr. War Lye.
the saf and sure snapmaker.
In the old days when soap was
made by the boiling process It
took nearly all day to make a
kettle of soap. Now It Is hardly
any work at all requires no
boiling takes less than 20 minutes. Saves you money and gives

you all the pure, clean soap you
need for kitchen, laundry and all
household purposes.
You will find simple directions
for soapmaklng on the label of
every ran of Merry War Lye
also many other reclpea such aa
how to make lye hominy, how to
soften
how to make
water,
clothes washing easy, how to
brighten cooking utensils, etc.
Merry War Powdered Lye la
also a wonderful cleaner and
purifier for use about the home,
barn, chicken house and outhouses.
Comes In a convenient
can with revolving sifting top
that cannot come off, cannot get
and prelost, reclosea tightly
serves contents.
It is economical
to buy and easy to use.
Ask your dealer for Merry War
Lve be sure you get "Merry
War" the lye that has made
good for 83 rears.

peat In two weeks.
tisrtU ftrkrmbrlML AdP "0ttroUI-eritortei.DcptlMtl4n4S,laM." SoMarerr-whrr- a.
Soap 2a. 0(i tnionl a mi) Me. TilenSH.
BWCutiount Soap thftrc without mat.
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Table Servants

X

That Are Always

COULD HOT

Available and Efficient

TURN IN BED

Every Hotpoint Table Servant pictured In this ad represents a service that is definite and practically unfailing; that is instantly available and altogether efficient.
By their use, time is saved, cooking problems simplified.
e
cooking conditions
Many hours, which under
were wasted in the kitchen, are given to the housewife.
Breakfasts, luncheons, even dinners, are, by the aid of
HOTPOINT TABLE SERVICE, easily, quickly and
thoroughly prepared at the table within the family
circle without fuss, bother, excessive heat, and with efficiency that is a surprise and a delight.

Bp!?

that (R0MZED YEAST

old-tim-

7

Builds Flesh -- aW

Clears the Skin!

TABLE SERVANTS for every Imaginable
character of service are accurately illustrated and described within the four pages of this folder. Each and
every one can be absolutely depended upon to render
instantaneous service, to cook perfectly, with unusual
economy and with a thoroughness that is not possible
vby any other method.

HOTPOINT

1

TABLE COOKERY, by the Hotpoint method, becomes
a practical reality. Table Cooking, by the same token,
becomes a pleasure. Whether it be a breakfast of toast,
eggs, coffee, or a boiled, broiled, fried, shirred or stewed
T
meal of a more elaborate character there is a
TABLE SERVANT specially created to facilitate
its preparation, available to YOU'at a price you can
easily afford and will be more than pleased to pay.
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Now 1 Mt haartlly,
wonderful.
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Make This Free Test Today!
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Two Types of Irons
Waffle Iron
Toasters
Heaters
Curling. Irons

Ovenette

You esn hardly realize

Helen Boris Uswortb.

Fleaee tend m the fonioui
TRIAL TREATMENT of Ironlied VewC

There are others of the Hotpoint Table Servants that
we cannot picture here.

'Almost
Unbelievable

Free Trial Coupon ""1
The Ironized Yeast Co.
Atlanta, Ca Dept 0? '

HOT-POIN-

2

Don't lose a moment In sending for this remarkable test, which to thousands of thin, rundown folks has meant the beffinninr of
daily health. Test Is absolutely free I Mall cou
pon todsy now.

Helen Boyla Hsworth, known as
the "Desert Prima Donna" will
sail June 14 for France where s'.e
will complete her musical education.

The name by which she Is known
was given Miss Haworth during
the war when she sanar at scores
fit war benefljs. J!- -

the wonderful Im- provtmtnt to your skin
and complexion your
minor will reveal to vou
after wSngOourtud'sOrltntal
bream for the first lime.
SmdIS&hrTriat SLa
PBRD. T. HOPKINS fc SON

KYorti

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company
"At Your

XI

GROCETERIA

G

lf

m

9c

N

GOOD SOAP FOR LESS

j

..U-.-

three-quarte-

11 V2c

REMEMBER
You'll Always Do Better at

SELF-SERVIN-

The French women are threatening to boycott the academy if
its men members perslRt in their
refusal to admit a womnn writer.
Countess Mathieu de Noulllcs.

ft

one-four-

$2.00 1
80c
$1.20

the station.

hard-boile-

"-

J"L

"This is a much needed Improvement," said Mr. Spitz yesterday. "It 'has been under conThe
sideration for some time.
postal authorities hope that the
people of th highlands will take
advantage of the new postofflce,
which is Intended to make It more
convenient for those living In the
south highlands to handle their
mall."

fair-size-

EFFICIENT HGUSEHEEPiHS

Vf J'J'ltfl'ly,

5 Lb. cans Ben Hur Coffee
2 Lbs. Maxwell House Coffee...
3 Lbs. Maxwell House Coffee
Farmer's Best Sweet Corn
New Spuds, per pound.....
Already Fish Flakes
Van Camp's Catsup, each large bottle.
Solitary Pure Jelly, each glass....
Van Camp's Soup, all kinds

n

will be opened here
tomorrow, June IS. The station
will be at 1124 South Edith, In
Formhals' grocery store. Theodore Formhals will have charge
sub-stati-

of

My1"

KAHN'S GROCERY BULLETIN
PHONE 353

SUB STATION TO

MISSM. HUBBELL

is io lie

.'WU

SECOND POSTAL

gad-zook-

ie

ed" Monday. The party will inHEADS OF NATIONAL
clude President
Brlnkmeyer and
BILL POSTERS WILL
Secretary Bell, of the national
The officials are now
VISIT HERE MONDAY on their wny to attend the national
meeting at Los Angeles. The visitPlans are being made by the ors will he taken on short trips
enchamber of commerce for the
through the city during their staf
tertainment of the officers and di- here.
rectors of tho National Bill Posters' association who will arrive
Journal Want Ads Bring Results.
here In a special car on the "limit

SerW-

-

,,,,X;x:x:m

rt

Phone 93
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Albuquerque Morning Journal
INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
Published By
.JOtnV.U, M.BLISHIXG COMPANY
D. A. MACPHERSON,
SIDNEY M. WEIL.
President.
Secretary
D. A. MACPHERSON..
....Business Manager
Publisher
M.
WEIL
SIDNEY
REPRESENTATIVES
V. J. ANDEP.SON
Marquette BIdff., Chicago. 111.
RALPH R. MULLIGAN. AS K. 4'Jd St.. New York
matter at the postoffic.e
Entered as second-clas- s
of Albuquerque. N M.. and entry in Santa Fe. N.
M., pending:, under ct of Congress of March 17.
A.N

1ST 9.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, by carrier or by mail, one month, Sue;
yearly, in advance, $9.00.
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation
rating than is accorded to any other paper in New
Mexico."
The American
Newspaper
Directory.
The only paper in New Mexico issued every day
in the yeir.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
he use. for
of all news credited to
it or not otherwise credited in this paper and also
ihe local news published herein.

dens upon the people of thecountry for the benefit!

of certain classes. But if the minority is sincere in
the belief that the country will repudiate ,tha moas- ure, why, instead of delaying enaction of the bill,
does it not let the effects work now and therebv
reap the reward from the disgruntled voters in November? The democrats charge that tho republican
leaders are bluffing and have no Intention of passing a tariff bill before the eve of election. Then
why don't they call the bluff?
The truth is there is no sincerity In the democratic charges, which have filled the Congressional
Record for days, to be franked out at the governA new
ment's expense for home consumption.'
tariff to protect American nidustry Is one of tho
things most sorely needed to give commerce ami
industry the acceleration needed to top the lill to
The minority knows that the party in
normalsy.
power is going to enact a tariff law. If It has any
regard whatever for the interests of the country it
will quit playing politics and end its senseless and
costly spiking of the legislative wheels.
F : XTR
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Little Ones

By Howard B. Qarla.

Copyright, 1921. by McClur
AND

GIRL BIRD.

THE

(By Tbe Associated Press.)

"Where are the crumbs. Nurse
Jane? The crumbs for the hungry birds?" asked Uncle Wiggily
one morning, as he hopped out
into the kitchen of bin hoii.-.stump bungalow,
"I put some on the pantrv
answered
the muskrat
shelf,"
lady housekeeper. "But where are
the birds you wish to feed?"
"Out in the yard," answered
the bunny rabbit gentleman, and
he pointed with his paw.
"Oh, w hat homely birds!" exclaimed Nurse Jane, as she saw
some small and very plain black
and white
feathered oreatures
in
the grass.
hopping around
"Why don't you feed some pretty
birds like the Robin, the Cardinal or the Scarlet Tanager?"
"Well, I'd feed those birds,
also, if they came here,"
said
the bunny, scattering the crumbs,
"But, Nurse Jane, just because
these birds have no gay and
pretty feathers doesn't say they
aren't useful. They may be very
helpful in this world."
"Well, maybo so," agreed the
muskrat lady. "But I like the
bright and beautiful birds best.
Why, these birds don't even sing
prettily."
"Perhaps not," admitted the
rabbit uncle. "But, for all that,
I am sure they are very useful.
They catch many of the bad bugs
and worms that, otherwise, would
eat tho things growing in my
garden."
"What is their name?" asked
Nurse Jane, but before Undo
Wiggily had time to answer, a
voice out in front of his hollow
stump bungalow called to him.
"Hello! Who's there?" asked
the bunny gentleman.
"I am," answered Uncle Rut-te- r,
the goat. "Say, Undo Wiggily," added Undo Butter, "there
trouble down
.

,

,

Theodore Roosevelt
said that extraordinary
June 15, 1922 measures were demanded by extraordinary circumstances, and proceeded to compulsory arbitration in
the coal strike of 1902. To protect the public from
FLAGS NOT GKXERAI.LY DISPLAYED.
advancing coal prices, Herbert Hoover assumed
Yesterday was flag day, the day set apart 'Tor personal responsibility for a method of price rerededication in loyalty to the flag of the United pression for which there is no authority in law. In
States and to all that it represents."
It was a day either case the end Justified the means, but why
sot apart for paying homage to the Stars and Stripes. should means not be prescribed by law after twenty
Appropriate services were held in Albuquerque. years of industrial strife which has frequently
But w:hcn it came to displaying the national colors, threatened to "tie up" trie country?
In the industrial world the extraordinary soon
many of the business houses in particular nere
A few years ago congress
found wanting.. There was not the genera! flutter- becomes the ordinary.
enacted a law to prevent a railroad strike. Later
ing of flags that there should have been.
Certainly Albuquerqueans are no less patriotic the government was threatened with another railthan the citizens of any other community.
They road strike but did not yield. Now a wage reducdid all that could possibly have been expected of tion ordered by the railway wage board sends strike
t hem
during the war. They gave liberally of the ballots to the affected railroad emp'loyes. When
youth of the community, many of whom did not congress was compelled to pass the Adamson act,
return alive.
They overbought their quotas of it should have prepared to protect all branches ,f
Liberty bonds and gave generously to the Red the government from future coercive attempts, and
Cross and other war relief agencies.
But when at the same time provide some method of adjustit comes to honoring Old Glory, outwardly, at ment of industrial controversies, so that the busileast, there seems 'to be something lacking. '
could not seriously be disness of the country
We do not mean to leave the impression that turbed.
our good people do pot love the flag under which
Legislation is applied to almost every problem
(hoy live and to which they owe allegiance. The r,'onf tlmf nf industrial neaee. If there were less'
presumption is that many of them are just neg- politics and more business in congress extraordlna. y
lectful of their duties.
measures wouia not nave io db luuen vy i" csiuouu t nat red haired boy and girl live,
and their secretaries personally, and they would ji'ou know the boy and girl i
the ones who are always
DOES ADVERTISING PAY?
not have to assume responsibilities thnt belong to mean;
Kinn to animals.
government as a whole.
"Oh. yes. I know the place,"
Does advertising pay?
said tho bunny, as he twinkled
Certainly.
Any wide
his pink nose. "But what seems
awake merchant will agree with us. The country
TWO KLns OF FIGHTERS.
to be the trouble?"
is full of institutions which have increased their
"The little girl is lost, I think,'
sale from practically nothing to millions of dollais
answered the goat. "I saw her
All the world loves a fighter but the world must mother and
a year by the Judicious use of printer's ink.
father
In
up
that the fight Is for tho right. The and down the road running
in front of
fact, it is pretty generally agreed these days that be convinced
old
the
discountenance
learned
to
has
any man in business who docs not advertise soon public
man who used to fight just for the love of
will find the spiders weaving cobwebs across his time bad
and
although a street crowd can still bo
fighting,
front door. Even the churches of recent years have
to
witness a pugilistic spectacle, sociassembled
come to the logical conclusion that advertising pays
the man
and it is not an unusual sight to see, particularly In ety's better element no longer encourages
who goes gunning for humans any more than it
metropolitan papers, considerable advertising spact
will long give support to him who destroys just
devoted to churches.
for the love of destruction.
During the last two weeks Albuquerque has been
The Journal believe3 the people of the state want
visited by thousands of Rotarians, Shriners and a
daily newspaper that will attack wrongdoers when
members of their families, the former en route io it finds them doing
public injury, but not a newsthe International convention at Los Angeles and the paper that nt tacks Just for the excitement leading
latter on their way to the imperial eouncil at San to widespread circulation or the incitement of disFrancisco.
Albuquerque arose to the demands of harmony ami the breaking down of good reputathe occasion and showed the visitors a good time. tion.
Citizens donated the use of their automobiles and
All the world loves a fighter when he fights for
gave of their time, some of them, at least, making community building and community harmony.
sacrifices in order that the strangers within our
gates might be afforded a few courtesies. The T.
A Newark. N. J.. man took a pair of old shoes
M. C. A. generously threw open its bathing facilities
in which $ 4.000 worth of his wife's jewels were
to the visitors in order that they might eradicate
hidden, to a cobbler to have repaired. As an econoWe are knowxi as
some of the marks of travel.
mist, this man deserved a place in tho Genoa
No doubt those who "cast their bread upon the
'Phoebe
waters" did so without expecting any tangible returns. They exemplified the Albuquerque spirit by
The few words that could describe the situation the house, calling the little lost
But she
showing the visitors a good time.
girl to come homo.
in Ireland just now w ould have to be well chosen.
didn't come, and now her brother
The Journal carried a story Wednesday morning
is
or
around
looking
running
from its special correspondent at San Francisco,
Had he lived, it would be a difficult matter right her and also calling her name.
T.
R.
which read as follows:
to
hold
I thought
perhaps you and I
It this stage of the campaign
might help look for her."
we might!" agreed
so,
"That's
Railroad officials said today that perUndo Wiggily. For, you know,
haps more trains would pass through
there were rare times when tha
on returning to eastern desticould underrabbit gentleman
nations than was true of the trek toward
stand human talk, and could alfv.i
Mecca.
at Albuquerque also
DH.AGOX-FL1Ehelp boys and girls, though ha
have been requested by several delegacould not, of course, speak
tions.
Prr.dacious kings on iridescent wings
,
Of glinting steel and evanescent gauze.
"Come en, then," bleated Cncle
Shriners who were entertained here on their way
and
or
win
slender
grass
From
tncy
Butter. "We'll go to tho houe
swings
to the Mecca by the golden gate, told others of Apause.
of the little lost girl and roam
lbuquerque's hospitality and our natural scenic won- To float in shimmering light above the lake.
through the woods near by. Perders. Now hundreds who have heard of Albuquerhaps we may find the misslns
a
moment
bodies
quake,
for
Slim
gleaming
There is no danger for
child.
que are clamoring to be routed this way on their
Then whip thai water into widening rings;
us, as she and her brother wora
journey eastward in order that they, too, may visit
to us, so her father
They feed upon the calm aquatic things
kind
always
the metropolis of the southwest, and C. M. Bar- And make and break Old Mother Nature's laws.
and mother will also be kind."
in
the
Edwards
Esther
Designer.
Ellen
"I think so," said the bunny.
ber telegraphs that there Is strong probability that
"Just a moment, Uncle Butter,
the .Shriners' Hospital for crippled children will
and I'll be with you."
be located he;e.
Tho bunny gentleman
hopped
to the rear yard
where the
Verily, advertising pays.
as
Nurse
Jane
"homely"' birds,
SHOWS THL'Y'JtK GETTING TIIEIRS.
called them, were still picking
THE PUBLIC DANCE.
Anyhow, those wets who think prohibition a tip crumbs.
farce are happier than those who think it a
"I am called away, birdies."
said Uncle Wiggily, "Uncle But"On with the dance, let joy be unconfind" tragedy. Charleston .News and Courier. ,
ter and I are going to try to
seems to have been taken too literally in AlbuquerWE'LL PAY THEIR FARE OVER.
find a little lost girl. When I
que and its environs in the past. At the meeting
Do you suppose Lenine and Trotzky could use return
I'll give
you
of the county commissioners Wednesday the sta'a-me- Big Tim Murphy, Fred Mader and Con Shea, along
Star.
Bill
with
Haywood?
been
Indianapolis
have
"You
kind o
very
was made that "one of the things lying at the
us," twittered one of the birds.
root of such lawlessness as docs exist in the coun.y
LIKE POOH, IT'S ALWAYS WITH IS.
"And wo should like to help you
is the way in which many of the dances are conThere Is not much of the time when a general and Uncle Butter Who Is this
railway strike Is not hanging over us. Philadel- little girl who is lost?"
ducted."
Record.
"Her name is Phoebe," bleated
Dancing is coming to be recognised more and phia
the goat gentleman. "1 heard her
more every year as a delightful form of entertainLET'S HOPE UK'S GONE FOREVER.
mother and father calling that
e
master pen- name through the forest.
What has become of the
She
ment, and even certain churches, which only a few
man who wroto such a beautiful hand, signed is called Phoebe."
had
iron clad rules against their mem- with a flourish and could even weave birds and
years ago
ho! Then we can easily
"Oh,
bers tripping tliu light fantastic, have gradually let flowers into tho Ink work? Florida Times-Uniohelp!" sang one of tho birds.
v
"You see, we are known as the
down their bars and dancing by their members no
A RCN FOR THE MONEY?
THERE
IS
Phoebe
Bird, because that is our
is permissible.
takes $32,000 a day to run Congress, not constant cry as wo fly ove- - fields
It
However, judging from reports, many of the counting what it costs tho country when congress or through the woods.
Sometimes wo are called the 'Girl
public dances which have been conducted in the runs wild. Philadelphia Enquirer.
wo
because
Bird,"
always call the
past, both in Albuquerque and its environs, have
' name of a girl named Phoebe.
been nothing short of disgrace. They have produced
"So now, if you like, we girl
birds will fly over the woods
fights, drunken brawls and, if we are not mistaken,
where this tiny tot is lost and
shooting scrapes. No strenuous objections are soCHILDREN.
MISISIXG TIIE
we'll call her name. Hearing us
ing to be raised these days to holding dances, if
she will .answer, and then you
Milwaukee
the
Sentinel.)
tonducted.
But
if
(From
arc
are
goin
may easily find her."
properly
they
they
"That will be great!"
Harding has properly refused to be
cried
to be the breeding places of crime, require extra ntnPresident
mnrflffl Into ji wholesale amnestv &:rant for 80- - Uncle Wiggily.
a
police protection and be a menace to the commun-ic,aneby
managed
stage
"The bent thing that could
"political" prisoners
ities in which they are held, then it Is time to hedna children's crusade" intended to apply pressure to happen!" bleated the goat.
over the woods,
Soon,
fiew
them about with such strict regulations that wili the sympathetic heart of the nation and of the
chief executive.
many birds calling:
guarantee them being conducted tn a decent manThose who engineered the enterprise in which
"Phoebe!
Phcebe!
Phoebe!"
ner.
the children of the men in prison were callously Perhaps you have heard birds
citizens of Albuquerque and used as pawns in a political move, the motives of like them calling near your homo.
The
ns Uncle Wiggily a !
Soon,
they are probably too young to understand,
Bernalillo county will, we feel sure, stand back of which
have not helped tho prisoners, but have merely Uncle
Butter hopped niou.l1.
In
to
efforts
make
officers
their
the law enforcement
sjieeeedcd in throwing doubt on- their appeal for they heard a little voico answering:
public datices respectable gatherings and avoid a clemency.
"Who Is calling Phoebe? Here
any one of the prisoners can adduce roasont,
repetition of the disgraceful episodes which h,iv.' forIf applying
for executive pardon, the way is open T am!" Anil down in a llttlu
characterized some of them In the past.
to him, and the attorney general says that he has green, mossy, dingly dell was the
had frequent conferences with the president on lost jne.
She looked up, saw
A Uncle
this subject. But why drag in the children?
DEMOCRATIC INSINCERITY.
Wiggily and then she saw
plea for clemency that cannot stand on its own Uncle Butter.
feet will not gain by being buttressed with such
"Oh, yon dear goat!" sne
The solicitude of democratic senators for the exhibitions.
.
cried. "I'm going to ride on your
refusal
to
heartIs
receive
the
the
the
back!
You'll take me home!"
welfare
Fallowing
republican
party
future
president's
of,
will carry out
And Uncle Butler did, and how
The majority in the senate is trying to "crusaders," we read, "the children
rending.
their threats to picket tha White House." Whose glad Daddy, Mother and Brother
agree on a new turlff bill, and the democratic min- threats? The children can hardly be held re- were when the lost Phoebe wa
will
ruin
a
new
so
that
tariff
certain
is
bring
sponsible for any picketing performances that may brought home by Uncle Butter.
ority
instigated by those In charge of the "crusade." Then Uncle Wiggily gave the girl
upon the republican party that It Is valiantly talk- be
The children are to be pitied, but the blame foi birds more crumbs, and Nurse
ing on In a desperate attempt to avert the Impend- this
exhibition rests on those who pro- .lane said she thought they were
' '
moted the enterprise.
tie 'ovnllCMt feathered frienis
ing catastrophe.
It appear that the children are being made xh hud ever spoil
The democrats charge that the republican mas
to
who
the victims by grown-upknow
Then 'lie bluls blew avuiv. Inv
ought
jority has the design of inflicting additional bur- - better,
fully singing; "l'tiocbc, I'lioeLni
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EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
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Dealings, taken as a whole, showed
noticeable increase of volume compared with what has been the rule
o late.
Corn and oats derived their
strength entirely from the action
of tha wheat market.
Proyislons averaged higher In
line with hog values.
Closing prices:
Wheat
July, $1.12ts; Sept.,
I1.12T4: Dee., $1.16.
Corn July, 6214c; Sept.. 6514c;

THE MARKETS

Newspaper Syndicate.

IXCLE WIGGILY

t

Phoebe!" And if the horseshoe
nail doesn't stand on its head
and try to poke a hole in the
rag doll's toy balloon, I'll tell von
next about Uncle Wiggily and the
Ruffle Bird.'

Bedtime Stories
For

June 15, 1922

'

Dec,

66c.

Dec.,

39c.

Oats

FINANCIAL

Lard
Ribs

July,

84 Tie;

M

'CflasaSLM

PROGRESSIVE IS
LEADING G. O. P.
IN IOWA FIGHT For

Rent-Roo-

with Board

m

ROOM AN13BOARD.

EXCELLENT

J

'table

503

West Copper.

716" East

board.

BOA KD AND ROOM-10- 20 Very reasonable.
North fleennd.
KUU KENT
Koom with
board. 218
South Broadway.
ROOM and BOARD, No per monthi no
eirk. 1027 Forrester.
FOR
iiK.NT Giassed-l- n
porch, with

Sept., 371ic;

arj

ti

July Ml. 42; Sept., Jtt.70.
July,' J 12.20; Sept., J12.05.

ROOM

114

North Ma;ie.

with

and

sleeping porch
board;
Wall Street
siinilpmon only. Phone
New York, June 14. Subject to
FOR K fc'NT Delightful room anil porch
Oninlia Grain.
for convalmcent.
intervals or profit taking, addilJhnne 1S78-tional recoveries of one to three
Omaha. June 14. Wheat No. 2
FOR llKN'i'
Sleeping
porch with tioa;d,
la highlands.
I'hone 1G45-points accompanied
today's mod- hard, $1.10 1.23; No, 2 mixed,
ROOM AND BOARD,
erately active and very broad stock $1.05.
f5o per month;
Corn No. 2 white, 54c; No. 2
no sick;
511 Smiih Broadway.
market, extensive covering of short
contracts being a pronounced fac- mixed, 54(8)540. l
FOR RENT
Room and sleeping porch;
b ord ir desired.
Oats No. 3 white,
tor. Sales amounted to 975,000
Phone 1340-34c.
No. 4 white, 33
shares.
CANVAa Bleeping porch, with
board.
io per wrele
The higher trend was manifest
1207 East Central.
Kansas City .Cash Grain.
ROOM AND BOARD
from the outset and confirmed the
Rates reasonable.
513 South Broadway, phone 1971-Kansas City, June 14. Cash:
growing conviction that Monday's
Wheat No. 2 hard. $1.121.37;
FOR RUNT
First class room and board.
sharp setback was really In the
$15 a month . Mrs. Laura Maes, 811
nature of a much needed readjust- No. 2 red, $1.06 1.08.
Soujh Arno.
Corn No. 2 white, 67c; No. 2
ment of an unweildy technical poFOR It'lSNT Large front bed room and
sition.
yellow, B8',ic.
sleeping porch, with board: private
Oils, motors and rails were the
Hay Unchanged.
family; genllemen. E23 South High.
most prominent features but the
JAMESON
RANCH
Reouced
rates for
movement also encompassed many
tho summer, cool and shady, situated
of the motors subsidiaries, leathers,
two miles north of
town.
Phone
S23S-coppers, utilities, food
textiles,
specialties and issues of no special
SPECIAL summer rates. tHo per month;
Chicago.
classification.
excellent hoard, private room wl:lt
Chicago, June 14 (TJ. S. Bureau
Smith W. BrooWhart.
sleeping porch and troy service. St.
Realizing was most evident In of Markets).
Cattle Receipts
John's
Episcopal Sanatorium, phone 491.
the final hour, when money tenMarket active. Better grade
SIRS. CARL BERG LUND'S Private SanCol.
Smith
proBrookhart,
dencies were firmer, but net gains beef steers strong to 10c higher;
atorium, 1416
South Edllh, phone
of one to two points were made by other grades and stockers
gressive in politics and veteran 13G5-of two wars, has been nominated tubercular Private rooms and porches for
was Top beef steers, $9.75; bulk,steady.
Studebaker
many leaders.
$8.50
fresh vegetables and
patients:
canas
their
the outstanding feature, retaining
by the republicans
fruits and
of milk; tray service;
9.25; she stock slow; spots on
for senator in Iowa. TI13 graduated plenty
the better part of its advance of
nurso attendance If desired;
grades beef cows and heif- didate
almost five points.
ers weak; bulls strong to 10c up; contest is to fill out the unex- $ii0 and JC5 for summer months.
term of Senator Kcnyon,
Call money opened at 3 per cent, bidding
lower on veal pired
sharply
CARPENTERING
who was appointed to the fedthat quotation prevailing until the calves.
KALSOMTNIXO an'd ro'ofpalnting.'"rli:4
bench
eral
by President
session was well nigh spent, when
26,000.
Market
Hogs
Receipts
VVest Mountain road, phone
the rate rose to per cent presum- opened mostly 10c higher, largely
PETTI FORD THE ODD JOB MAN.
ably as a result of tomorrow's to yard traders and shippers; later
All kinds of work. Phone 1B73-heavy drain on local banks to meet sales mostly Be lower early or DEXTER NINE DEFEATED
P. II. MCCAFFREY,
federal interest payments.
plumbing and heatto 10c higher than Tuesday's
strong
ing repair w : a i eclalty.
BY ARTESIA, 16 to 4 t87)-,Resumption of dividends on Sin average. Top, $10.75; bulk, $10.00
clair Oil and an increase of the reg
10.70; pigs about
mostly
FLOOR
SANDING
We can resurface
ular disbursement on Dome Mines $9.75(5)10.25; heavy steady
weight, $10.35 (Special t orrenpondeme to Tbe Journal.)
your old floors and make them like
were among the day's favorable in (fS 10.50;
14. The new and make your new floors perfect.
N. M., June
medium, $10.4510.70;
Arteala,
cidents but the failure of the New light, $10.6510.70;
light lights, Artesia baseball team, under the Phone :'070-York Central directors to declare $10.35(910.65;
sows, management of tho local American WE DO ODD JOB carpentering and
packing
an increased dividend was some- - smooth, $9.2051)9.85; packing sows legion post, defeated
house building, reasonable;; investigate
the Dexter
our
estimates free. Phone
thing of a disappointment.
$8.85
9.25;
rough.
pigs, nine in the first game to be played ;.:H(!-- low ,T.prices;
killing
V, Kluken. 21! Vale.
in
the
principal $9.50(3110.50.
Improvement
this season with an outside team. W K CAN nave
wau
ten to fifteen per cent
but
you
4
an
16
was
score
exchanges
general,
of
The
easy
foreign
to,
Sheep Receipts 12,000. Market
on the cost of your house; let us show
rates opened
Sterling
quite moderate.
lower prac victory for the local nine, Martin, you the
slow,
bidding
ones
we
built; estimates
were half a cent over yesterday's ticnllv on nil killinrr nlflKMPs: snrlne twirler for Artesia.
allowed only cheerfully given. have
Phono
low quotations anu ins aiueu re- - iami,s 25c lower. Early top native oii(S hit. whllo the locals wero able CONTRACTING
AND
ell
BUILDING,
mlttances were two to three points springs, $13.25; culls mostly $7.00 to connect with the horsohide for
kinds: all kinds adobes a specialty;
higher. German marks also show SP8.00: bidding $2.75 on weighty a total of nine hits otf the three estimates furnished frc. A. 11,
MM North Eleventh, phone
Most of the fat ewes; no early sales shorn Dexter moundsmen. Heintzelman
ed some firmness.
6y.
neutrals added to yesterday's de- lambs or wethers; breeding ewes fi st Backer, got four hits in five I WANT you to Investigate my low prieea
ue
on
or
kind of a building proposition
two
them
to
any
tho
clines, however, and the Greek firm, demand good.
plate,
trips
y
In
have
view.
A. E. Palmer. Bungalrate was the heaviest of all eastern
lng two baggers.
'
Thirteen Dexter batsmen writ ow Builder hox 41. city. Phone 1758-European currencies.
St. Joseph.
BUILDING,
while
alterations,
route,
strikeout
the
repairing, large
down
by
Closing prices:
St. Joseph, June 14 (TJ. S. BuJobs or
work by contract or by
45
American Beet Sugar
only ten Artesia sluggers suffered the day; small;
reau"
reasonable
of
work guarHogs
Markets).
Receipts
prices;
46
the same result.
American Can
anteed; estimates free. Call E. 8, John-so- n
4,000. Shippers buying 175 to
1755-The next game will be played next
r,m John.
American Smelting & Ttef'g.. .69
weights-freel10c higher.
at
the classy L'arisoaa
American Sumatra Tobacco..
Bulk $10. 35i8)10. 45; packers hold- Sunday againstwhich
FOR SALE Ranches
123
recently broke
aggregation,
American Tel. & Tel
average
back;
yesterday,
ing
price
even in a series of games with fcoR SALE A small
17 '4
American Zinc
224 pounds.
ranch,
$10.05,
weight
be
will
locals
The
52
Texas.
U
mile west of bridge; modern bouse.
Anaconda Copper
Better Pecos,
Cattle Receipts 2.300.
of
98 V
James.
strengthened by the addition were
Atchison
and
she
steers,
yearlings
grades
Artesia players, who
47
Baltimore Sr. Ohio
Co., 318 West Gol.1
stock steady; others weak to shade former
unable to enter the fray at Dexter.
76T4
avenue, have handled ranci properties
Bethlehem Steel "B"
$9.00;
lower.
Dexter
Light
yearlings,
were:
for
The
batteries
years.
27
4
Butte & Superior
$6.65 down; best not sold; Davis, Wilcox, Littler and Caffall. FOR SALE
Ranch or, fcurth Fourth
6H4 steers,
California Petroleum
cows, $6.25 down; calves steady to Artesia Martin and Kuykenaau.
street, elx miles from town, on main
136
Canadian Pacific
9.
$8.50
weak.
$9.00;
bulk,
Top,
ditch;
paved road; s:reet car service;
37
Central leather
3.000.
Pat
sixteen acres In alfalfa, balance In wheat.
Sheep Receipts
64H lambs
UNDERGO
I414-JNaTO
Phone
GARDNER
Chesapeake & Ohio
50c
lower; sheep steady.
25
FOR SALE OR MADE Five acres In
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
tive spring lambs, $12.50: culls
29
OPERATION IN PRISON
Chino Copper
Frultvale, near paved road; fine grape
$6.75;
eight double deck
mostly,
30
or
chicken ranch; easy terms to right
Colorado Fuel & Iron
not
sold;
good Idaho lambs early
71
parly , Phone 6K3, or apply room 13. First
Crucible Steel
(Br The Associaled Peeks.)
ewes mostly $3.50 4.00,
National
bank, or 1100 South Walter.
itVt
Cuba Cane Sugar
Juno 14. Roy
Phoenix ,Arlz.,
14
acres,
Erie
notorious mail bandit who FOR SALE Ranch, twenty-twGardner,
Kansas
City.
house, Karage, fine orchard,
76
Great Northern pfd
14 (U. S. Bu- several months ago began a
all
kinds
June
Kansas
of
alfalfa.
fruit,
City,
berries,
Imple40',i
term In Leavenworth pen- ments, horses, cows; owner leaving
Inspiration Copper
of Markets). Cattle Re78 Vt reau
to undergo an opeInt. Mer. Marine pfd
of health; two miles from
Ectter grade beef itentiary,to plans
ceipts 10,500.
34
old
Town
relieve pressuro on the
Kennecott Copper
boulevard.
Phone
ration
to
$9.35;
steers
Top,
strong.
steady
owner,
138
or 318. Postofflce box
ior
to
a
view
with
Mexican Petroleurn
brain
appealing
she
to
weak;
other
132,
OM
steady
grades
district
29
Albuquerque. N. M.
States
United
S
the
Miami Copper
a
pardon,
to
21 U stock, yearlings and hulls steady
office here learned toMissouri Pacific
25c lower; choice yearlings, $9.00 attorney's
PERSONAL
68
Powei4
Montana
day.
9.10; better grade cows, $5.50
90 14
MEN'S HWRCUT. 60o; children, tia, at
New Tork Central
If the operation discloses athat
6.23;
bologna bulls, $3.75 4.25; Gardner's
'heir home. Phone 2008-75
career of crime was reNorthern Pacific
calves
$4.25 5.00;
beef kinds.
sustained
41
WANTED
skull
H
fractured
a
of
sult
Companion to travel by auto
Pennsylvania
choice
and
mostly $1 lower; good
by young man. Address Box
while he was working as a miner, f camplne.
Ray Consolidated Copper.... 16
$8.50
to
9.00;
care
vealers
a
packers,
Journal.
73 Wt
it is regarded as probablo that
Beading
few to outsiders $10.00.
GOI.N'O east June 15. In
70
will be considered.
Republic Tron & Steel
Market pardon district
16.000.
car; will take few Dassenaera. Address
Receipts
Hogs
34
attorney's office to- Box
The
Cinclair Oil & Refining
around
active
closed
opened slow,
89
received rom the board of par- AUTO10(1, care Journal.
Southern Pacific
day
to
both
TRAVEL Going east, any route.
10c
packers
for
Top
higher.
a request
22
dons
Southern Railway
by auto soon; room for two or three.
and shippers, $10.50; shippers took a full report in the Gardner case, Address
Studebaker Corporation ....123
Box 44. care Journal.
about 2,000; bulk of sales, $10.20i
47
ostensibly for use in tha event a FURNITURE repaired, reflnlBhed and up- Texas Company
10.45; throwoutsows around $9.00; pardon is sought.
78
Products
Tobacco
overstuffed rockers, chairs
fat pigs steady to strong, choice
Gardner's spectacular dashes to andnoistered;
137
divans made to order; all work
Union Pacific
kind, $11.10.
from a United States mar guaranteed.
99
liberty
Stapleton'i
Upholsterlug
United States Steel
Lambs
Sheep Receipts 7,000.
Sb"p. phone 1327-64
shal and ....trom
... tne iraerm
Utah Copper
50c to 75o lower. One deck choice nn MClNClirs
15IUI1U,i uuiaticu miinli
n. h. m.
native spring lambs, $12.40;
in the west. He was THREE letters received. Still on the
attention
New York Money.
ewes sentenced after his capture here.
Job here.
$12.25;
breeding
Everything s.bout the game.
New York, June 14. Call money
Am getting along all right, but do miss
most selected lots, $6.50
lots.
you
Don't
Stronger. High and last loan, 4 strong,,
worry. Be careful
rate, 3 7.50,
every day and gain all you can.
per cent; low and ruling
LOST TREASURE BOX
4 per
8
r.L' FF.
E
R
PET
to
cent;
bid,
closing
per
Denver.
OF JESUITS LOCATED Hf6k"SALE
cent; call loans against accept
14. Cattle ReJune
Denver.
Real Entate
ances, 2
per cent.
Market steady. Beef
, celpts 740.
boll BALE One g"od
n
Sixty an
rime loans-Ste- ady.
I'ress.)
B The
cows and
50
$7
East Silver, near Highland park, nn
4 per cent; six months. 4'J
90
gtso ;
Penetanguishene. Ont., June 11. easy terms.
$8.50
calves,
j5.7D
124
J.
A.
Bast
Hammond,
Rnrled heneath the waters of the Silver.
per cent; prime mercantile paper, 11 r.ft- - hulls. $3.00 5. 00
4 to 4'i per cent
for more than 300 years FOR KALE Two lots on East Uead,
Hogs Receipts 420. Market 10c River Wyelost
the
of
treasure box
cheap for cash, or will trade In on
Top, $10. io; bum, s.i3ia the long
higher.
Foreign Exchange.
n nn
Jesuit mission to Hueronia has small house. Phone 240, or call at 211
West Gold.
needle
the
New York, June 14. Foreign ex- at
last
located
by
none.
Market
been
KheeD Receipts
Great Britain
chanee. irregular.
$5.006.00; of a magnetic divining rod.feet of
Ewes,
unchanged.
DRESSMAKING
demand, $4.47; cables. $4. 47V; 60 spring
It lies beneath twenty
lambs, $13.00 13.2."..
France
on
$4.45
bills
banks,
water and" mud and divers are
day
domand. 8.79 'i; cables, S.80, Italy
starting to raise it. Justiswhat tho PLEATING,
demand, 4.99; cables. 4.99. Bel
brought
accordion, side and box;
box will show when it
mall orders. V. Crane.
s.a
8.21
!is North
M; cables,
to light is a matter of conjecture, Seventh.
gium demand,
Crane
Apartmenta nhone M.
cables
.31
conTi:
demand,
that
it
needle shows
Produce.
Germany
the
but
Clilcaao
FOR
PLAIN OR FA NOV SEWING at
'
32. Holland demand. 38.90; cables
tains gold in great quantities.
Chicago June 14. Potatoes
reasonable rates, with quick service and
Norwav demand, 17.30.
38.95.
This treasuro is verified by satisfaction guaranteed.
82 cars. Total U. S. shipCall at 1103
Receipts
Denmark
25.87.
Sweden demand,
957 cars. Old stock slightly records of the Society of Jesuits, South High.
Switzerland de- ment,
demand, 21.80.
and Michigan which show that one of the seven
Wisconsin
stronger.
FOR SALE Furniture
mand. 19.03. Spain demand, 15.78. sacked round white, $1.7D2.10 big boxes brought into New France
Greece demand, 4.05. Poland
rtwt
Vow stock slightly weaker. in the year 1650 was laboriously FUKMTUKB REPAIRING and uphnlster- a
de
d.
Oklahoma carried, to Fort Salnte Marie by
ing. Phone 613-Ervln Bedding Co.
Louisiana,
Alabama.
domand, uoitKH Bliss Triumphs, $3.6003.75 canoe, was lost and never
mand. 1.90. Argentine
FOR SALE Two full beds, with springs
new
and
36.50. Brazil demand, 13.95. Mont cwt ;
Bliss
mattresses:
sacked
must be sold at
Arkansas
t
once.
each. !'1'1 Forrester.
Alabama
real, 99
$3.60 cwt.;
Triumphs,
FOR SALE
cooker.
Firelesa
$15.60:
Spaulding Rose. $3.00 cwt.; Vir GEN. SEMEN0FF WILL
Hammond tvuewriter and tahle. 12.60:
Liberty Bonds.
ginia Cobblers, parrei. ei.uu; omnii
used
phonograph;
stock
of
very
large
New Tork, June 14. Liberty Carolina
$5.00
Cobblers.
Irish
SAIL FOR MANCHURIA furniture. 315 South First.
3Vs. $100,12; first
onds closed:
first
4s, $99.80; second 4s, $9f.86;
8Poul'try Alive, lower.
Fowls,
MATTRESS RENOVATING
(By The Ase.rintrd Press.)
4Vs. $100.04: seeend 4V4s. $99.94;
broilers, 32 39c; roosters,
Vancouver, B. C, Juno 14. Re- MATTRESS RENOVATING. t3.50 and up.
third 44s. $99.98; fourth 4 Vis, 21c;
nug cleaning, rurnitura repairing, furcalled to Asia by petitions said to
$100.00; Victory 4is, $100.62.
Ervln
Butter Market higher. Cream contain the names of numbers of niture packing. Phone 618-Bedding
letraus, Siberians, General Gregorie
f,
ery, 85c; firsts. SUtB'c;
c.
34
26029c; standards,
ataman of the Cossacks, Is
FOR SALE OR TRADE
EgKSynchanged. Receipts
here and will sail on the liner Em- FOR SALE OR TRADE Ten shares
cases.
Key
Manto
Asia
of
Harbin,
press
Board
of
Trade.
stone steel and Wire stock; also vacant
Chicago
churia.
lot located In ono of the best cities In
Produce.
Chicago, June 14. Brisk upKansas
City
Illinois.
:M48-Semenoff
is
Phone
returning somewhit
turns In the price of wheat today , Kansas City, June 14. Eggs-Ma- rker'
buoyed up in hopes and expectaaccompanied reports of excessive
weak, unchanged.
TYPEWRITERS
on
account
of
information
he
tions
west
of
southwest
and
and
heat
Butter Market unchanged.
In the United States.
TKf EVVRM ERS A
inakes uverhauTea
The market
black rust northwest,
Poultry Broilers 2c higher, Sic; gathered
and repaired. Ribbons for everv ma
Ho voiced no criticism of the
to
net high- Others
closed strong
chine.
unchanged.
S!"
Albuquerque
Typewriter
2
States
V
United
to $1.12
government, though clinnge. phone
er, with July $1.1
122 South Pour
to $1.13.
speaking freely of individuals who
$1.12
and September
New York Cotton.
were active in opposing him." He FOR RENT
to 2!4c
Corn gained lVaC to
Office Rooms
New York., June 14. Cotton fu- is
o to
a to
In tures
and oats
accompanied by Mme. Semenoff. FOR RENT office opposite
closed Steady, July, $21.78;
pustotflue
and Chamber
Wrlirllt
provisions the outcome varied from Oct., $21.62; Dec, $21.40; Jan.,
Himmirn.
2o decline to 7c advance.
building Fourth and Gold.
BARHAM'S BODY BEING
March. $21.13.
$21.27;
Temperatures ranging up to 104
Middling,
Spot cotton Quiet.
in western Nebraska, together with $22.30.
BROUGHT TO THE U;S. WANTED Board & Room
ft A.N 1'fiD L,udy
assertions that w:heat near Ralina,
convalescent detilrM
board, room and porch. 'ricBaribe fully.
B Tit
Kans,, was turning white as a rePress )
Now York Metals.
Adrians I,ady, cure Journal.
sult of the hottest June weather
14.
C'oprer
14.
London.
of
The
June
New York, June
body
for years, gave tho wheat market
Electrolytic,, ' spot and fu- Guy B. Barham, the Los Angeles
FOR RENT PiUrn
a sudden impetus toward higher Steady.
publisher, who died suddently in DOR KENT
rores
$13.7514.00.
Excellent pasture for dairy.
London' last week, is being sent to
price levels soon after trading beTin Spot and futures, $31.00.
rnone A. w. Pegan.
the United Btatcs on tho liner
gan. Later reports from the southIron Steady, unchanged.
west made
further mention of Lead Firm. 'Spot, 6.75.00. Olympic, which sailed today from
William R. Hearst,
Kant 8t. Louis Southampton,
blight and told of premature ripenZinc Steady.
- In whose purty Mr. Barham came CARLSBAD MEN CLAD
winter
of
wheat in parts of
ing
and nearby, 5.42.
Is
IN BATHING SUITS TO
te)
Kansas. Oklahoma and Missouri. spot
his conti
Europe.
curtailing
Antimony Spot, $5.12B.3.
nental tour in consequence of the
Acoordlng to leading authority, the
bar silver, 12 14c.
Foreign
MEET TRADE BOOSTERS
in
was
at a Mexican dollars. 55 c.
Kansas crop
death of his friend and will embark
particular
critical stage, susceptible to any
upon the Olympic when that liner
calls at Chnrbourg.
unfavorable Influence.
HATE CUT ALLOWED.
Carlsbad. N. M.. Jim 14. The
With government
WnHhlnirtori. June 14. Proposals
ngents conAmarillo trade excursion will arIN
rates
TEXAS.
coal
FIRE
130,0(10
the
rust
of
black
presenco
firming
of Henry Ford to reduce
rive here Thursday ct 8 a. m. anil
Fort Worth, Texas, June 14
In North Dakota and with a promi- on his railroad, the Detroit, Toledo
the local chamber of commcri
nent expert saying that the spring and Ironton ra Iroad, which origin Fire starting late last night de- hag arranged to
the vlslton ft
crop was two weeks late, bulls gave ally were suspended by the Inter stroyed more than half the busi- morning plunge give
before breakfast
sharper attention today to news state commerce commission, were ness di Vlct of Oil City, Texas, at the sandy beach on the famous
from the northwest as' well as to allowed to go into effect today under causing damage estimated at $150,-00- 0 tnree mile fresh water lake, v All
before 4t wue brought under local business men will meet
field developments in other sec a final dec;e:on of the commission.
the
control early this morning, accord- - train drcased In
tion. Profit taklnn near the end
bathing sultn ami
led
to
to
little
but
reacHon.
Journal .W.anltAd JCrJng KesulUt ing
oi the day
reports reaching here,
conduct the. visitors lo tha 'ak.
1H7B--

3434c;

LIVESTOCK

12,-00- 0.
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STEWARD' DO ME, A FXVOft
TAKE. MEL TO THE. 01NIN&

FOR SALE

CHEAP ONES.
For tho man of moderate
means, who wishes to get away
from those high rents. Easy
terms,
2 Rooms
and sleeping
porch, furnished ....$1,250
3 Rooms, furnished ....$1,000
5 Rooms (in U.
Heights) $1,650
5 Rooms (in U. Heights) $1,750
2 Largo
rooms,
adobe,
new
$1,I00
2 lioom
frame, lowlands. $ 900
Investigate These
SOME
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FOn RENT.
We have a number of houses
for rent, both furnished and
unfurnished. Tell us your wants.
LINCOLN ADDITION
Located on North Fourth street
paved road; large lots, good
soil, shade, fruit trees, ditch
water, wonderful view and a
dandy place to beat the landlord on rent days.
SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS,
$20.00 cash and balance $10.00
per month.

l

210 W. Gold.

I'hone

ACKERSON A GRIFFITH,
Realtors.

907--

Phone

414.

120

S.

Fourth.

FOR SALE

Five-roownlte stucco, eobe
bungalow, modern, garage, outbuildings,
North thirteenth street; terms, if

brick, three blocks
from Central avenue, Fourth
ward. Price $5,000. Terms.
Four rooms, furnished,
four
blocks from Central avenue,
corner lot. Fourth ward;

$4,-00- 0.

Terms.

Realty Co.'

309 W. Gold.

Phone

70.

MUST

For sale at a good Price.

One 25 feet, three 25 feet, four
25 feet business lots on West

Central Avenue; they must sell.
Call
A. L.

Realtors.

3,700

white etuceo frame
bungalow, modern, oak floors, bunt-i- n
feature!, garage and other outbuilding!; Fourth ward.
$5.600 Sevea-rooememng, modern, lot
100x142, corner, close In, Highlands;
tine location.
$3,500 Five-rootrick, modern, suitable for two families; Highland!, close

BUSINESS LOTS

Five-roo-

Dieckmann

FOK SALE

Real
223

Martin Co,, Realtors

to $5,000.

ROBERTS-TURNE-

CO.

R

NEW TWO ROOM AND
kitchen. N. eide.
TWO ROOM FULL
$1,000
size lot. N. side.
ROOM
TWO
NEW
$1,500
and S. porch. E. side.
NEW THREE ROOM
$1,500
out on W. side.
NEW THREE ROOM
$1,800
large porch. N. side.
ROOM FRONT
THREE
$2,200
and 8. porch.
THREE ROOM MOD$2,650
ERN, large porch. W. side.-,
ROOM MODFIVE
$3,760
em. S. porch, garage, etc.
Elevation.
FIVE
ROOM,
$3,750 NEW
modern, H. W. floors, S.
side.
W.
porch.
FOUR ROOM STRICT- $4,200
ly modern. S. porch, garage,
etc. W. side.
FOUR ROOM HIGH-l- v
$4,250
modern, on elevation.
MOD-er- o
ROOM
FIVE
$4,350
brick, furniture goes. W.
side.
MOD-erROOM
FIVE
$4,500
Abuilt-i- n
features,
furniture goes. W. side.
NEW
STRICTLY
$4,750
modern; up on elevation,
MOD-erROOM
FIVE
$4,800
Acondition, on elevation.
SEVEN ROOM MOD-er$5,000
large front and double
S. porch. E. sidei
Wo Have Others Ask Us.
$750

n,

-l

in.

'A. FILEHSCD. Realtor
Automobile insurance,
Flr, Accident, Hoi
Is, Loans.
Surety
No. Ill 8. Fourth St.
telephone C74.
PHONE

RUTHERF0RD&G0EBEL
General Contractors
Repair Work

n,

ROBERTS

-- TURNER

218 W. Gold.

. CO,
I'hone 407.

Apartment!

1'OTt RENT Desirable apartment, close
in. 333 North Fifth.
FOH RENT Light housekeeping apart

ment. 401 South Seventh.
FOR KENT Furnished apartment, three
rooms and sleeping porch. 010 South
Edith.
ONE PMALL and one
arge furnished
apartment, with hot water. 1215 West
noma.
LINCOLN
apartments, newly furnished,
cool and close In,
312 South Third,
phono 941-FOB RENT Attractively furnished two-roo205 South Walter,
apartment.
phone 1128-FOH RENT
Two furnished rooms, Mr
ngnt nousekerping; adults; no sick,
7 54

from h Second.

FOrt RENT Apartments
and houses,
furnished or not. I'hone 1522-or
. Kant silver.

ran

ment, with piano, July 1; no sick. In
quire via r,orin Kerono.
furnished modi'on RENT -- Three-room
ern apartment, sleeping porch and gar
ape. b;,3 Houtn uroadway.
FOR RENT Two
largo , rooms with
sleeping porch, nicely furnished, large
front porcn. bib East central.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four
rooms and bath, modern; for three
months; rates. 814 West Coal.
three-rooRENT
FOR
apartment
partly furnished, Dam, water and light.
06 North Eighth, phone 637-FOR RENT Furnished front apartment,
three rooms and prlvata bath. I16H
rsorrn tseconn, Aiouquerque note,.
FOP RENT Modern furnished
front
Averlll
apartment,
private - bath.
Nort'- Second,
apartments, 208
FOR KENT Three-roomodern apartment, furnished, fill South Arno. Inquire at 116 West Bllver, phone 078.
two three-rooFOR RENT Cheap,
modern
furnished
two
apartments,
635
South Broadway.
sleeping porches.
J'OR RENT Two nice, clean rooms and
for light
sleeping porch, furnished
housekeeping, 321 South Walter, phone
1S70-.-

FOR RENT Housekeeping apartments,
two, three or five
running water In rooms. Henrietta Hotel,
11714 North First.
rurnished apartFOR RENT Two-rooment; hot and cold water, lights and
rent reasonable, 481 tt
phone paid;
South Broadway.
FOR RENT Four-roomodern, nicely
new, close In.
furnished apartment,
Phone 290, or Inquire Dodaon's Oarage,
suu norm riiuri.li.
FOR RENT One large and on small
apartment, furnished
completely for
t.n,.-C- re

tilnir

frnn,

inirtmanla

514

North Seventh, phona 114.
FOR RENT Three large, cool rooms and
glassed sleeping porch, bath adjoining,
nicely furnished for housekeeping, neat
summer looatlon.
and clean; deslrabl

Ill

Witt

Coal.

RENT 117 Harvard avenue, one-ha- lf
duplex apartment, furnished, two
rooms and bath, two porches, S5, Including lights and water. Key at lit
Harvard.
FOR RENT Fu mimed apartments, confour rooms,
venient to sanatorlums;
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gas; on Bast
Central car line. Call 1321 East Central,
or sea McMlllinn St wood, shim (41,
FOR RENT Strictly private, thoroughly
modern apartment,
very reasonable
rent, close In; two rilro rooms, sleeping
baseporch, bnth, extra store room In 1143-J.
ment. 410 North Sixth, or phona
FOR

RENT.Newly decorated, most ' restful and sttraotively
furnished four
a
room! modern ; Janitor ssrvlco once
If Interested see this Ideal apart-tpe-.- i.
weelc
Don't phona. MoCrelght's Apartment Home, 315 West Lead.
FOR

WANTED

Salesmen

WANTED
I am looking for an energetlo salesman
to auto owners a line of
direct
sell
to
secaesorlea that are a necessity and
Is an opportunity for
low.
This
priced
jnme one te"' worlt up a permanent busl-rintI.. J Rtieloy, 1111 North St. Vralu
Liel, El I'ieo, Texas,

four

blocks

Central, Second ward.
street. $350 cash;
This won't last.
Realty Sales Co,
S. Second.
Phone 669.

114

Remodeling.

W. Tijeras.
Mrs. Otwell
will be glad to show you or
call
JAS. M. JOHNSON,
Insurance, Real Estate. Loans
210 W. Gold.
Tel. 240
1309

Practical Home Builder
Jobbing, Interior finishing and
repairing. All work guaranteed.
Estimates free,
A, R, Strove
635 W. McKlnley. Phone 1567-R

-

off

Paved

that reaaon will sacrifice this nice home.
brick, furnished nicely, close In the Fourth ward.
Five Hundred Dollars will
handle It.
Phone 657,
.

Five-roo-

Franklin

Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
W. Gold Ave.
Phone 158.

FOR RENT
New, strictly modern duplex
home with glassed sleeping
porch and screened front porch.
Will lease for one or two years
at $30 per month.
ROBERTS-TCRNER
OO.

I Can Save Too Money on Tour
Building and Repairing
BECAUSE
I do the work myself. I have no
overneaa expenses. I'hone mu and
save money.
J. h. DURLING.
Phone
J008-- J

HELP WANTED

Male.
WANTED
Day work man. Call 1673-w
Man for farm work.
Beie- m-- a
s Dairy, 1302 North Fourth.
312 WANTED
Man with a car or light
iruca; take orders and deliver goods,
110

Miscellaneous

FOR KALE Lady's diamond ring.
jvortn First.
OR SALE Second-han- d
electric washer.
214 West Gold.
TRY BODDY'S MILK.; BEST XN TOWN
Phone 2413-RFOR SALE Roller canaries. lis South
Walter, phone 1687-COLA AND IKON
THBOreat American Drink.
TALE BULGARIAN milk, from imported
Z413-K-

anted

South Walnut,
WANTED
Carpenters for form work.
long job, free transportation.
Employ
ment muce, no Houtn Third.
WANTED
Expert bushelman, who can
do ladles' fancy pressing, also, do not
apply unless competent. Sanitary1 Dry
cleaners, uox 274, East Las Vegns. N. M.
WANT agents to sell the best health and
accident Insurance In the world for
tne money.
Largest company of Its
ROOFINO
kind In America, Live agents make big
EXPERT guaranteed work, phone 18S4-- J.
Roberts-Turner
money.
Co., state agenta,
FOR SALE Good upright piano, cheap .isvvest uoia, Albuquerque, N. M,
tor caen. tan immediately at 214
Femni.
West Gold.
WANTED
Olrl for general housework.
rnr.l ivn Tr nvr
Apply 123 North Flf.h.
THE great double tonic, at all soda WANTED
Young ladles of neat appear
tuuniitmi,
ance, to work in city. J3.50 a day if
MANZANH f!tV(Jr7R
11171
Call at 623 West Iron.
you qualify.
THE home product la Just a little better; WANTED
American girl for general
UUOHI
It,
housework; good
and home to
FOR SALE Grapophone, table model, right party. Apply wages
719 North Bllghth.
$13.
mahogany finish,
29,
Cottage
aietnoqiHt sanatorium.
WANTED
saleswoman.
Experienced
TYPEWRITEItsTall makes, II B and up";
Apply at "The Economist."
33 per month.
Albuquerque
Typewriter
r
KB,
izg Moum Fourth
WANTED
Competent American nurseFOR SALE Will sell all my fine Homer
maid, for two young children. Apply
Mrs. Leopold Meyer, 701 West Copper,
George Slglhofer. 503 North First.
phone 1040.
FOR SAT TT TTleil tTBinm
t.l( .4
Mule and Female.
wnn gang plows. Hardware
PREPARE for a superior posltlw 'y
yppnrtmeni, j, Korper at company
attending our Summer Sessions. IndiFOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot- Instruction; rapid progress. Sec-la- )
cneese; also rrean milk In gallon vidual
summer rate. Western School for
mm.
rwayne s uairy. phone I815-Prlvata
Secretaries. Phone 801-FOR SALE Pianos and player pianos;
pie-wrnone me. oeo. V.
values,
WANTED Position
Learnard Piano Co., 214 South Walter.
SAXOPHONES and all band Instrumonts, WANTED
Washing, I'hone 1304.
new or used, private or ulass Instruo-tlon- a WANTED
Housework by the day. Phone
.n above.
Fred K. Ellis. Ph. 802-- J.
1645.
FOR SALE 140 Columbia phonograph, HOURLY
Ada L. O'Connor,
nursing.
praciicany new, priced lor quick sale;
a.
v,
818 "4
leaving city. Johnson,
South WANTED nuini.
Work by the hour. Phone
Edith, phone 1582-aotj-ianer o:su p, m
FOR SALE Cabbage and tomato plants; YOUNG
LADY
wants position as house-keepe- r.
also flower plants; verbena, phlox,
Addreas 533 East Marquette.
asters, pinks, ensma. marigold and salvia
HOUSE
waxlngi
lawn
plants. 1123 South Dwiadway.
cleaning, floor
work.
Call J. W. Lowe, phone 1430-f- t.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE For hay
GENERAL REPAIR WORKS
prass. One Deering binder: also good
ask for W. F.
young farm mare for sale. McMullen'i REPAIR anything. 613-Ranch, north of Indian school.
NURSE wishes permsnent position, or
confinement cases, 301 South Walter.
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
prevent fallen Insteps: cures all font WANTED
To do typewriting and stentroubles. II. Plantar Arch Supports. Thns.
ographic, work. Room 8, Mellnl
F. Keleher Leather Co 408 West Central.
FOR SALE Sweet
potato plants, 80 AMERICAN woman, of 35, wants position
ns housekeeper In small f: mlly. Phone
cents per hundred; postage extra: two
dollars per thousand In ten thousand 1584-lots, F, O. B, Portales. N. M. Wheeler's EXPERIENCED truck driver wants Job;
Gardens
not afraid of work.
Address Driver,
care Journal.
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
r lOO for all kinds of roofs, II per gal WANTED Plane as practical nurse. Mrs.
lon.
The Manzann Co.. 110 South
Birdie Martin, 820 South Broadway,
Walnut, phone 1S34-Try a built up cottage m rear.
root; win last as long as the bunding. WANTED
Position as housekeeper, by
unencumbered American woman; ranch
USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat
dressing. Effectn Auto Enamel, Vats- - preferred. Address C. H., care Journal.
par. Valspar Enamel on automobiles. WANTED
Widow woman, ago thirty-fiv- e,
Homestead
Plymouth Cottage Print.
would like position as keeping
Floor Paint Roof Paint and Cement, Sat- house. Address E. li.
M., care Journal,
isfaction assured. Thoa. F. Keleher Leath- WANTED
Experienced teacher wants
er,., 401 Wee, Central
rhone 10B7-to coach dellnqusnt or other pupils of
grammar or Junior high grades. Phone
FOR SALE Poultry-Egg- s
1S43-BUFF 'RP1NGTON eggs for hatching: EXPERIENCED office girl and stenogblua ribbon winners. Phone 1478-rapher, desires position; can furnish
best of reference.
Address IS. W. C,
5U West Fruit.
care
Journal.
FOR SALE Rabbits. White Leghorn and
Ancona chickens, cheap. 1011 Orchard I AUDIT, check, open, close and keep
booksj
prepare tlnanclal statements.
Place, formerly West Slate avenue.
Income
tax returns, at a, Walter L.
FOR SALE Milk-fed
Elks' Club, phone 461.
Wltllamt.
broilers and fryers: also R, I. Red laying hens. Swift, Boulevard road, phone WOMAN of experience, desires to as-or
sume management of rooming house
1920-In small town, by June 20; will
FOR SALE Ton Englleh White Leg- hotel.
do cooking If necessary; competent, rehorns, thirteen thoroughbred S. C. R. liable
and best of references. Address
T. Reds, from Red
pullets, one cockerel. E. R., care Journal
Phone 1478-FOR SALE Portable
chicken
house,
MONEY TO LOAN
White Leghorns::
ninety
TO LOAN On watches,
1124 North First, corner ilUNBi
good layers.
guns and everything valuable.
of Mountain road and First, phone 1260-Mr. B. Marcus, 118 gontta First.
AFTER July 1, In order to make room
for young stock, will sell at bargain MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
and good jewelry; liberal, reliable, conprices, fifty S, C. R. L Red hens; also a
few male birds; finest stock; great lay- fidential. Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 106 N. 1st,
CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, dia
ers. C. P. Hay. 233 North Hlsb
monds, watches, Liberty bonds, pianos.
COLUMBIA
HATCHERY, P. O. Box automobiles; lowest rati. Rothmen'e,
1102, Denver. Colo. We can supply you 117 South
Pint Bonded to the state.With any quantity of baby ohlcke.
Ca
pacity 10.000 weekly. Seventeen varieties.
WANTED
Real Eitata
ui vs delivery guaranteed.
Faroe post
prepaid. Writ for prices anil full par IF YOU jiava hugl'iens property for sale,
ticulars,
Hit It WH4 MCUliUW A iVaOO,

tte

HOME

FURNISHED

EAST

Tou ean see th vnnie In this
four room, furnished modern
house at the price we are able
to offer it. Completely furnished, with good quality furHouse In excellent reniture.
pair. Located close in, fourth
ward.

I'lione

j

Realtors.
Insurance Loans.
124 West Gold Avenue.

610.

library,

$4,200.
A. HAMMOND,

J.

824 E. Silver.

Phone

1523-R-

.

OPPORTUNITIES

L'oa'd

Fiv rooms and bath on north
Eleventh. Sleeping porch, hardbuilt-iwood floors,
features,
14,600, easy terms.
Four rooms, bath and
porch; in highlands, close to
shops. ?Z500, terms.
close In,
Brlclt, five rooms,
fourth ward, fine location, corner
of shade.
$4,000,
lot, plenty

116.00.

McMUXION

McClughan,

Realtor,
204 W. Gold.

Phone 442.

As It Lasts

As Long
FOR

RENT OR LEASE

On

A

University Heights,
adobe stucco home, garage, hot air heat, maple floors,
unfurnished.

Better

Grade

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

five-roo- m

Um
illlll

Per

$10.00

I

J,

Phone 110.

terms.

&

WOOI, Realtors
Insurance, Loans.
208 West Gold.

ROBERTS-TURNE-

your lot now, you will
want your new home
there.
Fifty foot lots, $10.00 down
and $10.00 per month.

WM.

Realtor.
Third and Gold.

McKinley Land

'&

Lumber Co.

Albuquerque,

Kew Mexico,

FOR SALE
Good,

modern, 4 loom house,
2
large porches, shade and
lawn, close to Chamber of
Commerce. Price $3,800, $250
cash and monthly payments.
REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE.
409 W. Copper.

AUTOMOBILES,
FOR SALE Hudson speedster, eicellent
condition; a bargain.
Phone 1W-M- .
FOR SALB
K- -t
ButcK tourlnf car;
flrst-cas- s
Bond-Dillo- n
condition.
Co.,
.ITfMJ

GAT

u

IT

easy terms.
West Conner

trnu Bui..

FOR 5ALE

btudebakc-r-

Houses

West Gold.

,

mv extra

Mclntoih

Tff'.g

i.igni

oa used cars,
Auto Co., II
uuick.
1250.

I6O1I;
116

FOR SALB Five-rooTHAT CAR NOW; good Grant, J91I,
house; will icon-eld- BUi
new battery, full tools;
small car in trade. 608 North
Bee
bargain.
this 1224 North Second,
Second.
phone 1727-F?.",, gALE My home at Sun Bouth
PORD CO.
prlc rlsht; ooa term- - Phono FORDS DRIVERT.ESS
FOR RENT
Rates Ho per mile.
hour
si
pur
minimum.
Special rates
VES, ;oo down buys you a good five-roo- week
duys. Ask for them; xlso auto rebrick bouse in Fourth ward.
121 North; Third,
pairing.
680.
1562-phona
Phone
FOH SALB Three tine Homes, East Cen-trs- l.
ALBUQUERQUE
AUTO WRECKING CO.
East
Silver and
University
New and Used
Heights. J, A. Hammond, in East Silver
REPLACEMENT PARTS
FOR SALB Modern tlve-rooIn Stock for All Cars;
and bath
good location, close In; priced to solt; ALL parts tested before leaving shop.
owner leaving city. J932-401 West
Radiators, electrical parts, tops, bodies,
Lead.
lights, horns. Ignition sets, springs, eto.
t'OH SALB. By ownei, suourban home. Parts carried for 22 makes of cars. New
,
... aWt,
tour rooms and sleeping porch, city axles, rirlv
muu lJUB Kears
carrlea for all cars.vl,u
water, fruit trees. ,rm.
Keep us In mind.
NEW MEXICO'S OLDEST WRECKING
X1UUSK.
FOR KALE Four-roomodern house,
8
West Central.
Phone 434.
bul ... fAatllra.. ,,,,,
cvnoiuer cur ur
yots as first.vvU..,
SAVE
6
or
will
lease
same.
payment,
per cent on dismantled
parts, tires, batteries, springs, wheels,
FOR SALE Home, new
electrical equipmod- - bearings, rims, fenders,
pressed oncK bungalow;o- screened. ment, magnetos, gears, axles and drive
Porches, lawn, flniu...
shafs, rtdiators, eto.; a complete line of
parts for Overland, all models; Wlllys-Knlgh- t.
o..
riii nuver, pnone,
;
4,
,
Btilck. 4; Studebaker,
FOR SALE
Nice home of four roums
Chalmers, Reo 4; Paige, 4; Overland,
and front acreen porch, electric Hunts. 4,6: 6; Hunmobile.
matw.)
ClIV Wnl.l
-aotn K,,IIl.
and trucks; Chevrolet. 490-B, ; Mitchell,
bargain. See owner at 1905 South Walter, e, naxon,
6. A complete line new rings,
FOR SALE
New Homes by owner; one gears, pinions and
transmission gears
824 West Gold; one
and axle shafts for any car. Mcintosh
IiO North Maple; one four-roo210 Auto Co., 811-1- 6
West Copper,
North Maple; terma Call 821 West Ell- WHEN IN NEED OB"
ynunc
TIRES,
rims,
carburetors, springs, mag- FOR SALE
cosy modern hnio.
netos
wheels, gears, axles,
five bl)?ns benrlnga. generators,
inoiog west
only
horns,
accessories
from buslnesa district;
garago, shade COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
lawn
trees,
and basement, at a bargalu. WE HAVE SALVAGED TO DATE THE
FOLLOWINO
niiiy owner, iiu Kent avenue.
MAKES OF CARS;
BARGAIN
Bulck C24, C26. D4'i, D55; Cadlllae.
FOR QUICK
SALE Five-roocement block house; furnace hent, Chalmers, Chandler. Chevrolet 490, FB,
garage, chicken house; sell either fur- Baby Grand; Crow-ElkhaDodge, Dort,
nished or unfurnished: also about 250 Ford, Hup 20. H. K. N. ; Maxwell, Mitchcement blocks and ten sacks cement. 1:11 ell Olds 8, OverJand, every model; Saxon
4 and
; Studebaker
aoutn Arno.
4 and 6; Wlllys-Knlgh- t,
every model.
FOR SALE By owner,
cottage
If
sea
ear In the above
you
don't
yo'ur
with sleeping Porch. Int r7t141! font. lint,
remember,
fenced; modern pigeon loft, hutches and WB
ARE
LATE MODEL
SALVAGING
chicken house; all new; priced to sell.
CARS EVERY DAY.
inquire hi west Gold, or 1923 South
In addition to the largest stock of used
niKn, pnone ein.
a COMparts In the state, wa
FOR SiLE Cottage in south highlands, PLETE line of NEW gears,carry
drive shafts,
four rooms, large screened porch, water, axle shafts and general accessories, for
lights, large lot, garage, chicken house, ev.ry car,
OUR PRICES ARB THE LOWEST.
etc 8100 down, balance like rent; priced
VIADUCT OARAGE.
right for quick sale. Call at 1100 Soulh
BOO
Walter, or phone 69S.
SOUTH SECOND.
Largest parts housa In the state.
FOR SALE Charming home, six rmm,
beautiful lawn,
recently
decorated,
W A NTED
trees, shrubbery, fruit trees, largo garMiscellaneous
den, garage;
best residential district.
WANTED
1429 West Central, phone 1503-Davenport ; must be In good
condition.
Phono 192S-FOR SALE In north part of Fourth
To buy leatner traveling bag.
ward, brand new two-roohouse, with WANTED
Address
"Bag." care Journal,
porch, plastered white Inside anil out;
city water, lot 50x100; priced for quick WANTED Money to loan on good first
sale 81.SS0 cash, See owner. Write A.
wood.
mortgages. McMlllinn
m. Hi,, care Journal
KALSOMl NINO T also cleaning kalsomlna
FOR SALE Small modern cottage with
and paper; work
guaranteed. John
double garage, screened porch, bath noonson, pnone 634-- J.
bullt-l- n
features,
to,i newly deoorated
e HAVE several gilt-edg- e
first morf
Liiruuaooui, wen riirnisnea, on corner ioi
gage loan. Who wants (hemf Mm.
i.oiu car
iium Million A Wood.
8200 down, balance Ilk rent. line;
1100 South
WANTED
TO TRADE a baby grand
Walter, or phona 6I8.
In good
Chevrolet,
condition, for a
FOR SALE On south side handy to
goon,
Phone leos-- J.
railroad employes a five-rooframe
lot UPHOLSTERING, general furniture re- fifty-fodwelling, with
and Improvements.
See house No. 418
.....s,
nt. . a,, Dlluy,
.,
norm jnira. pnone
West Atlantic; prica 82,760 on terms.
City Realty Co., 20T West Gold, phone MAX BARGAIN STOKE, at 316 South
667.
First, will pay the highest prices for
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
furniture. Phone S68.
tOR
WANTED
To
Work' horseTPh o'ne "all lT
FOrTsALE
exchange excellent violin,
for low Pitch B flat clarinet: must ba
FOR BALE Jersey oow. Phone 1411 ST A- -l Instrument.
See J. 8. Pearce, 114
FOR SALE Milk cow, Just fresh. 200 West Coal, or phona 2091 J.
r"rin waller.
RAZOR BLADES
Have y r dull safety
rasor blades resrrarpenea; single edge
FOR SALE Bucks, does and young rab- 26c; double edge 35o per dozen; all work
uiip. win eoutn Edith.
Holmes, at Ruppe's Drug
FOR SALE A- -l milk cow, cheap. 6oe guaranteed.
Store.
owner, at 1906 Bouth Walter.
HUG CLEANERS
FOR SAiiE A
male
lilt Ruga Cleaned. 11.11.
A!l!?d.a.', d'ojt. Tnqulre 816 North Sixth. MATTRESSES
renovated. $3.60 aid op;
FOR. SA1e Rabbits
buck"
and
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln
big red
doe. Flemish doe. pair spotted and 16
Bedding Company, phona flS-,
.
more lt2-wWANTED - Careful
Kodak finishing.
FOR HALE One team mules, harness
Twice dally service. Remember, satisand wngon; a bargain. Inquire Anchor faction guaranteed.
Send your finishing
r wur .win, can ror Iceland
to a reliable, established firm. Banna
FOR SAI E Flemish Giants, Rufus Hede, a Hanna, Master Photographers.
Black, Whites. Belgians, bucks, does
w.iv.
FOR RENT Storeroom
njrg. n west i.eaq, pnone
FOR BALE Flrst-olas- s
Holsteln milk FOR KENT OR LEASE Store building
cow, giving three and one-ha- lf
gallons
isoo North First.
or milk a flay. 810 North Broadway.
FOR RENT Store, room; suitable for
CARLOAD young Colorado horses, cheap;
grocery or meat market. 214 North
vi.iv . uintviieu team; come anu nj Arno.
them. Albuquerque Horse Market, oorRENT Building at 412 West CopFOR
Mr mountain roaa ana irirst; corri
per; suitable for garage. Inquire H, B.
back of store.
Sherman, at First Savings Bank and
Trust company, rhone S.
WANTED HouieiT
WILL-arrangto suit tenant a 86x100
WAPiT&u
foot brick building; good condition;
Ifl buy house from owner
reasonable
incaiion. aescrlptlon and pnoo; opposite Ranta Fa . shops;
price must be reasonable, Address Uox terms, sea or write I Herman. 109
78, cr Journal,
.
tint, Albuautiaue, K, if,

,.,.

.,,

t..

.,.

iy.a,

SALELivestock

ni,

Phono

RKyUlKK-ME.NT-

S,

218

CO,

R

W. Gold.

rbone

407.

J, LEVERETT,

110.

Realtor.
Third and Gold.

LOTS
We

R

AND WE GUARANTEE A SQUARE DEAL TO
BOTH BUYER AND SELLER.
AT YOUR SERVICE.

WATCH THE
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
GROW

Hava

Select

Residence,

Apartment and Business Sites
Priced Rirht.
ROBEKTS-TCKXE-

218 W. Gold.

CO.

phone 407

EXCHANGE Why not trade
some of your property for
good improved or unimproved
farm land. Land la going to increase in value. Now
is the
time to buy. We have many
good land propositions located
In the central and eastern
part
of the state to trade for
property.
Albu-querq-

ROBERTS-TURNE-

L.CVOI OU

HAVE" HOMES FROM
15'!,0- - WE CAN

YOU

n

R,

WE

!J!LTO

J, D, KELEHER

--

R0EHL,

Three rooms, modern, furnished,
50 foot lot, garage, South Arno,
(2,100.
Four-roomodern brick, 2 glass
porches, heat, lawn, garage, near

REALTOR
911 West Gold.
Phone 410

FOR BALE, Rent or Lease, brick
stucco house with 4 rooms and
sleeping porch; 817 South Fourth
street. Immediate possession.

screen-

NEAR SHOPS

3,750.00

& Company,

$1,-80- 0.

803 West Copper.

LEAVING TOWN
This Is a nice home and the
If you don't
price Is right.
think so call and see It at

SALE-

frame,

Five-roo-

fin-iflh- er

('owner

FOR
FOR REN1

FOR SALE

kalso-mining-

n,

-l

reATUB

Buy

. W. A. BETTS
For the best painting,
:,
papering and floor
In Albuquerque.
Phone
1594--

1978-- J

GO

And for

14,600

$750

lNT'

TOWN

LEAVING

OWNER

five-roo-

Real

BY

H, CHAS,
cement house
Will sell
with fireplace, furnace, built In
features, walks, shade, roses and
a real home. See

J, KINGSBURY
Realtor.
Estate, Loans end
Insurance.

D,

I92

READ THIS
Four rooms, bath, two

ed porrheg,
and
shade trees. This place la In
has
a good logood condition,
cation In the Third ward and
is priced to sell. Wa are exclusive agents, call us $3,850
buys it.
BILLIARD PARLOR
Wo have one of the most popular Billiard Parlors in the
city for sale. This is a paying
proposition and can bo bought
on good terms at a price that
is right. Owner has other interests in Colorado and must
leave Albuquerque. All the fixtures are of the best and in
excellent condition. Call, we
will be glad to show it.
Ten dollars cash and $10.00
monthly buys you a fifty foot
lot in the fastest growing residence section In Albuquerque.
Values are not decreasing here.
Wo are
general
agents and
ready.

J

-

V

II

1

OO ME ANOTHER
FAVOR aTE,WARO ?
TAkrr rvlpi (HIT
OP- HE.P5E, -

if

i
J

George McMamu

R

CO,

818 West Gold. Phone 407
AND
CHOICE
RESIDENCE
BUSINESS PROPERTY. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES AND
RANCHES

JFORRENT

Dwellings

ROBERTS-TURNE-

FOR KENT Three-roofurnlhe,i h'i,'.
Inqulra 618 East Pacific.
FOR

RENT

Five-roo-

t

house,

130.

218

R

W.

CO,
Gold Ave.

616

nicKiniey, phone 1642-T- t.
Fur RENT Two-roofurnished house,
I'orcn.
"""
jn:3 Houth w...ter.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
FOlt RBNT-H- nua
,
K,nds; furnished
FOR RENT Room
wJVJ? un'urr'lhed.
ilcMllilon at Wood,
rl'HHM,l.
tun
FO"r KENT
en uoia.
JOHN W. WILSON.
Furulsliefr rooms. 218 Sou-yOH RENT Five-roowaiter, pnone m7-j- .
furnished
house!
Attorney.
No sick or small children.
401 West Room II, IT and 19. Cromwell Building.
FOR RENT Glassed sleeping
porch, Lead, phone 1932-609 West Sliver.
r i.ouw 1 1 D J d.
:
PHYHICIAXS
anl 'Pitmen;-.FOR RENT Room fur light housekeep Pr,EN!T-IrW- e;
AN1 r4lIJlOBJN"
or not"
"m
or Utt. 8. L. UUliTON,
phuM "-"
ing, tzu west l.ead.
e i
FOB RENT Furnished nora, 222 South
Dlwa.es of toe Stomach,
.
Bulla,
Bnrnett Building.
t 619 North
FOR RENT Furnished rooms; no chil Tii166:1:00"1 lroua
I8. 8. C. CLARKE,
dren, no, Bouth Walnut.
Eye, Ear, None and Throat,
FOR iiENT-Two-r- oom
house
sleeT:
and
Barnett Building.
FURNISHED modern Mums; no sick; no
Phone IH.
14 month.
f,. ?.,rJhi w,ater Plld'
nhlMoAr.
Office Hours
ill XT' en..- ,0 pnutn rjoitn.
to H
m- - and I to
p. m
FOR RENT Front room, outside
FOR RENT Three-roocottage, com621 East Central.
pletely furnished; all modern eonvsn- W. M. SHERIDAN,
FOR RENT Housekeeping room, sleep- a. ,
cast anver.
5 porcn. eiu eoutn fiiaitn.
FOH RENT Completely furnished houseT
URINARY IMSEASE9
FOR RENT-Furni- shed
bee owner,
front room, (16
on premises. 318 South GEWT
-IIKI?A
m. ,,1 r
per monin, 618 North Third.
.lumnore; tane university car.
wassermaa Laboratory In Connection.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms with FOR RENT Furnished
ann aiiac. Pbonc 886,
with sleeping porch. Phone 21S5-iireiig
sleeping porcn. 609 South Walter.
or
1 a. iu r.aac i;opper,
LARGE, cool room, beautifully furnished,
F. C. BAKES, M. D.
,
FOR ItlON-...-...,
private Datn. 1211 Wtit Roma.
uiuuem lurnisneu
cottages; rent 126. $30 and 135;
FOR RENT Room and porch,
near
on car Diseases of the Eye. Glasses Fitted
Houtn Edith.
Office removed to 114 N. Sec-ond- st.
ooaraing House. 203 North Edith.
"i'fc"rjij.;is
FOR RENT Nice, mean sleeping and FOR RENT-iiod- crn
home, four rooms.
Ground floor. Phone 842,
nouaeKeepmg rooms, lgi
North Third. nVS p,hw" "nturnlshed.
Location,
phone 1310-FRONT ROOM for light housekeeping. 2jl;:a5t
CHIROPRACTORS
Modern furnished cottage
uveriana riotei, 3im
west Central FOK RENT
rooms and
FOR RENT Furnished room with or on two
sleeping porch,
Chlronrarfne.
car line. 121S glassed
South Edith.
t and to aimLa. Building.
witnout housekeeping. 612 North
FOR RENT Two rooms, furnished, gar-de- n
planted, city light and water; also
BUSINESS CHANCES"
FOR RENT Modern
room
sleeping
irrigation wajer. 705 Mountain road.
Averill apartments, 308 "j North
First-clas- s
oom
FOR
stioe shop. Ad- hous"ewIth FOK SALE
y.oa jq.jK , care journal.
sleeping porch, furnished, f 25. Apply
FOR RENT One furnished room fi
FOR SALE
,, rim ivaiionsi jjank
Best rooming houae In city.
hulldlng.
704 West
gentleman; also garage.
m'nttaa i.anniauy. care Journal.
FOR RENT My home on East Hilvor;
coal.
five
rooms,
SALK
bath, twp sleeping porches iCLH ?U1C'K
Small rooming
FOR RENT Front bed room, four win. and beaaem
t n second.
01
ent; terms. Phone lot 8 W.
LMigain,
dows, close to town; reasonable.
808
ROBERTS-TURNETwo-rooFOR RENT
North Sixth.
furnished houaei
fJO., t8 West Gold
With slflenlner nnh.a, n.nH.
htimlnA
are,
avenue,
,n
r,nnr,..ni
FOR RENT Three modern
furnished
rooms for light housekeeping. 423 West per month. Call et 700 East Santa Fe. allsts.
LIST your vacant Houses with the City FOR BALE Two-stor- y
Santa Fs.
orlck
... . .
RHV ln titm .nn.H
Ill Bouth First; location good building.
lor anr
TO RENT Five-roofurnished house,
kind of business.
tu
weBt uoiq, pnone S61,
ror summer months,
North
607
four-rooFOR
FOR
BALE
RENT
Modern
Twelfth.
unfurCrlspette
popcorn outfit,
nished house, close In. rent reasonable,
complete; good proposition for live man.
d
FOR RENT Nice
sleeping lease if dealred. Apply 600 South
Walter. '"inii nj .orxn r irst.
looms.
Albuquerque Hotel, ' 21814 FOR KENT
OOOD paying buaiiiess,
North Second.
Modern brick seven-roohere In town,
makes money all vpar round- It nnn
furnlahed suitable for boarders
FOR RENT Two large rooms, furnlahed or house,
116 North Maple, phone 2272-cash
home.
handles It. Phone 15Si-J- .
for housekeeping; no sick or children.
1
. v.. wirvT i-tp- ui- j- ouiu, uiuusrn
Vnn
603 North Fourth.
lurnisn- - SMALL, saw mill and timber proposition,
on railroad, for aale. lease, let on ihim
houae, on car line, In highlands,
FOR RENT Room and sleeping porch, 646ed npr
e WMHn. or will consider a
Vn
month
Pal!
partner. J. F. Bran-so- n.
near boarding house. Call mornings.
' '
315 South Third,
building.
203 North Edith.
Albuquerque.
four-rooFOK
SALE Indian trading store and
IMPERIAL ANNEX, 103 'i West Central, rOH RENT Completely furnished
N. i
house
near
located
three
with
ranch,
coori
Gallon.
screened
porches.
under new management; clean and airy,
Phone 1439-or Inquire 1204 East
building, corralls,
fencing, e'c. ; fully
all outside rooms.
excellent
for
equipped;
healthseekoi
;
place
FOR RENT Room with ail conveniences
fine water. AdOies Bug 873, city.
and connecting bath, new home, cool FOR RENT Hi.uae of three large rooms plenty
"flrfest
FOR
SALE
One
and
of the
cafes in
porch, newly decorated, with large
uiy-ii- .
wwiiuii.
northern Arlrona, long lease, eicellent
fruit and shade trees.
flowers,
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for yard,
Phone H47-J- .
trade, good location; two of the partners
light housekeeping; reasonable; adults; FOR RENT
tre to leave for Eurone: aet onhJc Ad
Nicely furnikhed new four-roono sick. 613 South Arno.
bungalow; bath, front and back dress Postofflce box 314, FlagstaffAril.
FOR RENT Two furnished housekeeping porch, garage;
1609 East Central. Apply FOR SALE Two groceries at Invoice,
rooms, with sleeping porch; no clril- - 724 East Central.
both money makers; established mer
nren. rioz Moutn Edith.
FOR RENT Four-roofurnished cot- cantile business; long time lease; confFOR RENT Lovely front bed room,
fountain doing splendid
nice place for chickens; ectionery-soda see stoDerts-Turnegarage,
tage,
r
sultsWe for two; no sick. - 21a North one block from Presbyterian Sanatorium. ousiness.
Co., IIS
niavanlh nhnno. 17ilf
West Gold.
Call 114 North Cedar.
SALE Sure snap In only fire in
FOR RENT Ohisseil-Four-rooRENT
sleeping porch,
bungalow, mod- FOR
surance agency in fast growing coun
with kitchenette; modern and furnish- Foil
ern and furnished; large Bleeping porcn;
ed. 222 South Broadway.
ty seat town of central New Mexico.
near car line and Five-roojust what you want;
home, bualnepa, office furniture
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nl e. clean rooms: grocery. Phone 364-and all goes for 4.500 cash; must sell
rates by day or week. Over Pastime FOR RENT Modern seven-roounfurat once account of health. Office made
j neater, 81 ly. West Central.
nished house; desirable location. In
Itoberls-Turner
3,300 la.it year.
Co.,
FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished quire Mr. Sherman at First Savings Banal t!8 West Gold,
rooma In modern home. Apply Mrs. and Trust Co., phone a.
a
Albuquerque-SantFred Hamm, 628 North Second.
FOK RENT Modern home, completely
DAII.V STACiE
FOR RENT Unfurnished kitchen and
furnished, large sleeping porch; located
To Titos (Read Down)
large porch; also three bed rooms, fur. In highlands. Call from 7 to 8 a. m., or
7:30 a. m.
Iave
4 to 6 p. m
nlslied partly. 124 South Edith.
Phone 1422-J- .
Arrive
la 3D a. m.
e,
FOR RENT Large front room, ground FOR RhNT Three-roofurnished
u. m.
Leave
bath and sleeping porch. Phone
floor, four windows, one block off car
Leave
...,12 80J p. m.
line
Sl-609 West Fruit, phono 2042-J- .
call for kya at 1524 East CenArrive
6:0 p. m.
To Albuquerque (Rend I p)
ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping
roums and tral, between nine and twelve.
Albuquerque ...Arrive... 7:00 p.m.
housekeeping apartments, by the dsy, FOR HE.NT Four-roonloely furnished
Santa Fa...,. ...Leave... 4:00 p m.
aVd
wee
or monin. tuzsj west Central.
front
back screened
houae,
Santa Fe
Arrive. ..12:45 p. m.
FOR RENT Furnished rooma with sloep-In- g porches; also sleeping porch, . for well
Arrive. . .11 :15 a. m.
Eapani la
Inquire 410 West Lead.
porch for light housekeeping; wator people.
Taoa
a. m.
Leave...
five-rooand lights furnished. 710 Weat Lead.
furnished
FOR RENT Two
FARE TO SANTA FE. 14.60.
!
bungnlows, 214 and 218 North Maple:
FOR RENT Front room, well furnished-11.50.
TO TAOH.
at. 135 per Albuquerque
Rlnelt-i- g
adjoining bath, use of phone, close in: will rent until r September
lleadqu.irtera
M
at 724 Rest Central. Brothersmonth. Please
one or two genuemen. 708 west pnver.
210 West Centra
rigar Store,
in
flllll.
house
Ave,,
riione
Unfurnished
RENT
FOR
FOR RENT Two modern
furnished
Santa Fe Headquarters Bank Confee
Fourth ward; four large rooms with
rooms and sleeping porch for light
lawn and garage; tlonery. Phone
housekeeping; light and water paid; so bath, shade trees,
modern In every respect. Phone 1121-0
sick.
South Broadwsy.
RENT In University Heights, new
FOR RENT Exclusive, well furnished FOR
three-roohouse and garage (sis
room, with large sleep.ng porch, hot
water heat and bath; centrally located. South Princeton), furnished, 1127.50, un- bee W. II. Btuiweli,
21 West Coal.
rurnlshed. J123.
Phone 1744-924 North Eighth.
SPECIAL OFFER One well furnlahed
Four-rooRENT
FOR
bungalow,
room, alx large windows, bath adjoinglassed sleeping porch, modern, well
ing; private out side ent .nee; new modand completely furnished with piano,
ern home, close In. Phone 1949-close
outside large screened front , irch; no sick;
OCCIDENTAL UOTEu
All
Dally.
WISTBC"jM.
rooms and new furniture, furnished or In. Inquire 701 West Silver.
Train.
Arrive. Depart.
com
unfurnished apartments; alau sleeping FOR RENT Nice
house,
No, 1 The Scout. .. T:30 pm 8:S0 pm
rooma at 84 to 17 per week; hot and
pletely furnished, for one or two fam No. I Calif. Limited lu:30 am 11:00 am
electrlo
eold water in each room; new- manage- ilies; modern,
bath,
lights, No. T Fargo Fast. 10:S0 am
am
ment. 2224 East Central. W. F. Barnett. screened porch, hot and cold water; large No. I The Navajo. .13-3am 1:00 am
lot; bearing fruit treea See Broad
phone 1628-- J.
SOUTHBOUND.
738.
Co., 220 South Second, phone
10:10 pm
Ni, SI El Paso Esp
LOST AND FOUND
FOR RENT Furnished,
for summer No, 17 El Paso Exp
11:H am
aeven-rooEast
fine
house.
months,
BASTPOU.ND.
Lost Bald-face- d
anil
mane
red horse,
78; five rooms, modern, fine No. I The Navajo.. 1:11) pm 1 40 pm
tall trimmed, three white ankles, Bllver,
furniture, $60; double house, 603 North No. 4 Callt Limited. s.OO pm 1:40 pm
Monklewlca, Foraker road,
and shade, 150; close No I 8. F. Eight.. 1:31 pm 1:10 pm
Second,
LOST
At Country club tennis court, one In, Northlarge yard three rooms
and steep- No. 10 The Scoot
7:20 am !:I0 a
four-leclover stick pin. with small ing porch.Second,
three-rooadobe. 1S04
scrra
rscii
diamond; finder Will be rewarded by re- South Arno, $40;
tn,
North
close
118;
Fourth,
IS
Ko,
Front
El
Paso
put
turning to D. Weinman, 708 West Cop
brick, taO; one side double No. 80 Prom 611 Paso 7:01 am
per.
house, very comfortable, 1220 South Elm,
No. 10 wmneots at relen
ta No. tl
LOST Around Belen, little dog. light 115.
Unfurnished:
West Marquette, lot Clnvla. peoee Valie- Kaas- - City and
reddish brown; we were Informed that thoroughly modern, six rooms, basement O
OeaL
some people going along the road picked and garage, summer months. 150: five-rooNo, 31 connect, at :ieloK with No. II
him up. and believe the dog la around
modern, North Fourth, 140: two
eesvnd aetith
Belen, or Albuquerque; airy person who rooma and sleeping porch, south high- from rrinvia and points
will give information about this dog will lands. 117.50; fine seven-roothoroughly
receive reward; plea-n- notify Mrs. R. C. modern. 415 South Seventh. 100. Real
iuBe, 616 South, Jj'lfit, Albunusruue, Estate Exbange, 401 Wost Copper,
"i-a-

lOT

.,.,.

4ou

.1

BOYS

FOR RENT

REPUBLICANS TO

LEAGUES

CASH

LET'S GO

WILLIAM FOX Presents

"FOOTFALLS"
WITH

Esfelle Taylor and Tyrone Power
As the Leading Stars

Also a SUNSHINE COMEDY

day.

The eight teams which will make
up the Senior Boys' leacue have
already been booked.
They will
play at Washington park during
the afternoons
starting at 5:30
o'clock. The Seniors arc composed
of the following teams: Duke City
Whites Old Town Scouts, Browns,
St. Mary, De Molay, IliKh School,
Tlldlllos, Headquarters Scouts.
Practice
games for the Senior
league are booked between the
jPuke City Whites and tho Old
;Town Scouts this afternoon at 6:30
o'clock; between St. Mary and De
Molay Friday afternoon at 5:30 and
between the High School and
Saturday afternoon at tho
same hour.

Junior league.
Three teams have clgned up in
the Junior league, which is com-

posed of teams of boys under 125
Games of the Junior
pounds.
league will be played at Washington park during
the afternoon
three
starting at 2:30 o'clock. The the
S.
teams already slcned up nre
A. T.'s, Kddle Stanton's team and
the Eagles. The S. A. T.'s and
Stanton's will play a practice game
this afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Pigmy Tpngne.
Composed of boys weighing under eighty pounds, three teams
have Joined the Pigmy league and
three more teams are wanted.
Those which have Joined the league
are the Barelas Tigers, the Wildcats and the Albuquerque Dragons.
The Wildcats and Tigers v. Ml play
a practice
game at Washington
park this afternoon at 2 o'clock.
High School Conch Addison
Moore has complete charge of the
Hoys' leagues and can he found at
Washington park each afternoon.
Persons who are Interested In boys'
baseball and managers of teams
which would bo eligible to enter
any of the league are urged to take
the matter up with Coar-- Moore at
the earliest opportunity as the
leagues should be completely 'illed
by Monday afternoon.

HU1PJII,U!'W'I

CANTALOUPES
FIRST CAR OF THE SEASON

JUST RECEIVED
ASK YOUR DEALER

YET" LABEL

L. B. Putney, Distributor

Coal Supplr Co Phone 4 and 6.
Mr. and Mrs. G. O. Sill apd
their daughter Thera left yesterday for Havana, Cuba.
Mrs. J. F. Sutherland of East
Las Vegas was operated upon for
at ft.
appendicitis yesterday husband,
Her
Josepha hospital.
her daughter Violet, of Txs Ange-H.
Mrs. B.
les, her
Sutherland of Wtnslow, Ariz., and
Las Vegas
East
of
Miss M. Young
'
are with her.
'j
Miss Lurline Mahan, daughter
of the Rev. T. C. Mahan of Carlsbad, arrived last night from
Wash., where she has been
visit with
teaching school, for a 301
South
Miss Ona White of
Walter street.
'.ruck
load,
tu
wood.
Factorv
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
sister-in-la-

Hoa-qula-

Phone 91.
John Milne, superintendent of
city schools, has returned from

Oallup where ho addressed tho
County Teachers institute on school
management.
Mrs. W. G. Ash, of Barton, will
leave tonight for Modesto and
other California points for the

summer.

OLD BILLS NOT

Journal Office.

s.

Song. Selected Frank Darrow;
accompanist. Mrs. Frank Darrow.
Talk A. B. Rene-haTen-minu-

n.

Louie Hesselden: accomB. Thompson.
panist, Mrs. Lewis
Frank A.
Talk
Hubbell.
Song
Ten-minu-

8. Mable Skccls, P. O., Citizens'
and 2022-J- .
Hank building. 881-Gynecology and Obstetrics spe-

cialty.

ASTnMA HAY FEVER
Violet Rny Treatment
DR. D. K. MURRAY
T.
X.
Armijo Bids. Phone 741.

Furniture and Plnno Movlnc
'jocal und Ions distance B &
I'ransfcr. Phone 234.
11.

FOGG, The Jeweler

:

NOTICE

pro-rat-

WARNING

LAST TIME TODAY

28c

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY,

....

2,5-lbs-

--

n4

......

.

FRANK TROTTER
West Gold Avenue.

11(1

CH0C0LAT
CREAM
Sold At This Store.

I

preienti

..itlJL-xilT- Y

WeSeUSfflNNER'S
the highest grade Macaroni,

Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and

other Macaroni Products.

Raymond Uitchcoc
qii star casr
9nq qn Created

Say

by

Cosmopolitan Productions
CtCparamounlQ'kluK

.

solved, bank savings increased, no backaches from
carrying heavy loads. You
will grow strong and happy

j

A gay whirl of
The aristocrat of
and more, fun
pretty girls, frisky dancing,
"
than a dozen ordinary comedies combined.
comedy-romance- s.

love-makin-

DAILY'S GIPSY STORE
Trail North Second to

TWO FLAVORS
TWO NICKELS

North Fourteenth

g

ADDED ATTRACTION

CURRENT EVENTS

Wholesale Only

REGULAR PRICES.

Oranges, Lemons, Grapefruit, Apples, Cherries,
California Head Lettuce,
Green Beans and other
things.
Call Hotel Combs.

mt

"V

5

Zm

Hugh Trotter

Theater

V ft !
For Sale at the
Following Fountains

11

D. O.

CONN Kit. M.

SERVICE
Doz

NEW MEXICO POTATOES,
100 lbs.
$2.00
10c
Loose Mucnronl, lb
,
Loose Spaghetti, lb
10c
HOME SORGHUM, gnl. ...$100
5 and 10 lbs.
Pnro Sorghnm,
Hebo Small Milk, 6 for
2"c
Gallon Apples.....
.""
75c
Gallon Peaches
..
40c
Glassed Jar Pears,
Glassed Jar Peaches, 2Vlt 3.1
Sflc
Glassed Jar Apricots, 2 lbs
20e
Hulk Peanut Butter, lb
Comb noncy
30c
Honey Pints, quarts half and
gallons.
2.V
Flaked Hominy, 3 lbs
Lima Beans, 7 lbs
$1.00
Blnck-Eye- d
12 ',4 e
Pens, lb.
Cider Vinegar
50c
8.V- Sack of Meal
Milk Herring, 3 for...
2Sc
PlS Hani, lb
2rr
Star and Horsclioe Tobacco.
80e
Peaches and Plums, 2
lb.
cans . ,.
25e

Phones

305.

PROGRAM, RITES

FRESH EGGS,

On and After June

Ten-minu-

624 TODAY

AND

2,

WANTED

three-minut-

J.

Famous Sulphur
Hot Springs

Brigg's Pharmacy.
Butter Shop.

Butt's.

College Inn.
Elks' Club.

Now under new management who assures better
accommodations than ever
before. Hotel has been

CONTUrCOCS

1

TO 11 P. Mi

TODAY, TOMORROW AND SATURDAY.

Leonar--

Robert
presents

O

Fee's.
Highland Pharmacy.

New Mexico Candy
Kitchen
Hall's Royal Pharmacy
Y. W. C. A. Cafeteria.
Ruppe's Drug Store
Students Varsity Shop.

thoroughly renovated.
For further information,
phone 907-- J or call at
203 South Second street,
Albuquerque.
C. TARTAGLIA,

FEE'S

'

Proprietor
Sulphur Springs Hotel

PHONE

435--

o,

J.

That the building of s
for crippled
Shrine hpspital
children in Albuquerque within the next three years is practically assured was the word
contained in a message from
Charles M. Barber, imperial
potentate of Ballut Abynd
temple yeBterday. Mr. Barber
It now attending the Imperial
council at San Francisco. He
also said that Ballut Abynd
made an excellent showing in
the parade which wag held
Tuesday.
His message follows:
"The Shrlners' parade yesterday was the largest ever
held by tho organization. The
view was marred by a drizzling rain. One hundred bands
arid 80 patrols In line. Ballut
an excellent
Abyad made
showing. Albuquerque Is praca
assured
crippled chiltically
dren's hospital within the next
three years."

RENT

Ground Floor Office In Journal
Building, inquire

WANTED ,
Honoring Gov. M. C. Mechem,
To borrow $3,000 on
Bernalillo county republicans will home under construction in
hold a dinner this evening at the fast growing neighborhood, In
Y. M. C. A. starting at 7 o'clock.
University Heights.
II. C, enre Journal
Judge R. P. Barnes will act as
chairman of the gathering. A concert will precede the dinner and a
musical program hs.i : een arranged
as a part of the evening's program.
e
A number of
talks
will be given, Francis E. Wood
Sales manager and salesmen
the
discussion.
general
leading
for nationally advertised arThe feature of the entertainment
ticle.
will be a series of musical numbers
MR. GIBBS, Hotel Combs
by the Maurice Klein Entertainers,
among whom are Louis Hesselden,
Frank Darrow. Mrs. Lewis B.
Thompson, Mrs. Frank Darrow.
Mrs. Crelghton Foraker, Mrs. H. YALE Bulgarian Milk prescribR. Brown, Mrs. H. B. Henlng, Mrs.
served at
ed by physicians;
B. C. Hernandez, Mrs. Sidney M.
Bracy's Cafeteria, Butt's Drug
Well Mrs. Thomas N. Wllkerson
Store, Brigg's Drug Store, Fee's
and Mrs. Albert Gusdorf form the Candy Shop, or phone 2413R4.
The
ladles' reception committee.
BODDV'S JERSEY. FARMS,
general committee is composed of
chairman;
Rosllngton,
George
L.
Jerre Haggard, Guv
Rogers,
Sidney M. Well, Dr. M. K. Wylder,
15
Tom Hughes and Jesus Romero.
While tho greater part of the Haul passengers to Jemez Hot
musical program has not been def- Springs, leave Briggs' Pharmacy
initely decided upon and many at 7:30 a. m. Fare $6.00.
talks will be of tho extemporaneous
Will Call for Passengers.
type, the following numbers have
23-1847-W
been booked for the program:
Song, "Oh Fair New Mexico"
CAIN
JOE
Ellis orchestra; entire audience
standing.
FORTUNES TOLD FREE
"How It Feels to re the Governor of the Best State In the Union" Wo will forecast
your forM. C. Mechem.
if
visit
tunes
Maurice
Klein;
Selected
Daily's
you
Song,
accompanist. Mrs. Lewis B. Thomp- Gipsy
Store. Your shopson.
will be
Talk Senator Fhil-Hp- ping
problems

0!

D

,

SHRINE HOSPITAL

FOR

C.
I.
The observance of Flag day In
Specialist.
the city was closed last night Stern Osteopathic
325-701-Tel.
Bldg.
with a program at the Elks' club
under the direction of Felix
O. I.
C. L. Applegnte,
COUNTY BOARD
Lewis. J. W. Prestell and Clyde
E. Oden, assisted by the Elks'
EXPERT WATCH MAKING
orchestra, John Morelli, conducof
Available tor: Grace Stortz, soprano: Mrs. Engraving, Jewelry, Repairing
Distribution
Leslie Brlggs, reader; Maurice
Opposite Postoffloc.
Funds May Be Made Next Klein, baritone,
and W. H. Schrei-be- r.
118 South Fourth.
accompanist.
Mule"
"White
Week;
orchesThe program Included
Troubles at Barelas, Said tral and vocal selections, a reading and ceremonial rites conductDistributions of available county ed by the officers of the Elks'
funds for a partial payment of old lodge.
Pat McCaffrey has opened a
A striking
a
tableau, In which Plumbing
basis was
county bills on a
Shop at 217 North
Columas
Miss
Stortz
appeared
y
not made yesterday by the en
Third.. Repair work a specialty.
Gem
the
"Columbia,
tunt
bia,
singing
commissioners due to the fact
PHONE 1870-J- .
the old bills, while assembled, had of the Ocean," drew much adnot been divided into their various miration from the large audience.
fund classes. County Clerk Fred A vigorous and significant speech
Crollott was Instructed to make the was delivered by Mrs. Flo Jamiclassification and to submit th son Miller, who Is here In the inbills to the commission again a terests of the Woman's Relief Tinkering la likely to ruin a good
watch.
Mrs. Miller, .vhose husthe meeting next week. Jhe old Corps.
TAKE NO CHANCES
hills amount to approximately $30,- - band Is an Elk, is from Monti-cellWe are expert watch repairers,
111.
000.
Commissioners discussed alleged
using genuine material and guar
City Exercises.
antee every Job.
of
Barela"
in
held
the precincts
at
Unorder
The Flag day exercises
and San Jose and It Is possible thai the .city hall yesterday morning
I S E M A N
additional deputy sheriffs will be were short and Impressive. Mem215 South Second
named for these precincts. It was bers of societies of the veterans
reported to the officials that there of the various ware and other pahad been many disturbances in triotic bodies were present when
these precincts lately and that but the flag, upon the blowing of the
few arrests had meen made,
dis whistles, was slowly raised to the
turbances at dances was also top of the pole.
Members of the
of
a
charged.
city fire department, together
tornorr with
Fred
Under Sheriff
members
of
patriotic
claimed that the trouble could be organizations, came eight
to the salute
traced to "white mule." and stated when the flag was raised.
that the prohibition
agents hac
arrests for al
made twenty-fiv- e
PERSHING CAFE
MY SHELLED PINON
NUTS
of
violations
the
leged
prohibition
109 South First.
laws in these precincts during the will be delivered from the Fred
RICO CAFE
Harvey News Stand. Albuquerque,
past few months.
119 North First
N. M., UNTIL FURTHER NOFaunle S. Spitz, 323 North
BITTNER HOUSE ROOMS TICE.
Tenth.
Phone 221-S19V4 Snath First.
PRO-BATE-

There will be a regular meeting
of Temple lodgo number 6, A. F.
and A. M. at the Masonic templo
this evening at 8 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nicholas, of
Magdalena. who have been visiting
relatives here for the past week,
left last evening for California.
Mrs. Alvah J. Cook has gone to
Los Angeles for a short visit. Before returning, Mrs. Cook will stop
at the Grand Canyon.
The Ladles' Aid society of the
Christian church will meet this
afternoon at 2 o'clock in tho basement of the church.
Miss Margaret Tupper, chief of
Hhe division of public health nursing of the state health department
is In the city on official business.
Mrs. Burt Bendry and daughter
The C.lldersleeve Electric Co,
have returned to their home in
Pecos after a six week visit here 211 East Central. Phone 797-with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
K. V Building. Phone Office 89-Carter.
DR.. FRANK
E. MacCRACKEN,
II. MacCRACKEIf,
UK. DAISY
notice.
Osteopathic Physicians.
Odd Fellows and Rehekahs
liesidenco 89-Will leave hall Saturday, 1 p. m.
for Estnncla. Be on hand. Visiting brothers and sisters arc

ALBUQUERQUE IS
A FAVORITE FOR

CASH

Bring Your Roofing
Troubles to Raabe and
Mauger's or Phone

CITY OBSERVES
FLAG OA!' WITH

LOCAL ITEMS

PHONE

TONIGHT

Program;

Albuquerque boys' leagues will
be ready for action on Washington
park field next week. Coach Ad
dison S. Moore announced last
night that all three of tho leagues
were now practically
completed
and that practice
games would
start tomorrow, preparatory to reg-- ,
ular scheduled league play Mon-

THEATRE

J.

Three Boys' Leagues Are Be-- 1 Governor Mechem Will Be
Guest of Honor; Three
ing Formed Under Manof
Coach
Moore;
Minute Talks Feature the
agement
Teams Can Still Enter.
Start 7 O'clock

REGULAR ADMISSION PRICES

"SWEETEST

T

MON

STORE, Phone 28
Orders Delivered for 10c

PASTIME T0DflY

STAGE BANQUET

TO BE READY TO

a,

508 West Central.

that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phone 421. 423 North First.

Party leaving

Native Cherries again today. But not many.
California Sweet Cherries, Apricots.
Native Gooseberries.
Native Head Lettuce.
Native Turnips and Beets.
Native Asparagus, Radishes and Green Onions.
Delaware Punch, Grape Flavor.
Orange flavor; both a fruit syrup; add
water and make splendid summer drink.

WARD'S

Let Us Send a Man!
To replace

town for two
months, would like to rent
completely furnished house of
five rooms, sleeping porch and
garage. Phono 1266--

Imperial Valley Cantaloupes

Cal-O-R-

June 15, 1922

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL'

Page Eiffht.

-

Don't envy
the

girl with

a clear skin
use
RES OL
5oothinq And Healinq

Soap and ointment
They gently cleanse

irritated pores,
overcome

roughness,

subdue
blotches,
and usually produce

uy

skin health

Have a healthy skin

w

The Most Satisfactory. Economical and Convenient
Stove and Ranges. Order a Ton Today.

IIAIIII COAL CO.

Fuel for

By

Edmund Gouldlng

Phone 91

176 TAXI LIKE"
25 cents to Any

Part of the

City

apartment at

Two-roo-

Special Rates to Picnic Parties
Large Seven Passenger Cars
Stand In Alley By
Meyer & Meyer Tailor Shop.

FINF SHOE REPAIRING
Ladies' Half Sole
75c
Rubber Heels, Goodyear . ...40t
Men's Halt Soles
90c
Rubber Heels. Goodyear, .. .40c
CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP.
213 S. Second St. Phone 69 7 W,
Free Call and Delivery.
Work Done While You Walt
.

--

GUY'S TRANSFER
Phone 371
324 South

Sunday Picnics

Second.

a

"HEALTHY APPETITES"

AUCTION SALE
Friday, June 16, at 409 South Arno.
Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 P. M.

Sum-

Five rooms of Afurniture to go to the hishest bidder for
cash. Note the following articles to be sold: Dresser, Chifd
fonier, Beds, Springs and Mattresses.
Lounge,
Williams and Mary Dining Room Set, 9)148 Base Burner, same
as new, $750 Sehenke Piano, l; Combination Coal and Gas
Range, the best manufactured; Refrigerator, Rugs, Rockers,
Kitchen Chairs, Tubs, Dishes and many other articles not
Now you can not afford to miss this sale If you
mentioned.
want to buy good house furnishings. We also have some office fixtures Typewriter, Files, big lot of Paper and Envelopes, and many other office things not mentioned. Fer Information regarding this sale call at Gober's Furniture Store,
2U South Second or phone 808.

West Central.
Three-rooporch,
sleeping
apartment at 1028 West Central. Reduced rates.
mer rates

1005

-l

arusi

THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

"THE LAUNDRY
OF QtJALTrr'

WANTED

pay good prices for fire- -'
arms such as Rifles. Shot
Must lit In
Guns, Pistols.
condition.
813 Komb I I rut Street
We
A- -l

Thursday, June 15th, at
.1

DON'T
OVERLOOK THIS

100 N.

Walter.

-

i

furniture to go to the highest bidder for
Five rooms of Acash. Note the following , articles to be sold: Dressers, Chiffoniers, Beds, Springs and Mattresses;
Rugs and Rockers,
Dining Table, Buffet and chairs to match; Stand Tables, 4
Beds, Porch Swing, Heater, Coal Range, Gas Range, Refrigerator, Tubs, Dishes, Cooking Utensils, and many other articles not mentioned on account of space. If. you want house
furnishings, you cannot afford to miss this sale. Those goods
are all l and have never been used by sick. Don't miss
this opportunity, be on hand promptly and bring your friends.

I can sell below market

A--

'

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

r

STRICTLY CASH
After June

15, 1922

MOTOR CO.

21 M3 NORTH FOURTH ST.

ICE CREAM OF SUPERIOR
QUALITY AND FLAVOR

-l

If you are Interested In a home,
I have a beautiful new

1010-- J

NOTICE

ALL PARTS AND REPAIR WORK

AUCTION SALE

Phones 148 and 449.

Call Owner,

ADVANCE IN PRICES
MATINEE Adults 25c; children 10c
NIGHT (6 to 11) Adults 35c; Children 15c
Tax Included

SOUTHWEST

Dry Cleaning,
Dyeing, Hats
Cleaned and Blocked, Hubs
latest
cleaned
process.
by

modern houso in Fourth ward.
value.
Hardwood
breakfast
floors,
nook. Built-i- n
features.
Fine
place. Basement and garage.
before
this
See
buying.

NOTE

A--

SALE STARTS PROMPTLY AT 2:30 P. M.

DYERS AND HATTERS
KUG CLEANING
b and Gold
Phone 4R3. Cor.

A GOLDWYN GRAPHIC

Over-stuffe-

Specialty.

EMPIRE Cleaners

Tiffany

Production

ADDED ATTRACTION:

FOR RENT

j

A

the story by Ouida Bergere
Directed by Robert Z. Leonard
Based on

NEAR BEER

thai everyone admires.
At ail

Afore neat Cnlts per Pound.
More Pounds per Dollar.

Real

Glass
Good

A

CONVENIENT TO HANDLE

CNIFORM SIZE.

For These Hot Day

Try

shining story Off true love, outlined in net
gold against the vermillion velvet background
of Parisian and New York night life.

EGG COAL

CERRILLOS

BSttteer(miik!10l',

WlIk'

C,arlfled'

ALBUQUERQUE

Pteurlzed.

Butter.

VE

DAIRY ASSOCIATION
Thank You!
Phone 351

Cheese.

I

r

Call Again.
32i North Second St.
-

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS

1

